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A bs tract 

Missing data or incomplete data are very cornmon in aImost every statistical situation. The 

simple application of completedata based methods without a careful thinking of the missingness 

mechanism may result in an invalid conclusion. The statistical inferences on the unknown 

parameters may be complicated and the power of the inferences may be iowered due to the 

missing data. 

A large number of rnethods have been developed to handle the missing data. These 

methods can be categorized as (1) the iiielihood-based approach and (2) the multiple imputation 

approach. The iiielihood-based methods utilize the observed data only; ail inferences are based 

on the observed-data likelihood tünction. The multiple imputation is to impute the missing data 

by some 'plausible' values multiple iimes, the analyses results based on each imputed complete 

data are then combined to make a repeated imputation inference (Rubii, 1987). In order to make 

a valid repeated imputation inference, an appropriate imputation model needs to be built and the 

missing data need to be imputed by independent draws h m  this model. 

In this research. we deveiop new anaiyticai methods for imputing the missing data arising 

h m  ciidcal triais in which the repeated measurernent design are commonly employed. A 

particular covariance structure, the antedependence structure. is fully discussed and the methods 

for imputing the missmg data with the antedependence covariance structure are the core 

components of this research. The merits of multiple imputation versus no imputation are 

investigated by simulations. The performance of the proposed methads and two other developed 

multiple imputation methods. the predictive mode1 method and the MCMC method, are ais0 

compared by simulations. The application of these methods to a clinical triai data is presented. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Missing data or incomplete data are very common in airnost every statisticd situation, 

especiaily in clinicd triais and sarnple surveys. In these two situations, missing data are 

inevitable no matter how well the clinicai mals or the surveys are designed, and no matter how 

large the effort to collect the complete data. In clinical mals, subjects are screened against the 

entry criterion. the quaiified subjects are then randomized into the treaunent period. The same 

merisurements of some aspects are planned to be taken on each subject at baseline and at multiple 

scheduled pst-randomization time points. For various reasons. tiowever. these repeated 

measurements are not always coilected at ail tirne points. in sarnple surveys, the questions on 

different aspects are asked, usualiy at one time point. The resulcs, even w k a  great effort is 

expendd CO have every question answered. are usually incornplete. A large number of methods 

have been deveIoped for making valid and efficient inferences based on rhe complete data. either 

in the univariate or multivariate situations. But when data are incomplete. the validity and 

eficiency of these methods can not be guaranteed. in the last couple of decades, several 

methods have been developed to make a vaiid statisticd inference when data are incomplete. 

such as the EM algorithm, random effects model, etc. These likelihood-based methods can make 

vaiid inferences on the unknown parameters, although the likelihood function could be 

complicated by the missing data. One issue pertinent to the missing data is chat if a large m u n t  

of information is missing, although the likelihood-based rnethods are valid, the power of the 

analysis wil1 be low. Another different research area is to fil1 in the missing data with some 

'plausible' values, and then apply those coqletedata based methods to make vaiid and efficient 

inferences. This methoci is caiied the imputation of missing data. It avoids the complexity caused 

by the missing data and works on the relatively simple compiete data situation. Rubin (1976) 

introduced this concept, he mentioned that when doing imputation, the uncertainty due to f i lhg 

in the missing data h m  the imputation model as well as the unceaainty due to selecting the 

impuîation mode] need to be taken mto account. This research is to develop the methods for 

imputing the missing data coming from cl ical  iriais in which the repeated measurement designs 

are comrnonly employed. 

in this chapter. some defmfions of imputation and some basic results are surnmarized and 

presented- These definitions and results are developed by Rubin (1976), Rubin (1987), Liüie and 

Rubin (1987). In section 1.1, the definitions of the rnissingness mechanism are inaoduced. 

These definitions are hindamentd for the missing data issues. Only when the probabilities of 



missingness are clearly defined, can the appropriate methods then be developed. in sections 1.2 

and 1.3, the observed-ciau likelihd bnction and the observeddara posterior distribution are 

derived respectively. The inferences on the unknown parameters can be made either fiom the 

observed-data Likelihood or h m  the observeci-data pasterior. In section 1.4, the posterior 

predictive distribution of the missing data given the observed data is discussed. The missing data 

are imputed by random draws From this distribution. in section 1.5, ihe concept of multiple 

imputation is presented. The rules for repeated imputation inference are presented. The extra 

uncertainty due to the rnissing data need to be incorporateci into the repeated imputation 

inferences. FÏnalty. a brief su- of this chapter is presented in section 1.6. 

1.1 Missingaess Mec banism 

La Y b e n  n x p  datamatrix. Y =(yl,y2.---.yn)T.wherr yt =(yt,,..+y,p)' irarandorn 

sampte fiom a p dimensional muitivariate probability distribution P(Y 18). which is 

characterized by the parameters 8. In the following contexts, we refer the cows of Y as the 

observations, denoted by y, (i = L2,-- ,n).  and the columns of Y as the variables, denoted by 

Y, ( j  = 1,-- -, p )  . if &ta rue incomplete. we denote the observed portion and misshg portion of 

Y by Y,, and Y,, respectively. Le. Y = (Y,, ,Y,). Meanwhile we define a n X p 

missingness indicator ma& R = (r;, ) such that 

Obviously, when data are coqlete, R is a matruc of O's with probability 1. When data are 

incomplete, R wiU be subject to a probabdity distribution characterized by the panmeters 5 .  In 

this case, the joint probability disaibution of tltese two random components, the response 

variables and the missingness iodicator variables. need to be jointly considered in order to 

investigate the implications on the inferences about 8 in the presence of missing data. Denote 

this joint distribution by P(Y, R I8,r), then it cm be expressed as 

pIY.R 18,43 = P(Y f 8)PW [8,5,Y) (1-1.1) 

where P(Y 18) is the marginal dismiution of the response variables, and P(R (O,{ ,Y)  is the 

conditionid distribution of missingness given the response variables. 



The two sets of panmeters 0 and 5 are said to be distinct by Little and Rubin (1987) and 

Rubin (1987) if (1) From a frequentist perspective, the joint parameter space of ( 8 , ç )  is the 

Cartesian cross-product of each individuai parameter space for 8  and 5 .  (2) From a Bayesian 

perspective, the joint prior distribution of (8 .5 )  cm be factored into independent marginal 

priors for 8  and 5 .  This assumption is intuitively reasonabie in rnany real situations since 

knowing 8 will provide little information about 5 and vice versa. Under this assumption. 

(1.1.1) becomes 

P ( y . R  10,B = P(Y 1 W ( R  15, Y) (1.12) 

Note in this probability model, there are two sets of panmeters. the panmeters pertaining to 

the response variables and the paramerers pertaining to the missingness mechanism When data 

are cornplete, P(R 1 { , Y )  = c ,  so the inferences about the parameters 8 only depends on the 

probability model for the response variables, i.e. P(Y ( 9 ) .  M e n  data are incomplete. the 

correct inferences about 8 need to be conducted based on the joint probability model (1.1.2). 

Hence these inferences depend on how the probability mode1 for the missingness is defined. Le. 

how the missingness depends on Y .  Rubin (1976). Linle and Rubin (1987) categorized the 

missingness mechanism into the following three categories based on the conditional distribution 

P(R 15,Y). 

( 1) if P(R 1 g, (Y,, , Y,, )) = P(R 1 B.  the missingness is independent of the responses 

(obsewed and missing), then the missingness mechanism is defmed as Missing Completely 

At Random (MCAR). 

(2) if P(R 1 {,(Y,, Y,,,,, )) = P(R 1 5, Yh ) , the missingness is independent of the missing 

responses given the observed values. In this case the missingness mechanism is defined as 

Missing At Random (MAR). 

(3) If P(R ( 5, (Y,, ,Y,, )) = P(R 1 6, Y,, , Y,, ) , the missingness depends on both observed and 

missing responses. This missingness mechanism is defined as non-ignonble or informative. 

By the above definitions, MCAR is the most restrictive one in which the missmg values do not 

depend on the response variables, neither observed vaIues nor missing values. In this case, the 

missing values are a simple random sampIe of a11 data values, so the distribution of missing 

values is the same as the distribution of observed values. In conast to MCAR. MAR is a less 

resmcave situation in which the mkjing values depend on the response variables only through 

the observed values. in this case. the missing values are a simple random sample of all data 



values within subgroups defined by the observed values, the dismbution of missing vaiues is the 

same as the distniution of observed vaiues within each subgroup. The missingness mechanism 

of MCAR and MAR are called ignorable missingness (Little and Rubin, 1987; Rubin, 1987). in 

the sense that the missingness mechanism cm be ignored when making statistical inferences on 

the parameters of interest 8. In this research, we will only study the ignorable missingness 

mechanism 

1.2 Observed-Data Likelihood Function 

When data are incomplete, the full probability model to describe the data should include the 

submodel for the data themsetves as well as the sub-mode1 for the missingness. The sub-rnodel 

for the data is the marginal distribution of the response variables P(Yob,, Y,, 18). and the sub  

mode1 for the missingness is the conditional distribution of the indicator variables given the 

response variables P(R ( 5, YobsT YmLi ) . The hiIl probability rnodet is the joint probability model 

P(Y,, ,Y,, , R 1 @,o. Since Y,, are unknown, this distribution cm not be determined. We 

therefore investigate the mcdel for the observeddata. By the definition. this mode1 is the 

marginaI distribution of the joint distribution integrated over Y,, , i.e. 

P ( ~ ~ . R ~ ~ . @ = ~ ~ ( Y ~ ~ . Y , . R ~ O . ~ ) ~ Y ~  =[P(RIY,,Y,.oP(Y,.Y, 18% (1.2.1) 

Under the MCAR assumption, (1.2.1) becomes 

R I8.B = P(R 1 p(y,- y ,  1 8% = P(R 1 S)P(Y, 18) ( 1-22) 

and under the MAR assumption. ( 1.2.1) becomes 

V, .R (@.a = P(R 1 &Y, )I P(Y, .Y, 1 O)dYmu = P(R 1 cTY, )P(Y, 1 8) (1.23) 

Thus. under the assurnptions of either MCAR or MAR, the observeddata distribution ( 1.2.1) cm 

be factored into two components, one peaains CO the parameters of interest 8 and another one 

pertains to the nuisance parameters 6 .  When parameters 8 and 6 are distinct, the Iikelihaod- 

based inferences about 8 can be conducted based on P(Y, 1 8 )  aione, without conceming of 

the missinpess mechanism. That is, the missingness mechanism can be completely ignored. 

Therefore. if the missingness mechanisrn is ignorable, the joint obsenied-data distniution 

P(Y,, , R 1 8,P) . can be replaced by the factor pertaining to 8. i.e. P(Y,, 1 8) , for the purpose 

of inferences on the panmeten 8. This function is referred by Little and Rubin (1987) as the 

observed-data IikeIihood function ignoring the missingness mechanism. 



L ( e  1 y*, QZ P(G, 1 0) ( 12.4) 

Note chat this observeddata likelihood is of the parameters 6' which penains to the model 

for the complete data Y = (Y,, ,Ymu), not the parameters for the distribution of Y,, alone. 

Although in some situations. some parameters of completedata model may not appear in the 

model for Y,, . For example, if the values of the last variable Y, are missing for al1 subjects, the 

mean and variance of this variable will not appear in P(Y& ( 0). In this case. the panmeten 

associated with this variable cm not be estimated in any way. If the prirnary interest is on the 6 

which only pertains to the distribution of Y,, . the above assumptions like MCAR or MAR 

would not be necessary. For detailed discussion of this point. please see the exchange between 

EFron (1994) and Rubin (1994). Our ultimate interest is to h w  vaiid inferences on the 

parameters pertaining to the model for the complete data Y = (Y,,,Y,,), nther than the 

inferences on the parameters for the disüibution of Y,, aione. It has been shown chat this m k  

can be performed based on the observeddata likelihood function (1.3.4) as long as the 

missingness mechanism can be ignored. 

13 Observed-Data Posterior Distribution 

in the Bayesian framework. the inferences about the unknown panmeters are based on their 

posterior probability distributions. When data are incomplete. the unknown parameters are 

( B .  g 1. and the observed portions of the data are Y,, and R . By Bayes's Theorem, the 

posterior dism3ution for (O,& is the product of the probability distribution for the data and a 

prior probabiiity distribution for the unlcnown parameters (0,r) . i.e. 
P(@, ( Yobs 9 Y,, , R) OC P(Yobs R ( 8, r )  ~ ( 0 ,  a (1.3.1) 

where ~ ( 0 . 5 )  is a joint prier dismbution for 0  and {. The prior distribution is one's prior 

knowledge about (O,&. it has nothing to do with the intended data. Therefore. the prior 

dismbution is completely independent of Y,, and Y,,. The observed-daa posterior 



When the missingness mechanism is ignonble, the observeddata posterior dismbution of (0,o 

or 

p(e151y&pR> = P(RIt,Y,,)xP(Y,, 10)xW75) ( L -3.4) 

The Bayesian inferences on (8,r) cari be made simuItaneously based on this observed-data 

posterior distribution. But as for the likelihood-based inferences on the parameters of interest 8 ,  

ow ultirnate goal is to maice Bayesian inferences about 0 done. These Bayesian inferences on 

0 can be made based on the marginal observeddata posterior distribution obtained by 

integnting either (13.3) or (1.3.4) over the nuisance parameten 5 .  When 0 and 5 are distinct 

as deftned by Little and Rubin (1987) and Rubin (1987). the joint prior dismbution can be 

fac t ored as 

n(0.B = ~ ~ ( @ x l t , ( A  

the m;irguial observed-data posterior distribution of 8 is 

( 1.3.5) 

Note that R does not appear on the right-hand side of (1.3.5). so P(B ( Y,, , R) = P(8 ( Y,, ) . 

Thus it has been shown that the observeddata gosterior distribution of 0 is independent of the 

missingness mechanism, 

p(8 1 Y&$) oc L(Yh (0) x lt, (6) ( 1.3.6) 

Since the observeddata posterior distribution depends on the probability mode1 for the 

response variables as weii as the prior probability mode1 for the parameters of interest 8, it 

seems that making the inferences based on the observeddata posterior is more difficdt than that 

based on the observeddata likelihood- But in applications. by properly choosing a prier 

distribution for 8 within a natural conjugate family, the abserveddata posterior can be greatly 

simplified when data are complete. see Box and Tiao (19'73). In this case, the inferences can te 

made by either analytical approach or the Monte CarIo approach in which the values of 8 are 

simdated fiom the observed-data posterior dismbution. However, if data are incomplete, the 

usual natural conjugate prior will not guarantee that the observeddata posterior is tractable and 

easiIy to be summarized. In this case. the Bayesian inferences are made by the Monte Ciulo 



approach or some compfcated itentive simulation techniques if the values of 8 can not be 

diictly sirnuiated from the observeddata posterior distribuuon. 

1.4 Posterior Predictive Distribution 

From the Bayesian point of view. any thing unknown is treated as random. When data are 

complete, we have two random components. Y and 8. where Y is a random realization from 

the probability mode! for the response variables and 8 is governed by its posterior distribution 

given Y .  When data are incomplete, we have five random componencs, Yobs. Ymk . 8 ,  R and 

6 .  Yob and R are observable, Y,, , 8 and < are non-observable. If the missingness 

mechanism is ignonble, we can safely ignore the two random cornponents R and 5 .  leaving 

three randorn components for considention. Yobs, Y,, and 0.  Obviously the joint distnbution 

of these three cornponents is very difficult to handle, and is not our pnmary interest. These three 

random components are interdependent, the full description of one component depends on the 

specifications of others. Our primry interest is to get the best estimates of 8 ancilor Y,, based 

on the direct or indirect evidence provided by Yobs. in doing so we consider some marginal 

distributions and conditional distributions interesthg to us. b section t .2 we discussed the 

marginal distribution of Yobs, the observeddata Iikelihood. That is, 

L(e 1 y& ) a p(y&s 1 8)  = [p(yObs vymk 1 0)flmk (1.4.1) 

Any statisticd inferences on 0 based on this observeddata Iikelihood or based on the 

obseweddata posterior distribution L(Yobs 1 0) xne (8) are valid- These inferences utilize the 

obsewed data Yobs only. The likelihood-based inferences are usually done analytically, 

Bayesian inferences can be done either anaiytically or by the Monte Carlo method. If a large 

amount of data is missing, even these inferences are vaiid, the power of these inferences wiii be 

low. Also when data iue incornplete, the MLE of 8 usuûlly requires an itentive algorithm. A 

large amount of missing data may raise the concems on the convergence issues. 

Another approach of handling missing data is to impute the missing data Y,,. and then 

apply those cornpletedata based methods to the imputed compteted-data to make inferences on 

the parameters 8 .  The missing data Ymk shouid be imputed h m  sorne probability distributions 

such that the imputed values preserve the intrinsic correlations between Y,, and Yobs. Also 



these probability distributions should engage the sami: set of parameters 8 as the one in the 

probability model for the response variabIes. the inferences on B then can be made from the 

imputed completeddata. Therefore. the probabiüty mode[ for imputing Y,, should depend on 

Yobs and 8 .  Since both Y,, and 8 are non-observable, the probability distribution of Y,, can 

not be determined without specifying the values of 8 .  To avoid this dependency on the vaiues 

of B .  the expected probability distribution of Y,, is derived over the parameter space of 8 .  i.e. 

p(ym, 1 yobs ) = 1 KYmk 1 Yobs ? 8 ) P ( e  1 Yobs ) d e  (1.4.2) 

where P(Ymk 1 Yobs. 8 )  is the condiriona[ predictive distribution of Y,, given Yobs and 8 . md 

P(B ( Yobs) is the observeddata posterior distribution of 6 .  This expected prohbility 

distribution of Y,, , P(Y,, 1 Yobs ) . is called the posrenor predicnve disrnbrition which is the 

conditional predictive distribution P(Ymk 1 Yobs ?O) avemged over the observeddata posterior 

distribution of 8 .  The imputations of Y,, by randorn dnws h m  the posterior predictive 

distribution P(Y,, 1 Yobs) reflects the uncertainty due to the randorn srunpling of Y,, when the 

parameters 8 are given, as well as the extra uncertainty due to the fact that the parameters B are 

unknown. Therefore, the posterior predictive distribution of Y,, is the ideal distribution h m  

which the missing values Y,, can be imputed. 

1.5 Multiple Imputation 

Multiple imputation 0 is a general approach for handling missing data. This concept was 

fmt proposed by Rubin in eacly 1970's as a possibIe solution to the problem of swey  non- 

response. He emphasized that the rnissing data should be handled based on some principled 

methaïs, d e r  than based on some ad hoc methods. Multiple imputation is a principled method 

and coosists of t h e  steps. The f i t  step is to create rn (m > 1) complete data sets by 

substituting the tnksing values rn times usiog m independent draws frorn an imputation modei. 

The imputation model is constmcted to reasonably approximate the m e  distributionai 

relationship between the missing vdues and the observed values. In the second step the m 

Mputed comptete data sets are analyzed by treating each imputed cornplete data set as a 'real' 

complete data set Standard complete data procedures and software can be utiIiid diictty. [n 

the third step the analysis results based on the m complete data sets are combineci by a simple, 



appropriate way to obtain the so-called repeated imputation inferences (Rubin. 1987). The 

variances of combined estimates consist of within imputation and between imputation variances, 

so the uncertainty in the imputed data is king properly incorponted into the finai inference. 

This method overcomes the drawback of single imputation. which underestirnates the standard 

error of estirnate. 

The fmt step, drawing random samples From an imputation model. is the rnost hmdamental 

part of the multiple imputation. This task involves building an imputation model and dnwing 

randorn samples from the buitt imputation model. A multiple imputation is called a proper 

multiple imputation (Rubin, 1987), if (1) the imputation d e l  preserves the correlations 

between the missing values and the observed values. (2) The rnissing values are imputed by the 

independent tandorn draws fiom the imputation model. and (3) the estimation of 0 is 

approximately unbiased over the imputed data distribution. if the imputation model does not 

preserve the correlations between the missing values and the observed values, the inferences 

about these correlations k d  on the imputed complete data will lx biased. For example, if the 

imputation model does not include the variables which will be used in the inferences based on 

the imputed complete data, then the correlations ktween these omitted variables and the imputed 

variables will be biased towards zero. if the multiple imputation are not based on the 

independent dnws from the imputation model, it will result in the between imputation variance 

king underestimated. For the third requirement, approximately unbiased estimate of 6 over the 

imputation mode1 is to assure chat the inferences based on repeateà imputations are valid From 

the frequentists point of view. 

The theory for makiag a repeated or combined imputation inFerence is derived h m  a 

Bayesian mode1 (Rubin, 1987)- Let Q be a generic scalar quaritity to be estimated, such as 

treatment effect, odds ratio or regression coefficient, and cben the observed-data posterior of Q 



where Q and Ô are the estimates of Q and var@) based on the imputed complete data 

respectively, and Ave and V are the average and variance over the repeated imputations. 

M e r  the rnissing data Y,,,, have been iquted by m sets of independent draws from the 

imputation model, the repeated imputation inference is perfonned as follows. Let 

Q = Q ( ~ ,  y,) denote the statistic that wouid be used to estimate Q if complete data are 

av~lable ind let Ô = y,,,,) be its squared standard enor. It is auumed that with 

complete data. the hypothesis test and confidence interval are based on the normaI approximation 

(Q-QI& - MOJ) ( 1.5.2) 

We may need to mke  a transformation to have the estirnand m e t  this approximation. Now 

based on m independent imputations. we calcuiate the imputeddata estimates 

Q ( ~ '  = Q(~, . ) dong with h e u  estimted variances ,pl - -U(YO~S~Y~,)+ ' (k) 

k = 1.2, - - . , m . The ovenll estimate of Q is simpty the average of these imputed estimates. 

The standard enor of Q is 

1 " 1 "  
wkre B = -z (Q '~ '  -a)' is the between imputation variance and Ù = - f i 'k)  is the 

m-I,=, k-l  

within imputation variance. The hypothesis test and the confidence interva1 are then based on an 

approximate Student-t distribution 

(Q-PVT - r ,  (1.5.5) 

with the degrees of freedom 

v =(rn-i)[~+i'p 

where r  is the relative increase in variance due to missing data 

r = ( l + m - ' ) B I Ü  

If there is no multiple imputation, the between imputation variance B is zero and the within 

imputation variance is the complete data variance, so the index r is a measurement of 

increase in variance caused by multiple imputation. It is noticed that the value of r is going 

d o m  while the value of v is gofng up when number of imputation m goes up. 



Another important diagnostic index of multiple imputation is the hction of missing 

information about Q , 

This index is a measurement of how the missing data influence the uncenainty of estimate of Q . 

Its value is determined by the proportion of missing data and the performance of multiple 

imputation. When number of imputation m goes up, the value of goes down. 

The above repeated imputation inference is valid as long as the imputations 

(1) (3  (ml  y,, ,y, , S . - ,  y, are genented properly. The imputations should. on average, give reasonable 

predictions for the missing values, and the variability among the imputations must reflect an 

appropriate degree of uncertainty. 

The inference for muitidimensiond estimands can be generaiized from single estirnand. For 

detailed discussions, see Li, Raghunnthan and Rubin 11991). Meng and Rubin (1992). Schafer 

(1997). 

1.6 Summary 

in this chapter, we mentioned two approaches for handling missing data. One is the 

likelihaod-based approach and another one is the imputation-based approach. The concept of 

imputation. specificdly the mdtiple imputation. was introduced by Rubin in the 1970's. The 

fundamentai work on imputation has been well developed by Rubin (1976). Rubin (1983, Little 

and Rubin (1987). The definitions of the missingness mechanism, the ignonbility of 

missingness are presented in this chapter. The observeddata likeiihood function. the observed- 

data posterior distribution and the posterior predictive distribution are defined and derived. The 

concept of multiple imputation and the d e  for combined multiple imputation inference are 

presented. One of the most important concepts in multiple imputation is the proper multiple 

imputation. Only when the multiple imputation is proper, will the combined multiple imputation 

inference be vaiid. 



Chapter 2. Bayesian Statistics 

Multiple imputation is to fi11 in the missing data by some plausibie values multiple times. 

The imputation process involves two sources of uncertainties, one is the uncenainty due to the 

random sampling of Y,, From a probability distribution and the second is the uncertainty due to 

the identification of this probability distribution, The inference based on the imputed data shoufd 

consider these two uncertainties. The posterior predictive distribution of Y,,,, given Y,, , 

P(Y,, ( Y,,), is an ideaI probability distribution €rom which the missing values Ymu are dnwn. 

The posterior predictive distribution P(Ym 1 Y,,) is the conditional predictive distribution 

P(Y,, 1 Y,, ,O) avenged over the observeddata postenor distribution of unknown parameters 

0 .  ïherefore. the identification of P(Y,, 1 Y,,) involves the knowledge of the observeddata 

posterior distribution OF 8 .  All these concepts are within the Bayesian in- To lay out a 

foundation for the following chapters, we review some definitions and properties of Bayesian 

statistics in this chapter. For detailed descriptions of Bayesian statistics, see Box and Tiao 

(t973). Geiman, Rubin, Carlin and Stern (1995). in section 2.1, Bayes theorem is presented. In 

section 2-2, different prior distributions are discussed. Jeffreys' rules ( J eeys ,  L961) for 

choosing the non-informative priors are reviewed. in section 2.3, posterior dismbutions are 

reviewed. The mbusmess of postenor distribution to the choice of prior distribution is discussed. 

Section 2.4 presents a bnef sumrnary. 

2.1 Bayes Theorem 

Assume that y  is a randorn sample h m  a probability distribution P(y 19) which is 

characterimi by the distribution parameter 9 .  We also assume that the parameter 8 itself has a 

probability distribution P ( 8 ) .  Then the joint probability distribution of y and 8 is. 

P ( y 3 )  = P ( y  1 W'W) = P(e  1 y ) P ( y )  (2.t.I) 

Given the observed data y .  the conditional distribution of 8 is 

(kt  .2) 

where the rnargind diibution of y ,  P ( y )  , is the joint distribution P ( y , 8 )  integrated over the 

admissible range of 8 ,  i.e. 



This marginal distribution is merely a 'normalizing' constant with respect to 8 ,  it ensures that 

the conditional distribution P(8 1 y) integrates to one over the admissible range of 8.  

Therefore, (2.1.2) cm be expressed as 

P(B 1 Y) = CP(Y I B)P(O? (2.1.4) 

This formula is referred as Bayes' theorem (Bayes, 1763). In this expression, the marginal 

distribution P ( 8 ) .  which tells us what is known about 8 before the data are observed, is called 

the prior distribution of 8 or the dismbution of 8 a priori. Correspondingiy. the conditional 

distribution P(8 1 y),  which tells us what is known about 8 after the data are observed, is called 

the postenor distribution of 0 ~r the distribution of 8 a posteriori. The conditional distribution 

function P ( y  18) is the distribution we assumed on the response variable Y .  if we treat the 

observed value y as fmed and the panmeter B as varied. then P ( y  16) cm be regarded as a 

function of 8 but not of y .  When so regarded, this function is called the likelihood function of 

0 for given y . Thus. Bayes's formuIa cm be written as 

p ( e  1 Y) = 1 Y ) P ( ~ )  (2.1.5) 

That is. the posterior knowledge of 8 cm be viewed ris the prior knowledge of 8 modified 

through the likelihood function when data are observed. 

26 Prior Distribution 

A prior distribution represents what is known about the unknown parameters 6 before the 

data are available, or it represents a state of ignorance about 8 before the data are available. in 

Bayes theorem the prior distribution plays an important d e .  The Bayesian inferences about the 

lmknown parameters are made based on the posterior distribution. The posterior distribution 

itself is influenced by the prior dismbution. In this section, the definitions of diffetent priors and 

the approach to select the prion are presented. For a detded description of prior distribution. 

please see SpiegeIhdter. Freedmrui and Paimer ( 1994). 

lmpropr prior. 

A basic property of a probability- density function P(x)  is that it integrates to 1 over its 

admissible range. If a prior distribution P(0)  is not integrated to 1 over the admissible range of 

8 .  then this prior distribution is called an irnproper pnor. 



Sometirnes. dthough the prior is improper. the posterior distribution. which combines the 

likelihood and the prior, maintains as a proper distribution. 

Liielihood dominated priot: 

A Iikelihood dominated prior is one which does not change very much over the region in which 

the likelihood is appreciable and does not assume large values outside that region (Box and Tiao. 

1973, p23). 

A prior distribution with these properties is referred as a localiy uniform prior (Box and Tiao, 

1973. pu).  

For such a prior dism%ution, the Bayes' formula can be approximated by substituting a 

constant for the prior distribution so that 

That is, for a locally uniform prior, the posterior distribution density function is approxirnately 

numerically equal to the standardized Iikelihood function. 

Although there are some cases where the pnor distribution density is not dominatecl by the 

likelihood function. in most scientific investigations it is reasonable to assume that the pnor 

distributions are dominated by the likelihood functions, see Box and Tiao (1973, p2L). Lee 

( 1997, p43. 

Reference prior: 

A prior distriiution which is convenient to use as a standard is called reference prior. A 

reference prior may or rnay not be dominated by the likelihood function. 

Conjugate pnor distributions: 

The posterior distribution of 8 is given by P(8 1 y) = L(O 1 y)P(O) . This distribution rnay have 

a quite different hctional format h m  either the likelihood function L(O 1 y) or the prior 

distribution P ( 0 ) .  However. it is sometimes desirable for the posterior distribution to have the 

same functional format as the prior distribution. In this case, this pnor is cdled a conjugate prior. 

The fond definition of conjugate prior distnbutions is given as follows (Lee. 1997, p59): 

A class o of prior distnbutions is said to fonn a conjugate family if the posterior distribution is 

also in the class o for dI y whenever the prior distribution is in o. 



Non-informative prior distribution: 

A prior distribution is supposed to represenc IittIe a priori knowledge about the parameters before 

the data are available. Box and Tim (1973, p z )  mentioned that 'knowing Iiüie a priori' can 

ody have meaning relative to the information provided by the data. Thus, the main issue is how 

to select a prior wiiich provides Iittle information relative to what is expected to be provided by 

the intended &ta. To say that we know M e  a priori relative to w b t  the data is going to tell us 

is equivalent to saying that we are dmost equally wiIIing to accept one value of 8 as another. 

The pnor distributions with this strite of indifference are caiIed non-informative @ors with 

respect to the data (Box and Tiao. 1973. p27). M e n  P ( 0 )  is locally uniform. it is non- 

informative in a Iocd area in which the l ikelihd is appreciable. 

Jeffreys' mie for single parameter (Jeffreys, L961): 

The prior distribution for a single paraaieter 0 is approximateIy non-informative if it is taken 

proportional to the square root of Fisher's information measure (Fisher. 1923 1925). That is if 

p(e)  a P1'(0) 

where 

then P(0) is approxirnately non-informathe. 

Example (Box and Tiao. 1973, p43): 

S ~ p p o ~ e  y' = ( Y , , Y , , - - - , Y , )  is a set of n independent random sainples h m  N, ( p d )  . 

a) p unknown, a known. The iogiiilihood function is 

and 

Therefore, 

Plp 1 a) a c 

b) ,u known, a unknown. The Ioglikelihood funccioncon is 



and 

Therefore. 

in some situations, it is appropriate to assume that the location parameters are independent of 

the scaIe parameter. This is because any prior knowledge about the location parameters would 

usually not be much influenced by the prior knowledge of the scde panmeter. Thus under this 

assumption P(p 1 O )  = P(p) .  When a is known, a non-informative pnor for p is obtained by 

taking P(p 1 a) locally unifom With additionai independence assurnption this implies that 

P(p) should be uniform. A sirnilar argument leads to take P ( 0 )  = 11 a .  Thus 

P(p,a) = P(p)P(a) a L I 6  

In this case.. the posterior distribution of ( p , a )  is 

1 "  7 l n  
where y = - z y ,  and s- =-E(Y, -9'. 

n izl n-1 ,=[ 

Jeffreys' mle for multiple pairameters (Jeffreys, 196 1): 

An approximate non-informative prior disaibution for a set of parameters is taken CO be 

proportional to the square mot of the deteminant of the Fisher's information matrix. That is 

p(e) I ( B )  l t l ,  

Example (Box and Tiao, 1973, p5 1): 

Suppose yT = (y,, y,, - - -, y,) is a set of normaiiy and independently distributed randorn 

samples having a cornmon variance a'. and the expected value of yi is a Iinear function of p 

parameters 0 = (O, ,O,.- - -  3,) such that 



where the .ris are known constants. Let X be the n x  p mtrix of (x, ), then the n equations 

cari be written concisely as 

E(Y) = Xe 

When both 8 and a are unknown. the likelihood function is 

l 
a (-)" exp - (n- p)s2 ( e  -êlT x T x ( 8  -8) { *a2 

- 
a 20' 

where 

and 

s- =- ( , r - ~ ê ) ~ ( ~ - ~ ê )  
n - F  

A non-informative prior in this case is the one for which approximately loga  and 

(8, ,82,.*-,8,) are locaily unifom That is, locaiiy, 

P(8,loga) = c 

or equivaiently, 

P(0.a) a a-' 

The posterior distribution of (8, a )  is 

The choice of a pnor does not necessarily represent one's prior knowledge about the 

paraaieters of interest. but this prior shouid at least represent an unprejudiced state about the 

panmeters. in this research, our primary interest is to impute the data h m  the postenor 

predictive distribution. By doing so, we need to acquire the knowledge about the posterior 

distribution. For this purpose, the choice of the prior distribution is served as to simplify the 

posterior distribution. Non-informative prion can simplify the postenor distribution in a broad 

range of situations, but it is not always the case. 



23 Posterior Distribution 

The posterior distribution of 6 given y is P(O ( y) = L(O 1 y)P(8). This distribution 

depends on the choice of the prior distribution P(0) and the likelihood function of 6 given y .  

The likelihood hinction L(O 1 y) is determined by the probability mode1 for the response 

variable Y which is relatively easy to verify. But the choice of the prior dismbution depends on 

one's prior knowledge which is relatively hard to verify. Therefore, we would like to see that the 

posterior distribution is robust to the choice of the prior distribution, and the choice of the prior 

distribution cm simplify the posterior dismbution. 

In fact. if the prior distribution is dominated by the likelihood. that is. the one that does not 

change very much over the region in which the likelihood is appreciable and does not assume 

large values outside that region. Then the posterior distribution is robust to the changes of the 

pnor distribution. This result cornes from the following theorem. 

Theorem (Lindley, 1965): A random sample y = (y,, yl ,- - -, y, ) of size n is taken from 

N ( / ~ , u )  where u is known. Suppose that there exist positive constants a,&, M and c 

depending on y .  such that in the interval 1, defined by 

where 

@(-A,) = al 2 

the prior disiribution density of p lies between c(1- &) and c(l + E )  . and outside 1, the prior 

density 

density 

is bounded by Mc. that is 1 P(p) II Mc. Then inside 1,. the posterior dismbution 

P(p 1 y) satisfies 

and outside 1, it satisfies 



1 1 
Note that in this theorem the expression (2noln)' exp(--(y-p)' / ( o / n ) )  ir the 

2 

likelihood function, so this theorem tells us that inside the intemal 1,. the posterior density has 

the lower bound 

and the upper bound 

respectively. Similar results hold for multiple panmeters. 

The interpreration of this theorem is as follows: Take a =O.OL. since A.,, = 2.58. the 

likelihwd hmction of ,u is appreciable in the interval la = {y  - 2 ~ 8 J a / n .  y + ? . 5 m } .  

If the prior distribution P(p) is bounded by c(1- &) and c(l + E )  inside this interval. and 

1 P(P) MC outside 1,. then the 

Il -a and (1 +d 
(1+&)(1-@+Ma (l-&)(I-a) 

posterior distribution lies within the multiplies 

of the l ikelihd function. 

Therefore, it has been shown that as long as the values of the prior distribution are limited both 

within and outside the interval la, the posterior dismbution wil1 not change much within the 

intervd 1,. Also from section 2.3 we know that if the prior dismbution is dominated by the 

likeiiiood the posterior distribution can be simplified as the standardized likelihood. 

In many real applications, the prior knowledge or relative ignorance about the parameters cm 

be welt represented without prejudice by the likelihood dominated prior distribution. In thcse 

situations, the posterior distribution can be sllnplified. In some other situations choosing a non- 

informative prior can also Iead to the simplification of the posterior dismbution. 

2.4 Summary 

Posterior predictive distribution is an ideal distnïution fiom which the missing daia are 

imputed. In order to obtain the posterior predictive distribution, we need Co acquire the 

knawledge of the posterior disaibution. The postenor dismbution is a combination of the 

likelihood function and the pnor distribution. The definitions of different pnors are presented in 

this chapter. most of those definitions are h m  Box and Tim (1973). Accoding to thea the 



lklihood dominated prior is equivalent to the locally uniform prïor. The non-informative prior 

has no strong preference on one vaIue of the parameter than for another vdue. in many 

situations, non-informative prior can simplib the posterior distribution, and JeMeys' niles are 

convenient to use for choosing the non-informative priors. This research is intended to impute 

the misshg data rather than W n g  inference about the parameters from the posterior 

distribution. For this purpose. it is convenient for us to choose priors such that the posterior 

distribution can be simplified, and the values of the parameten can be easily simulated from the 

posterior dismbution. either analytically or by the Monto Carlo method. 



Chapter 3. Literahre Review 

Standard rnethods have been developed to analyze complete data. When data are incornplete. 

the application OF these complete-data based methods without a careful consideration of the 

missingness mechanism may result in an invalid conclusion (Rubin, 1987). If the missingness 

mechanism c m  be safely ignored in the sense defined by Little and Rubin (1987), Rubin (1987). 

those likelihood-based mthods cm be dic t ly  applied to the observeddata likelihood functions. 

But since the data m incomplete. it complicates the Iikelihood function. some properties 

associated with those methods, such as integrity. sirnplicity etc.. will no longer hold. 

Correspondingiy. making a statisticd inference on the incompIete data my become a very 

difficult tiisk. To overcome these dificulties, several methods have been developed for handling 

incomplete data. Basically, there are two approaches to handle missing data. The f i t  one is to 

estimate the unknown parameters and make inferences on them by utilizing the observed data 

only. A second approach is to impute the missing data with some plausible values, and then 

make the estimation and inferences of the unknown panmeters based on the imputed complete 

data. In this chapter, four methods of handling incomplete data are reviewed. in section 3.1 the 

Iikelihood-based methods, especidly the EM algorithm. are presented. In section 3.2 the 

propensity score bas& multiple imputation is discussed. in section 3.3 the predictive mode1 

based multiple imputation is described. in section 3.4 a new multiple imputation technique. the 

Markov Chain Monto Cu10 (MCMC), is discussed and a brief summary is given in section 3.5. 

3.1 The EM Algorithm 

When data are complete, the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the parameters of 

interest 0 = (p,Z) is obtained by maximizing the Iikelihood function L(0 1 y) with respect to 

8 .  For a detailed description of the ML estimation, see Cox and HinkIey (1974). 

When data are incornplete, if the missingness mechanism is ignonble, the observeddata 

likelihood of 8 = (p,Z) is given by 

The maximum 1ikeUood estimate (ME) of 8 is obtiüned by maximizing this observeddata 

likelihood function with respect to 0. in one formai sense k r e  is no difference between ML 

estimation for complete data and ML estimation for incoqlete data (Little and Rubin. 1987, 

PW- 



The ML estimation procedures are sumrnarized as follows (Little and Rubin, 1987, p128). 

if the Iikelihood function is differentiable and unimodal, the MLE of 8 can be obtained by 

solving the likelihood equation 

where .!(O 1 Y,, ) = In L(6 1 Y,, ) is the observeddatli loglikelihood function, and S ( 8  1 Yobs ) is 

the observeddata score function. M e n  a closed form soIution of (3.1.2) can not be found. 

iterative methods wilI be applied. The Newton-hphson dgorithm is one of them: Given an 

initial estimate of 8 ,  say 8"'. let O"' be the estimate at the th  iteration. then the (f + 1)" 

iteration is defined by the equation 

,g(t+l) = 8 ~ )  + I-l(e(t) 1 y & )s(@"' 1 ) (3.1.3) 

where 1(8 1 Y,,) is the observed infomation matrix, which is the second order derivatives of 

the observed-data loglikelihood !(O 1 Yobs) wiih respect to 8, 

Under general msumptions on the observeddata Iikelihood function (3.1.1). the sequence of 

itemtes (8"' } converges to a point estimate 8. which is the MLE of 8. 

A variant of this procedure is the Method of Sconng, where the observed information in 

(3.13) is reptaced by the expected information 

Both these methods involve calcdating the ma& of second order denvatives of the 

loglikelihd. For complex patterns of incoroplete data, the entries in this matrix tend to be 

complicated hnctions of B. 

A third alternative algorithm (Bemdt et al., 1974) is to replace the observed information in 

(3.1.3) by the sampling covariance rnatrur of the score îünction S ( 8  1 Y,,).  since this manW is a 

consistent estimate of the information matrïn in the neighborhmd of 8. The multing iterarive 

equaiion is 

@+l) = p) + A,Q-I (p))S(O(r) 1 y* ) 



where Q(B) = r=l (a!, fao)(ae, ~ a e ) ~  . e t  is the obsemddata loglikelihood of the i" 

observation and At is a positive scale designed to ensure the convergence to a locd maximum. 

These iterative methods will genente valid maximum l ikel ihd estimates of 0 as long as the 

missingness mechanism can be safely ignored. These methods require the cdculations or 

approximations of the second order derivatives of the observeddata loglikelihood function. 

When data are incomplete. the observeddata likelihood (3.1.1) may be complicated, and the 

entries in the second order derivative mtrix tend to be complicated function of 8. As a result. 

the calculation or approximation of this matrix may become very complicated (Little and Rubin. 

1987, p 128). 

An alternative approach. which does not require the second order derivatives to be calculated 

or approximated, is the Eh4 algorithm (Dempster. Laird and Rubin, 1977). This algorithm fills in 

the missing data Y,, based on the estimate of 8 .  and then reestimate 8 based on Yobs and 

filled-in Y,, and itentes until the estimates converge. This intuitive idea of filling in missing 

data and itenting has appeared in statistical litenture as far back as in 1926 by McKendrick, 

Hartley (1958). Baum et al. (1970). Orchard and Woodbury (1972), Sundberg (1974). Beale and 

Little (1975). The term EM (Eirpectarion-Marimization) was introduced by Dempster, Laird 

and Rubin (1977). In that paper. they proved that the loglikelihood function !(O 1 Y&) 

increases at each itention. 

The theoretical background of the EM algorithm is laid out as the follows: 

The probability mode1 for complete data cm be factored as 

P(Y 1 O) = P(Yobs 1 @p(y& 1 y& *O)  (3.1.4) 

and the loglikelihood cm be expressed as 

1 Y) = ( + log P(Ymh 1 Yobs I 0 )  (3.1.5) 

where !(O 1 Y )  = log P(Y ( 8 )  is the complete data loglikeiihood, !(O ( Yobs) = 10g P(Yoh 18) 

is the observeddata loglikelihood. The term P(Ym, 1 Yobrtû) is the conditional predictive 

dismbution of Y,, given Yobs and 8- When viewed as a probabiiity dismbution of Y,, it 

surnmarizes the knowledge about Y,, for any given value of 8; when viewed as a function of 0 

it conveys the information about 8 containeci in Y,, beyond that ahady provided by Y& - 



The complete &ta loglikelihood !(O 1 Y) cm not be calculated directly because 

P ( Y .  1 Yobs,O) cm not be caIculated due to Y,,, is unknown. hstead the expected 

loglikelihood over the disaibution of missing data Y,, is calculated. Given observed data Yobs 

Suppose 19'"~' is ih valve which maximizes Q(B 18'"), ic .  Q(B (O"') 5 Q(B("[) 1 8"'). 

then Dempster. Laird and Rubin (1977) showed that 8"") is a better estimte than 8") in the 

sense chat its observeddata ioglikelihaod is at least as high as that of 6"). 

1(0(') 1 yobS ) s e(e(It1) 1 yObs ) (3-1.7) 

Therefore. the sequence {O")} increases the values of the observeddata loglikelihod at each 

iteration, and if the obse~eddata logiikelihood t(0 1 Yobs) is bounded the sequence 

(((0'" ( yObs)) converges to a stationary value of ((6 1 Yobs ) . 

The itention of EM consists of two distinct steps: 

The Expectation or E step: The E step is to find the conditionid expectation of the missiag data 

given the observed data and current estimate of 8. and then substitute these expectations for the 

missing data, Note it is not the individuai missing data that is king substituted by its 

expectation, it is the fuaction of missing data appearing in the complete data Loglikelihood that is 

being substituted. Specifically, The E step is to find the expected value of the complete datiî 

loglikelihood over the dismbution of missing data Y,,, given observed data Yobs and c m n t  

estimate of 0.  say B"'. i-e. Q(O 1 0") ) = 1 [(O 1 Y)P(Ymi, 1 yObs ,dt))dY,. 

The Maximization or M steo: M step is to perform the maximum lielihood estimation of 8 as if 

here were no missing data. Le. as if the maximimion is based on the complete data 



logiihlihaal Thus. maximuiog Q(B 1 uses rhc idcotinl cornpuinrionai merbats as for 

the niaxirnization of complete data logiii l iood 

Alternatively performing the E and M mps beginnuig with a starting value 8") generates a 

sequence of estimates {O( ' ) }  and a sequence of observedaata Iogliketihaod values 

[((O"' 1 Y,,)}. Dempster. Laird and Rubin (1977) and Wu (1983) provided conditions under 

which the loglikelihood sequence converges reliably to a stationary value of observeddata 

loglikelihood. The convergence is Linear with rate proportional to the fraction of information 

about 0 in !(O [ Y) h t  is observed. Quite genenlly. if the sequence (8'") converges. it 

converges to a local maximum or saddle point of t(0 ( (LittIe and Rubin. 1987, p130). 

Two points need to be noted. (1) Since the Eh4 algorithm dœs not require the knowledge of 

h e  second order derivatives of the observeddata loglikelihood, the asymptotic covariance matru 

for 8 will not be automaticdly genemed as the way in Newton-Raphson algorithm (2) 

AIthough the Eh4 algorithm performs well under generiil conditions, sometimes it does not 

converge to a unique gIobal maximum or converges very slow. Thecefore, the issues of 

convergence need to be carefully monitored in real applications. 

32 Propensity Score Based Multiple Imputation 

Lavon et al. (1995) proposed this propensity score based multiple imputation method. 

Basicaiiy, this method is a nonparammc appmach in which the missing values are imputed by 

re-sampling of the observed values. 

By defining the missingness indicator variables 5, as 

It is assumed that the missingness can be explained by a Iinm logistic regression modei. 

Suppose tbat the vaiues for variables Y, ;..,Y,-, rire complete, either fulIy obse~ed  or consisting 

of observed and imputed values, then the probab'ility of observing y,, Le. p,, = Prob{q, =O), 

can be mode ted by 



The conditional probabiiity of observing v,. given the previous complete history, is called the 

propensity score si, (Lavori et al., 1995), i.e. 

AFter the regression coeficients in (3.2.2) are estimated based on the indicator variable qj for 

the response variable Y, and cornpleted data for variables Y, ,--.,Y,-, . each observation can be 

assigned an estimated propensity score. 

AI1 observations are then sintified into q strata based on the quantiles of assigned propensity 

scores. Note that not dl previous variables Y, ,- --  , Y,-, are necessarily included in the model. the 

choice of previous variables shoutd make the distributions of obsewed values and missing values 

of Y, balanced within each stratum. 

After each observation is stratified according to its propensity score, a 'donor pool' is created 

by applying the approximate Bayesian bootsîrap (ABB) within each stratum. That is. a random 

sample is created by randam draws with replacement from the observed values of Yi within each 

stratum The ABB rnethod is applied in order to reflet the extra uncertainty about the posterior 

predictive distribution of missing values of Y,. given the obsewed values of Y, within each 

smtum This method is roughly equivaient to choosing the panmeters for the conditional 

posterior predictive dismbution P(Y& 1 Y& ,8) fiom their observeddata posterior distribution 

P(8 1 Yobs) . Each missing value of Yi is then hputed by a single random draw from its donor 

pool. The m sets of proper multiple imputation are obcained by creating m donor pools 

independentiy for each individual missing value and then drawing a single random sample from 

each donor pool. Note that imputing a missiag value by a random dmw from its strahun rather 

than h m  its donor pool would result in an improper multiple imputation in the sense that the 

between imputation variance is underestimated 

it is important to note that it is the missïngness king modeled nther than the missing values 

king modeled. The Iogistic model (3.22) exptains the relationships between the missingness 

indicator r, and (Y, ,-.-,Y,-,). it does not mode1 the reiationships between Y , . ,  and 

(Y, , - -O,  Y,-,) . This is pointed out by Schafer on his web page regarding the usage of Sofas. He 



commented that this mthod is eEfective for the andysis pertaining to the dismbutian of the 

missing values of Y,. but it is not appropriate in gened for the analysis involving the 

relationships between Yi and (Y, ,.--,Y,-,). One hypothetical exampte in his comment is that if 

some variables are highiy correlated with Y&., but unrelrited CO the missingness indicator 5, ;,. 

then those variables have no influence in the logistic regression maiel. Thedore, the imputed 

values of Y, bear no relationskip to those variables, the estiwte of the correlation between Y, 

and those variables based on the multiple imped data sets will be biased toward zero. In this 

case, propensity score based multiple imputation is unable to preserve important features of the 

joint distribution of Y, and (Y,, - - - , Y,-, ) . 

3 3  Predictive Made1 Based Multiple imputation 

In iinear regression rnodels, the vdues of the dependent variable c m  be predicted based on 

the given values of the covariates and the estimated regression coefficients. This is the idea for 

the predictive mode1 based multiple imputation (Rubin. 1987). 

The predictive mode1 for the missing values of variable Yi is the l i n e x  regression of Yi on 

the covariates Y, ,---,Y,-, , Y,,, ;+-, Yp. The missing values of Yi are imputed by the predicied 

values from the Iiear regression d e l .  aven the observed values of Y, ;-.,Y,-, , Y,,, ;--, Y, 

and the simuiated regression paranieters which are randody drawn h m  their observeddatri 

postenor distributions. in this way. the extra uncertainty due CO the fact that the regression 

parameters cm be estimated, but not deiennined, h m  the observed vdues of Yi and 

Y,,---,Y,-,,Y,,,;--,Y, is reflected Using estimated regression parameters rather than the 

simuiated values from their observed&ta posterior distribution will result in irnproper multiple 

imputation in the sense that the between imputation variance is underestimatecl (Rubin, 1987, 

~167) .  

The approaches to decive the obseneddata postenor dismbutions for the regression 

coefficients and the residd variance are different dependhg on whetfier the vdues for the 

covariates are complete or incornpiete. Let and Y,+j be the observed vdues and 

missing vatues for Yi respectively, For the simpiicity. we assume that the fint n observations 

of Yi are observed and the resc of (n + 1) to n observations are missing. Let X be the data 



matrix for Y, ,- - -, Y,-, ,Y,,, . - - Yp and augmented ones in the first column to incorporate the 

intercept. Let X,, and X,  be the mws of X comsponding to Yobs,j and Ymîr.j 

respectively . 

a) The values of ail covariates are observed. 

In this case. the probability mode1 for Y, given Y, ,-.-,Y,-, , Y,,, T - -  ,Y, is an univariate normal, 

7 
Y, - N l ( p j , ~ J )  (3.3.1) 

w h e ~  pj = Bo + &YI + -.-+ p.- Y= + Bji1Yiti + - - .BpYp.  The observeddata l ikelihd J I  1 1  

function of the regression parameters 9 = (A, B, ,---.fi,., ,fi,,, .*. -p, ,O; is 

The observeddata postenor distribution of 0 depends on the observeddata IikeIihood as well 

as the prior distribution for B .  If there is no suong preference on the values of 8 ,  a non- 

informative prior n(0) = 0;' is assumed for ((B,oj). ARer som manipulation. the observed- 

data posterior can be expressed as 

-1 T where 8 = ( x ~ ~ ~ x ~ ~ ~ )  XobsYobs~j is the MLE of fl fiom the observeddata likelih006 and 

i = YObs., - xObsB is the residd vector. 

The values of @.O;) cm be rimulated h m  their observecidata posterior distribution 

-2 - - T a  * (3.3.2H3.3.3) as follows: A random sample 8; is obcained by leniog o - & &Io . where 

3 
o' is a random draw fiom and then a random ramplc B is dnwn h m  (3.3-2) given 

- 7  

0;. M e r  a random sarnple (8,s;) has been d m  hom iheir observaidata posterior 



distribution. the missing values of Y, are imputed by independent randorn draws fiom the 

eonditionnl predictive distribution P(Ym, ( Y,, B.5:). which ir an univiuiate nonnai 

- 
dismbution NI (~,/?,dj).  Each missing value is irnputed once. 

In order to obtain m sets of proper multiple imputation, m independent mdom samples are 

drawn from the observeddata posterior distribution (3.3.2)-(3.3.3). say 

- , k ,  - 3 k ,  ( p  ,O, ) k = 1:--,m. For each simulated regresrion parameters ( / !?k' ,b~k') .  the missing 

values of Y, are imputed once by independent mdorn draws from ~ ~ ( ~ , f i ' ~ ' . Z j ( ~ ) ) .  

b) The vaiues of covariates are not al1 observed. 

If not al1 values of covariates are observed. either the regression parameten (B, 0 ; )  cm not be 

estimated. so the observed-data posterior can not be obtained, or the conditional predictive 

distribution N ~ ( x ~ ~ ~ , Z ~ )  can not be determined. In this case. the response indicatoo are 

introduced. Let c be the nurnber of covariates with incornplete data, and let 

1 if yik is observed 
qk = k = 1,---,c 

O if y* is missing 

t e n  fiOk (1 - rik ) . if yik is observed, then Bk yik appears in the model and there is no 

adjusunent to the intercept. Let X be the adjusted data mauix construcred as (1) the fint 

column of X consists of 1's. (2) The second to (c+ 1)' columns of X consist of 1's and 0's. 

such that the ilh entry of the th column equals O when the i" data enrry of t" covariate Y, is 

observed, and epuals to 1 when this data entry is missing. (3) The (c+ 2)" to (ci- p)th 

coIumns of X consist of the values of Y, ,--,Y,, , Y,,, .--, Y,. the missing data entries of these 

variables will be reptaced by O. Let X, and X, be the rows of X corresponding to Yobs.j 

and ymis.j respectively. The observed-data posterior distribution of 



-1- -2 
0: I - E Zn, -pp (3.3.5) 

To get rn sets of proper multiple imputation for the missing values of Y,. we take rn 

independent mdom sanrples From the observeddata postenor distribution (3.3.4)-(3.33, say 

(8") k = 1; --.m. For each (B1" ,Bi"'). the Mssing valves of Y, are irnputed once 

-(k) -?(k) by independent random draws from NI (X,p ) - 

3.4 Markov Chain Monte Cario Based Multiple imputation 

Markov chah Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is Monte CarIo inteption using Markov 

chahs. This method has been successfully applied in a large nurnber of statistical situations. 

Most of these applications are oriented towards Bayesian inferences. For a comprehensive 

overview including the theory and the application. please see Gilks, Richardson and 

Spiegelhalter ( 1996). 

Given the obsewed data y , the postenor distribution of 6 is 

This posterior distribution is the object of al1 Bayesian inference. The moments, quantiles, 

highest density regions cm al1 be expressed in terms of posterior expectations. The posterior 

expectation of a function f (8) is 

EdfW 

The integrations in this expression have 

especidly in high dimensions. 

Monte CarIo inteption: 

I Y}'[I(~)P(B 1 YM@ (3 -4 2) 

been the most dif€icult part in Bayesian inference, 

h w i n g  nmples {0"' :r  = 1,---,n} hom P(B 1 y) and then approxim;iting the inteption 

ECf (8) I Y 1 by 



In this way. the population mean of PI0 1 y) is estunated by a sample mean. if rhe $amples 

{O1"} are independent. the accuracy can be improved by innsîsing the sample sire. However. 

{O"'} need not necessarily be independent. The b"'} can be generated by any pmess. One 

way of doing this is through Markov chah which has P(8 1 y) as its stationary distribution. 

Markov chains: 

Suppose we generate n sequence of random variables {xO. XI, x2,- --) such that at each time 

t 2 0. the next state X,+[ is sampled from a distribution P(X,+, 1 X , )  which depends only on 

the current state of the chain, X, . This sequence of random variables is cailed a Markov chain. 

and the distribution P(. 1 .) is caHed the transition kemel of the chain. It is assumed that the 

chain is time-homogenous, that is. P(.I .) does not depend on t (Gilks, Richardson and 

Spiegelhalter. 1996. p5). 

Subject to regularity conditions, the chain will gndually 'forget' its initial state and will 

eventually converge to a unique stationary (or invariant) distribution which does not depend on t 

or Xo. We denote the stationary distribution by PI,). Thus, after a sufficiently long burn-in 

period. say k iteratiwr. the seyence (x, : t = k + 1 , s . - . n }  will be dependent samples hom a 

dismbution which is an approximation of P(.)  . 

Therefore. to estimate the expctation ~u(0) 1 y}. we can use the output h m  a Markov 

chah 6'0) ,O(') .O(" :-.8'"'}. where the siiitionary dismbution of this chain is the postenn 

distribution of 0 .  The bum-in smple are usually discvded for this calculation, giving an 

estimation 

This is called an ergodic average. Convergence to the required expectation is ensured by the 

ergodic theorern For more details, please see Roberts ( 1995) and Tiemey (1995). 

There is a number of ways to generate Markov chains, but al1 of them. Uicluding the Gibbs 

sampler (Geman and Geman. 1984), are spetial cases of the generai b w o r k  of Metropolis et 

al- (1953) and Hastings (1970). There is also a number of ways to evduate the convergence. for 

a recent review. please see Cowles and Ciutin (1996). 



As rnentioned above, in most cases the MCMC is applied to estirnate the posterior 

expectation. Schafer (1997) applied this method sIightly different from this purpose. He applied 

the MCMC for the purpose of multiple imputation by u t i l i i g  the data augmentation aigorithm 

developed by Tanner and Wong (1987)- A muitiple imputation which c m  yield vrlid inference 

is called a proper multiple imputation (Rubin. 1987). In order to apply the MCMC to genente 

multiple imputation which c m  yield vdid inference, Schafer (L997. p105) gave a slightiy 

different definition of proper multiple imputation: A multiple imputation is called Buyesianly 

proper if the imputations are independenr dnwn from the posterior predictive distribution 

P(Y,, 1 Yobs) . under some completed-data model Yobs 1 8) and prior P(8). 

If the rnissingness rnechanism is ignorable, the response variables Y cm be described by the 

probability model P(Y 18). If data are incomplete, the analytical form of this model is 

P(Y,, ( 8 ) .  The IikeIihood-based estimation and inference about 19 can be made from this 

Function. Iike the EM algorithm Since Y,, and 8 are unknown. from Bayesian point view, they 

bath are treated as randorn variables, the joint conditional distribution of Y,, and 8 given Y,, 

is 

P(Ymi, 9 0  l y* (3.4.5) 

if this disuibuUon is tractable or can be easily simulated, then Y,, and 8 cm be simultaneously 

drawn from this distriiution. Unfortunately, ttiis dismbution is generally incractable and c m  not 

be easily simulated, Thedore. we look at the marginal distribution of (3.4.5) 

p(ymu 1 y* ) = fp(ym ( ,@)p(@ 1 y, (3.4.6) 

This distribution is the posterior predictive distribution of Y,, given Y,, . P(Y, ( Y, ,O) is 

the conditionai predictive disaibution given Y,, and 8, and P(8 ( Y, ) is the observed-data 

posterior dismbution of 8. 

Note chat the posterior predictive distribution (3.4.6) is the conditional predictive dismbution 

l'(Y,, 1 Y, ,O) averaged over the observed-data posterior distribution of O.  The conditional 

predictive disaibution P(Ym [ Y ,  ,O) is u s d y  analyticalIy tractable once the probability 

d e l  for the response variabIes is specified. For example, if the probabiIity model for the 

response variables is a multivariate normal, then the conditionai predictive distribution of Y,, 

given Y, and 8 is a multivruiate m d  or an univariate a o d .  However, the observed-data 



posterior distribution P(8 1 Y,,) is not always tractable. it could be a very complicated 

distribution. Ln this case. the posterior predictive distribution (3.4.6) is not tnctable and can not 

be eady sirnulated. Even if the observeddata posterior is tractable, the integration in (3.4.6) 

wilI not puantee the posterior predictive distribution tractable. Therefore. irnputing Y,, by 

random draws from the postenor predictive dismbution could be a very difficult task. 

The multiple imputation by the MCMC is conducted as follows (Schafer, 1997. p72). 

Augment the missing data Y,, by some assurned values. then 8 can be easily sirnulated h m  

the multing cornpkteddatata posterior dismbution P(8 1 Y,. Ymu ) . Let 8'" be the current 

simulated value of 8. then the neet iterative smple of Y,, . Y::'), cm te drawn h m  the 

conditionat predictive distribution of Y,, given Yobs and Le. 

conditioning on Y;;". the next iterative simulation of 8 can be dram h m  its completeddata 

posterior distribution. 

Repeaiing the random draws of (3.4.7)-(3.4.8) from a s t d g  value of B(0) yields a stahastic 

sequence k8"' ,YS) : t = I,2,---}. The stationary distribution of this sequence is tttc joint 

distribution of B and Y,, given Y,, , P(Y,, ,B 1 Y, ) . Consequently, the marginal stationary 

distributions of the subsequence (8") : t = 1.2,- - -1 and (Y:: : t = /2;-} are the observeddata 

posterior distribution P(6 1 Y,, ) and the postenor predictive distribution l'(Y', 1 Yds ) 

respectively. When f is sufficiently large. 8") can be viewed as a single simulation h m  the 

appmximate obxmddata posterior distribution P(0 ( Y,) . and YS cm bc viewed Y a single 

imputation h m  the approximate posterior predictive distribution P(Y,, [ Yobs) . The randorn 

draw of (3.4.7) is to impute the rnissing data Y,,. and the random dmw of (3.4.8) is to simulate 

the unknown parameters 8. therefore (3.4.7) and (3.4.8) are refemd as the mutation or 1-step 

and the Posterior or P-step respectively (Tanner and Wong, 1987). The first use of this aIgorithm 

seems to have been made by Li (1988) who presented an argument for convergence and used it to 

impute the missing data Y,, . 



Proper multiple imputation, which can yield valid inference, requires the multipiely imputed 

Y,, ro be independent. Therefore, even after a long perid of burn-in, the multiple imputation 

cm not be done by successive iterates from the stationary distribution because the successive 

iterates tend to be correlated. One way to get proper multiple imputation is to cake subsample 

from the ehain. For example. take every kih iterate sfter the bum-in priod. where k ir chosen 

large enough so that the dependence between the imputed values cm be neglected. Mtematively. 

we c m  genente m independent chains. after the burn-in pend. take the final vaiues of each 

chah as the imputed vaIues of Y,, (Schafer. 1997, pL06). 

It is pointed out by Schafer (1997, p73) chat the imputation by the MCMC b e m  a strong 

resemblance to the EM algorithm In the EM algorithm the missing sufficient statistics are filled 

in by their expected values and then the rnaximization is canied out on the filted in completed- 

data logliketihood. The procedure is repeated until the estimates of the parameters converge to 

the stationary point, which is the MLE of the parameters based on the obse~eddata loglikehood. 

in the MCMC, each individuai missing value is filled in by random draws and then the current 

simdated parameten based on the filled in completeddata are updated the whole process is 

repeated until the convergence is reached, 

The convergence of the MCMC is more cornplicated thm the convergence of the EM 

algorithm. in EM the estirnates sequence (8'") converges to o. point estimates 6. That ir. the 

convergence is a point convergence. When the EM sequence converges, the estimates of 8 no 

longer change h m  one itention to the next. In the MCMC, the convergence of the Markov 

chah k8('), Y::)} is a disrribution convergence. When the MCMC converges. the distribution 

of (&Y,,) no longer change fiom one iteration to the next, but the random dnws from this 

distribution do continuously change. 

The MCMC method avoids the complicated caiculation of the observed-data posterior 

dismbution of the unknown parameters 8 and the posterior predictive disuibution of the rnissing 

data Y,,. But as for any iterauve methodology, convergence needs to be cmfuIly monitored, 

especially when there is a large amount of missing data. Other than that, the MCMC is quite 

successful for multiple imputation and can be used for aimost any kind of ïncomplete data. 



35 Sammoiry 

In this chapter, four methods of handling incomplete data are reviewed. The EM algorithm is 

a Iikelihood-based method. The interdependence between the missing data Y,, and the 

panmeters 0 is utilized to estimate 8 .  The most attractive features of the EM relative to other 

likelihood-based methods are its simplicity and its stability (Schafer, 1997, p51). The propensity 

score based multiple imputation is a nonparametric method. The propensity score of each 

observation is estimated by a linear Iogistic model. Observations with similar estimated 

propensity scores are grouped. the approximate Bûyesian bootstrap is applied within each group 

to impute the missing data by observed ones. The predictive model based multiple imputation is 

an univariate approach. Given the values of covm*ates, the response variable is modeled by a 

linear regression model. The regression parameters are simulated from their observeddata 

posterior dismbution rather than estimated fiom the regression model. The missing data are 

imputed by the predictive values fiom the regression model given the simulated regression 

parameters and the values of covariates. The MCMC method for multiple imputation mentioned 

in section 3.4 is little bit different from the MCMC method for the Bayesian inference. In the 

following chapters, the MCMC is referred as the MCMC method for multiple imputation. This 

rnethod is a multivariate approach. in order CO have proper multiple imputation, (1) a sufficiently 

large numbers of iterates must be burned so that the marginal stationary distribution of the 

0) subsequence {Y,, : t  =1,2,---) is the approximate posterior predictive distribution 

P(Ymk 1 Yobs), and (2) imputed values of Ymk mut be independently drawn fiom this 

approximate posterior predictive dismbution (Schafer, 1997). 

The following software packages have implemented the multiple imputation methods 

discussed in this chapter. For a comptete and most ment review of the multiple imputation 

software packages, please see Horton and Lipsitz (2001). 

Soias v3.0: The propensity score method and the predictive mode1 method. 

BMDP Professional 2.0: The predictive mode1 rnethod. 

SAS v83: The propensity score method and the predictive d e l  method 

for monotone missing pattern. 

The MCMC method for arbitrary missing pattern. 

NORM: The MCMC method. (k at http-J/www.stat.psu.edu/-jls) 



Chapter 4. Multivariate Normal Distribution 

The mutcivariate normal distribuùon is ofien a usefül and reasonable probability rnodel for 

continuous response variables. especiidly for repeated memurement data. In m n y  situations. 

although the response variables are not n o d l y  distributed, the n o m l  distribution still can be 

used as an approximation to the underiying distribution. The broad application of the 

rndtivariate normal distribution is due to the central limit theorem and its g d  andytical 

propnies. In this chapter. sorne of these properties. such as the alternative parameterkation, the 

likelihood function and the posterior distriïution are reviewed- These proprties will be utilized 

when esablishing an imputation mode1 Iater. For a thomugh discussion of the rnultivariate 

n o m t  distribution. see Anderson (1984). In section 4.1. the derivation of the likelihood 

hnction and the pasterior distribution are discussed when data are complete. In section 4.2 the 

discussion is focused on these properties when data are incomplete. One particular missing 

pattern is assumed for the incornpletc data. that is, the monotone rnissing pattern. Section 4.3 

presents a very useful tool, which c m  be used to perforrn the transformation between the n o r d  

parameters and the dternative parameten, the sweep operator. A brief surnrnary is given in 

section 4.4. 

4.1 Complete Data 

r r Let Y be a n x p  data matrix, Y =(yl,y2,. . . ,y,) . where Y i  =(yit?.-*,yip) is a 

random sample from a p dimensional muitivariate normal disuibution. 

with the density function 

f ( Y ,  1~7') = 

4.1.1 Lieühood Function 

When y ,, y 2, - - -, yn ;ire iid samples h m  (4.1.1) and have no rnissing values, the complete- 

data Iikelihood funcaon is given by 



By some aigebnic manipulation, the completedata logiikelihood hnction of p and Z can be 

written as 

where 

and 

are the sufficient sratistics for p and Z respectively. The maximum likelihood estimates of p 

and Z can be obtained by equating the sarnpled values of Tl and 5 to theu expected values 

E(Tl) =np and E(-) =n(Z+l i f l r ) ,  Le. 

Thus when data are complete. the maximum likelihood estimates of unknown panmecers p 

and Z can be obtained by a non-iterative stmigtitforward method. ji is an unbiiued estimate of 

p and S is a biased estimate of C, the unbiased estimate of Z can be obtained by 

n(n -I)-'s. 

4.1.2 Posterior Distribution 

The posterior distribution of the parameten depends on the assumption about the responsc 

variables as wdl as the assumption about the prior distribution of the parameters. When no 

strong preference is available about the parameters 0 = (p,E), a convenient non-informative 

pdor is assurneri. 

This prior is the limiting form of the following normai inverteci-Wishart distribution as .r + 0. 

rn + -1 and A-' + O (Schafer, 1997, pi54). 

C< 1 Z - N ( P ~  ,r-% 



Z - w - ' ( ~ , A )  

Note that p does not appear on the right-hand side of (4.1.5). In this case the prior 

distribution of /i is assumed to be multivariate unifonn over the p dimensionai real space. 

Under this non-informative prior, the completedata posterior distribution of 8 = (,US) is a 

normal inverted-Wishart distribution with the density function 

The mginal completedata posterior distribution of C is a p dimensional inverted-Wishart 

distribution with the degrees of freedom n - 1, the conditionai comptetedata posterior of )i 

given Z is a p dirnensional multivariate normai, i.e. 

x 1 Y - W$ - l , (n~)- ' )  (41.7) 

Since (4.1.6) and (4.1.7) both have closed forms and have good analyticd properties, it has 

bsen show when data are complete, the posterior distribution of the unhown parameters can be 

easily su&zed analyticalIy, or the vdues of parameters cm be easily simulated. 

It is noted that the non-informative prior (4.1.5) also aises by rippIying the Jeffreys invariance 

principle to 9 = (y,Z) . see Box and Tiao (1973). In this case. the Bayesian estimates of p and 

the maximum likelihood estimtes of p are the same. E(p 1 Y) = MLEfp) = (Schafer, 1997, 

P 155). 

4.13 Alternative Parameterization 

ï.et the multivaciate vector Y = (yI ,---Y,)' be partitioned as Y = (zi ,z? )', where Zi and 

Z2 are subvectors of length pl and p2 = p - pt respectively. The marginal dismbution of 

The conditiond distribution of Z2 given ZI is aIso a normai distribution with mean pz.[ and 

covariance maah X77.1. The conditionai mean vector pz.[ and the conditional covariance 

mairix XI- are given by 



h.1 = PZ + BzI (21 -PI = &2.1+ B2.1ZI 

Z" -. 1 = Z, - 2212;11z12 

where a?.[ = p1 - 1 ~ ~ 2 ; ~ ~ ~  and B - [  = P ~ ~ P ~ :  are the vector of intercepts and the mawl  of 

dopes from the linear regression of Z7 on ZI.  while Z n  -- is the residud covariance matrix. 

Since P(ZI, Z1) = P(ZI )P(Z2 1 ZI ) . we cm always characterixe the distribution P(Zl, Zz) 

either by the normal parmeters 8 = (p,C) or by the alternative parumerers @ = (#1 ,&) . 
where 6 = (p1 ,ZII )  and q& = B2-L,Z2.1). The conversion of @ €rom 8 is a one-t* 

one transformation 4 = g(8) . and the revers  ansf formation 6 = g-l(@) is given by 

PZ = +.l + B24flI 

= T ~ ~ B ~ ~  

T En_ = xnli + BzLZl 1 4 4  

The dtemative panmeters and g)2 are distinct in the sense that the parameter space of # is 

the Cartesian product of the individuai parameter spaces of & and g2. That is, any choice of 

el, B2.1 and LU.I > O (positive definite) wiil yield a valid normal parameter 8 = (&Z) with 

Z >O (Anderson, 1984). 

4.2 Incomplete Data 

When the data maaix Y is incornplete, we use the notation Y, and Y,, to represent the 

observed and missing portion of Y respectively, and use û"d Yi(,*, 10 denote the 

observed and rnissing portion of i" obsmatim ~spectively. Therefore. Y = (Yobs. Y, ) and 

T r 
y; = (yiiobr> . yi(nk) )T . When imssingness mcchanirrn is ignorable. the obsnveddata 

1ikeIihood function is the completedata Iikeiihood hnction (4.1.2) integrated over Y,, . 



where pi and Xi are the marginal mean vector and marginai covariance ma& corresponding to 

yi(obsl respectively. Generally. this observed-data iikelihood hinction has a complicated 

functional format. and the maximum Iikelihood estimation of 8 =(/.LX) will require sorne 

iterative algorithm. However. if the incoqlete data have a special pattern, (4.2.1) cm be 

simplified and the maximum Iikelihood estimation of 8 = (p,Z) cm be obtained by a non- 

iterative method. 

Monotone missing pattern is defined as follow. A multivarïate observation 

y, = (y,, . y,> ---.y, )' is said to be monotone if whenever yÿ  is missing. then yik is also 

missing for ail k > j (Anderson, 1957; Rubin. L974; Little and Rubin. 1987). Monotone 

missing pattern is often seen in clinical trials with repeated measurements. A subject my 

prematurely discontinue the trial at any time during the trial, then al1 the subsequent 

measurements on this subject after this tirne will be missing. Let ni denote the nurnber of 

obsewed values of variable Yi, then when missing data follow a monotone pattern, we have 

n = ni 2 n2 2 - - -2 n p-, 2 n, . The data mauix with a monotone missing pattern will look like 

the following: 

y1 y2 Y3 --. Y/, 

42.1 Factorization of Likeiihood Fonction 

Tt is weII laiown that a rnultivariate distribution can always be factored by a series of 

independent conditionai distributions, P(Y, .- - , Y,) = P(Y,)P(Y, 1 Y, )-- - P(Y, 1 Y, ,---,Y,) - 

For the rnultivariate normal distribution, this factorimion has more practicai meaning since each 



factor is an univariate normal distribution. Let 8 =(p,C) be the n o r d  parameters. and 

@ = (fiii,@,, -.., qip ) be the alternative parameters, where @ j  contains the intercept, the slopes 

and the residuai variance from the linear regression of Yj on Yl ,Y2 ;- -, That is. # j  

contains the panmeters from the conditional distribution of Yi given YI, Y? ,-.*, Yi-1, 

p(yl ,...,yp 10) = P(6 1 Y! .#?)- --PU', 1 YI9.--.Yp-1 .gP 1 (4.2.3) 

On the left-hand side of (42.2). the multivariate normal dismbution is characterized by the 

nom1 panmeters 8 ,  and on the right-hand side of (4.22). it is characterized by the aiternative 

parameters @. 

When rnissing data follow a monotone pattern and the missingness mechanism is ignorable. 

the likelihood f'unction of 9 cm be factored into the independent Iikelihood functions of 

,#2, - - -  ,qip . The completedata likelihood function is 

and the observeddata likelihood function, by definition, is the integral of complete-data 

likelihood function over Y,, , i.e. 

1 Y& 1 =lr(@ 1 y& *ymk >du,, 

The inner product in (4.2.3) c m  be expressed as 

The f i t  product of this expression is the observed part of variable Yi. while the second product 

is the misskg part of Yi. The integral of the second product over Y,, is unity (Schafer, 1997. 

~220). Thecefore, the observed-datri Iikeiihood function in ternis of 6 ,Q, , - . - ,ep is 



where 

is the likelihood function for the normal linear regression of Y, on YI, Y?, -. -,Yi-[ based on the 

rows 1,---,n of the data matrix. Thus the observed-data likelihood (4.2.4) is factored into a 

sequence of completedata regressions over the subsets of the data matrix (Little and Rubin, 

1987. p107). 

4.23 Maximum Lielihood Estimation 

The factorization of observeddata IikeIihood (4.2.4) enables us to make maximum IikeIihood 

estimation of @ without iteration (Little and Rubin, 1987, p108). Since the parameters 

& ,& ,- ,@p are distinct. nwrimizing L(@ 1 Yobs ) cm be realiwd by maximizing each factor 

L(#j 1 Yobs ) separately for j = 1,- --, p . Let the maximum likelihood estimation of 9 be 

4 4 i -  

4 = (& , ~ ~ - T ~ p ) .  thm since the muimurn likeiihmd estimation ir invariant under the 

transformation of parameten. the maximum l ikelihd estimation of 0 is 6 = g-l (4). 
The rnaxirnization of L((bj 1 Yobs) is accomptished by ordinary least squares regression of 

Yj on Y1,---TYi-i based on the first n rows of the data matrix. Let z j  denote the observed 

T data of variable Yi. z = (yl j ,  y2 .. - -. yn,, ) . and let X, denote the uppr-lefi n, X ( j  - 1) 

submatrix of Y. augmented by a column of ones for the intercept 

the conditional distniution of z given X and @j  is 



r where 4, =(,8;.6,) . /?, aretheregressïoncoeficienuot Y, on Y,.---.Y,-,.and 6, isthe 

residud variance. 

Using the properties of nonnal linear regression model, the maximum likelihood estimation 

of#, =(~:,6~)' aregivenby 

Calcuiating (4.2.7) and (4.2.8) for j = l,..-, p separately. we obtain the maximum likelihood 
a -  - 

estimation of the alternative parameten 4 = (#I.q+,+*+,@p). By performing the reverse 

transformation. we obtain the maximum Iikelihood estimation of the normal parameters t? as 

d = g-L(i). Note that the maximum iikelihwd estimation of 8 = (p,P) obtained through 

(4.2.7) and (4.2.8) are identical to that obtained through (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) when data are 

complete. Therefore. it has been shown that when data are complete or when incomplete data 

follow a monotone missing pattern. the maximum likelihood estimation of 8 can be obtained by 

using a non-iterative algorithm. 

433 Observed-àata Posterior Distribution 

When data are complete, the posterior distribution of 8 are derived in (4.1.6) and (4.1.7). This 

completedata posterior distribution has a closed fom with attractive analytical properties. 

When data are incomplete, to derive the observeddata posterior is no longer an easy task and the 

observeddata posterior distribution could be very complicated. Tanner and Wong (1987) 

developed a method for calculating the observeddatri posterior distribution by using da& 

augmentation. However, if the incornplete data have a monotone missing pattern. the observed- 

data posterior distribution still cm be denved in a closed form with good analytical properties. 

Schafer (1997, p224) discussed the derivation of the observed-data posterior disuibution. 

When incomplete data follow a monotone missing pattern and the missingness mechanism cm be 

ignored, the observeddata Iikelihood function of 8 can be factored into independent observed- 

data IikeIihood functions of 4. The observed-data posterior dismbutions of 0 ,  therefore. cm be 

derived fiom these independent observeddata IikeIihood functions. In order to do so, we need to 

assume a joint prior distribution for @ = (6 ,&,r-- ,ep ) - AS in section 4.1, a convenient non- 



inforniarive pRor distribution of 8 = (,ff,Z) is assumed, (0) a 1 C ( -(p+1)12. The joint prior 

distribution for # = (& ?@, r" - ?  $p ) . ihrough the transformation $ = g(8) . is given by 

n4 ($1 = 5 ( S  -l($)) UJU-I (4.29) 

where J is a Iscobian ma& of the transformation 4 = g(8). [JI\ is the absohte vdue of the 

determinant of J . k ing  a property of determinants, 1 Z 1 cm be partitioned as 

where E l  and Zn - are any square submatrices of Z . Notice that Zi - 2 1 1 ~ ~ ; ~ 1 2  is the 

conditional covariance matrix of the variables corresponding to Zn given the variables 

corresponding to X I I .  If we take Z2 = bpp, the v"ance of Yp , the determinant of C 

becomes 

1x1 = PII 1% (4.2. IO) 

where X I I  is the Z without the last row and 1st  column. Applying (4.2.10) recursively to ZI1 

leads to 

where 6, is the regression residual variance of Yi on YI j = 1,2.---, p .  

in order to h d  the prior dismhtion I?, (O). we ais0 need to evduate 11~1. Suppose that we 

fust transfomi 8 IO the intermediate parameter (hl ,),,). where tp-[ cepersenu the portions 

of p and Z pertaining CO the marginal dismbution of Yl,--.tYp-l. and qlp prtaining to the 

regression of Yp on YI ,-- -, Yp-l . Then the determinant of the Jacobian for the transfonuaion of 

8 to (cpi. #,, ) is 1 2 ~  . w h e ~  E l  is the marginal covariance matrix of YI ; --, YPl . Fmm 

(4.2-10). we know that ~ ~ , ~ ( = ~ & - - - 6 ~ - ~ .  so the determinant of the Jacobian for this 

Uirermediate transformation is (6182 - . If we then transfom Cpl m (gp-' ,#,, ) . 
w here $-  contains the portions of /f and Z pertaining to YI, - - * .Yp-2, and B)p-l pectains io 

the regression of Yp-[ on YI ,---.Yp2. The determinant of the Jacobian for this transformation 



is (6,J2 - - -bpi)" .  We cm repat thC; pmcedure until we have reached the final 

parameterization $ = ($1 r& .---r@p ) , and the determinant of the Jacobian for the 

transformation # = g(8) is the product of the detenninants for each of the intermediate 

Therefore. under the asswnption of non-informative prior Itg(8) a (X ( -(pl)/? . the non- 

informative prior for @ = g(0) is given by 

The observeddata posterior distribution of # then can be factorized by each individual 

observeddata postenor for @ j. 

where the observeddata posterior disuibution of @j is 

which is the product of a conditional muItivariate n o r d  density and a mginai scded inverted- 

chisquare density, 

Pj 1 Y ~ b s * ~ j  - N ~ ( ) ~ , ~ ~ ( X : X  j)-l) (4.2.14) 

..TA -2 
Ji I Y,, - 5 &jXn,-p+ j-i (4.3 15) 

where 8, = (X X, )-' X: r,  and = z, - x ,), are the estimated regressioo coefficients i d  

the estimateci residuals based on the submauix X, of Y respectiveiy. 



It has been shown that when incomptete data follow a monotone missing pattern and the 

missingness mechanism is ignorable, the observeddata posterior distribution of 9 c m  be 

factortd into independent observeddata posterior disiributions of Q1 ,- - - ,Qp.  This factorkation 

is n d  as the monotone distinct (Rubin. 1987). Based upon this factorization. Bayesian 

inferences about (b can be conducted as a sequence of independent inferences about 4, from 

each individual observeddata posterior distribution of Qj , j = 1, - -., p. For example, a 

- - - 
nirnulated value = (h ,& ,--.@p} of ) can be obtained by independently drawing qj h m  

its observeddnta posterior distribution P(9, ( Yobs) . A sirnulated value = @.z) of 13 then 

-1 - 
cm be obtained through the reverse trans€ormîtion 8 = g (4) .  

3 3  Sweep Operator 

Since we need to ftequentiy conduct the transformation €rom the normal panmeters 

0 = (p,Z) to the alternative parameters @ = ( & , ~ , - + , Q p )  and vice verse. Little and Rubin 

(1987) reviewed and applied a very usefuI cool known as the sweep operator, first intmduced by 

Beaton (1964). Suppose that G is a p x p symmetric matrïx with elernents gij  . The sweep 

operator SWP[ k ] operates on G by gnemting another p x p symmetric mauix H . 
H = SmR]G,  where the elements of H are given by 

hkk = -Ilgkk 

hjk = hkj = gjklgkk for j #  k 

hjt = hlj = g j l - g j k g k l l g k k  for j # k  and1 * k  

After such sweep operation on G , the mairix H is said to have been mept on position k . 

Suppose G is partitioned as 

where Cl is a p1 X pl submatrix. After sweepmg on positions 1,&-- , pl, the resuIt matrk 



The notation SWfl1,S; - -, pl ] indicates successive sweep operations, Le. 

SWnl,2, - -  -, p, ]G = SWP[p, ].-.SWP[î,]SWP[i]G 

After defining the sweep operator, we also need to define a reverse-sweep operator. This 

operator returns a swept mtrix to its original fonn The reverse-sweep operator RSW[k ] 

operates on G by genenting another same dimensional symmetric rnaîrix H . H = RSW[k]G . 
where the elements of H are given by 

h, = -l/gkR 

h,, = h ,  = -g&u for j # k  

hj l  = = gji-gjkgkligkk for j #  k and1 r k 

By definition. we have RSW[k] S W q k ]  G = Swk] RSW[k] G = G . 

Little and Rubin (1987, pl 12) demonstratecl the usefulness of sweep opentor for transforming 

the normal parameters and the alternative panmeters. 

Transformation berween 8 = (p, Z) and # = (4, , & ) 
Suppose we have the normal panmeters 8 =(p,Z), we wimt to compte the alternative 

the partition Y = (2, , z ~ ) ~ .  Arranging the n o d  parameten 6) = (p .9  a 

( p  + 1) x (p  + 1) muix in the foilowmg f o m  

then sweepmg this 8 -matrix on the positions 23, - -. , pl + I . we have 

Reverse sweeping the upper-left (pl + 1) x ( p ,  + 1) submanùr of (43.2). we have 



Therefore, it has been show chat the alternative panmeten 

expressed in the matrix form as 

can be computed from the 8 -matrix (4.3.1) by first sweeping 

(4.3.4) 

the full matrix on positions 

2 3 , . - - ,  p, + 1, and then reverse-sweeping the upper-left (p, + 1) x ( p l  + 1) subtnatrix of result 

matrix on the sarne positions. The calculation of 8 = ( p ,  Z) kom # = (#[ ,(b2 ) cm be 

performed by reversing the above procedures. 

Ttansfonnanon between 19 = (p, Z) and # = (4, & , ' 
@ p  ) 

Now suppose we have the alternative parameten ) = (fi .h , . - . )p  ) . where = (p;. 8, ) f 

is a ( j  + 1) x i vector. Bj are the regression coefficients of Y, on YI. - - -, Yi-, , and Jj  is the 

residuai variance. we want to perform the transformation between the normal parameters 

8 = (pJ) and the alternative parameters @ = (& ,& , - - - , # p  ) . 

First, we create the 8 -matrix as in (4.3.1), then we create the #-matrix as the following 

Note that the dimension of the B -matrix and the # -rnatrix are the same. ( p  + 1) x (p + 1). By 

sweeping the 8 -ma& on the positions 2 f ,---, j .  we have a mw rnatrix whose ( j + l ) "  

coiumn is #, . Therefore, if we sweep the fui1 O -matrix on the positions 23, - --, p . then we get 

a new matrix with #,, apparing in the ( p  + 1)* c o l m .  if we reverse sweeping ail but the last 

mw and column of the new v t r i x  on the position p . then ),, appean in the P* column. By 



reverse sweeping ail but the last two rows and coIumns on the position p - 1, we get 9,-, 

appeared in column p - 1, and so on. Kence it has been shown that the @-matrix cm be 

obtained by sweeping the 8-mtrix and then reverse sweeping the result new rnatrix. The 

0 - mÛUc can be obtained through a reversal of the above procedures on the 4 -matrix. 

4.4 Summary 

Multivariate normal distributions will be assumed as the underlying prohbility mode1 for 

concinuous response variables in the following chapiers, so this chapter reviewed some its 

attractive andyticd properties. When data are complete. the estimation of 0 = (p,C) can be 

obtained easily without using iterative algorithm. By choosing a convenient non-informative 

prior distribution for 8 = (@). the comptetedata posterior distribution is a nonnal inverted- 

Wishart distribution wiih good analyticd properties. The normal parameters can be easily 

simulated h m  this distribution. When data are incomplete, the estimation of 8 = (&Z) 

genedly requires some iterative algorithms, the observeddaca posterior distribution is usually 

complicated. However, if the missing panern is monotone, this estimation can be obtained by 

non-iterative method. The observeddata posterior disaibution of the alternative panmeters 

# = (6 ,&;. -, #p) are independent normal invertedchisquare dismbutions. The alternative 

parameters cm be easily shulated h m  these distributions independentiy and converted to the 

normal parameters. The sweep operator is conveniently used to d e  the transformation 

between the normal pumeters and the alternative parameters. 



Chapter 5. Monotone Incomplete Data 

in Chapter 4. s o m  relevant properties of the mdtivariate normal distribution are reviewed. 

Some of these properties are applied when making inferences about the unknown parameters 

8 = (p,Z), either based on the observeddata likelihood function or the observeddata posterior 

distribution. However. ow primary interests focus on imputing the missing data rather than 

making inferences based on the observed data. In [bis chapter we propose sevenl imputation 

methods when incomplete data are h m  the rnultivariate normal distribution and have a 

monotone missing pattern, [n section 5.1 we discuss how to build the imputation model and 

genente proper multiple imputation from the imputation rnodel- We also review the predictive 

model rnethod which is an univariate approach. in section 5.2 we deyelop a new multivariate 

approach for doing the muItiple imputation when incomplete data are from a single multivariate 

normal distribution with an unstrucnired covariance matrix. In section 5.3 we discuss the same 

procedure as in section 5.2 except the covariance mauix is assumed to have a special structure, 

the antedependence structure. In section 5.4 we consider a situation where the data are from 

more than one multivariate normal dism%utions. The procedures for imputing the missing data 

are discussed. At the end. a brief summary of this chapter is presented in section 5.5. 

5.1 imputation Model luid Proper Multiple Impuîation 

When data are incomplete, we want to fXt in the missing data Y,, with values randomly 

drawn fiom a probability distribution. When the missingness mechanism is ignorable. two 

probability dismbutions are decived: the observed-&ta posterior distribution of 8 and the 

posterior predictive distribution of Y,, given Yobs. We refer, hereinafter, the random draws 

frorn the observeddata posterior distniution as the simulation of 8 and the randorn dnws from 

the posterior predictive distribution ris the imputation of Y,, (Schafer. 1997)- 

The postenor predictive dismiution of Y,, given Ycbs ÏS given by 

Because of the integrittion in (5.1.1), it is generally difficuk to have a cIosed form for the 

posterior predictive distribution. Also it is often dificuit to draw a s q l e  frorn t h s  distribution 

numerically. However, the conditional ptedictive distniution is rather easy to obtain once the 

values of the panmeters 8 are given. For example, when the multivariate nomai distribution is 



asumed for the response variables, the conditional predictive distribution of Y,,, given Yobs 

and 8 is either a muttivariate normal or an univariate n o d .  Thus if the observeddata 

posterior P(8  1 Yobs) is either in a closed fom or the values of O can be randomly dnwn from 

it without much dificulty, die Rao-Blackwellized estirnates can be used to approximate the 

posterior predictive distribution P(Ym ( Y,,), (Gelfand and Smith, 1990) 

where 8'" (t = 1;-,k) are the random draws from the obseweddata posterior distribution 

P(6 ( Yobs ) . When k is large enough, the nght-hand side of (5.1.2) will provide a consistent 

estimate of the posterior predictive distribution P(Y,, 1 Y,). 

Note chat the nght-hand side of (5.12) is a mixture distribution of the conditionai predictive 

distributions over the simdated vaiues 8"' from its observeddata posterior. A random draw 

fiom a mixture distribution of k component distributions consists of two steps. (1) randomiy 

draw a distribution arnong the k distributions with the equal probability of I l k ,  and (2) 

randomly draw a sampie from the selected distribution (Gilks, Richardson and Spiegelhalter, 

1996, p176). Since each component distribution in the right-hmd side of (5.1.2) is indexed by - 
8 "' . the above two-step random sampling fiom a mixture distribution is equivalent to creating a 

svopling pool g"' ( t  = 1.---,k) €mm the observeddata posterior distribution P(6 1 Yobs). and 

then randody draw a vaiue from this sampling p l .  This is actually the same as taking a 

random dmw from P(f9 [ Yobs) directly. Therefo~, a single set of imputed values of Y,, is 

obtained by taking random driws h m  the conditional predictive diriribution P(Ymh 1 yObs -8) 

where & is a randorn dmw Gom the observeddata posterior distribution. In order to generate 

m sets of proper multipte imputations, rn simulated values of @ are independently drawn from 

the obseweddata posterior distribution. say ëB(') (t = l:.-,m). For each simulated value 8"). 
a single set of imputed values of Y,, is obtauied by taking random draws sepantely From each 

conapandiig conditionai posterior pndictive distribution P(Ymi, 1 yObs, ë") ) . 
Rubii (1987) proposed the predictive mode1 of multiple imputation. When incomptete data 

have a monotone missing pattern. the observeddata Iikelihood fimction of the n o d  parameters 



0 = (pJ) cm be factored into a series of independent observeddata tikelihood functions of 

r individuai alternative parameters ), ( j  = I:.., p )  . where @j = (Bj .Gj)' are the regression 

coefficients and the residual variance of Yj on Y, ; -. , Y,-, . i.e. 

"1 

Since n P(yii ( yil ,.--, yi.j-l ,Oj) is the linea. regression of Yj on Y, :... Y,, based on n 
i=l 

observed vaiues of Y, ;..,Y,-, and Yi, this regression mode1 is used to impute the missing 

values of Yi. in order to genente proper multiple imputation. the regression panmeters 

)j = need to be simulûted fmm their observeddata posterior distribution nther than 

estimated fiom the regression model, 

To obtain the observeddata posterior distribution of the regression parameters. a prior 

dismbution need to be assumed. Io the absence of a strong knowledge about the prior 

distribution of the regression parameters, a convenient non-informative prior distribution of 

$ = (4, ?4,) 

x() )  = 6 ~ ~ 6 i '  - --6;' (5.1.3) 

is assumed. This is Jeffreys prior for the factored density (Box and Tiao, 1973). Note that this 

prior distribution is the product of a uniform prior dismbution for (&,&;.-,fip) over the 

p(p + 1)/2 dimensional red space and the non-informative prior distribution for 

(61, 4;- -, 6p ) . Thus the observeddata posterior distribution of ) can be factored into the 

observeddata posterior dismbution of individual parameter ), . 

and the individual observeddata posterior dismbution of ), cm be expressed in a closed fom 



T 
where r j  = ( y l j , y 2 j , . - . ,  y n I j )  is the observed values of Y I .  Xj is the upper-left 

n , X( j -1)  submanut of Y  augmented by a column of ones as in (4.2.6). 

1 r Bj  = (X ? X  -)- X - z . is the euimates of the regression coefficients. and f, = z, - x,B,  is 1 J 1 J 

a vector of residuals. This observeddata posterior distribution of #, is the product of a j - 
dimensionai normal distribution given Si and a scaled invenedthisquare distribution with the 

degrees of freedom n, - j. The marginal observeddata posterior distribution of and the 

conditional observeddata posterior distribution of 4 are given by 

Bj , j  N ~ ( B ~ , ~ ~ ( x ; x  (5.1.5) 

-7 

J j  I y& - if ' j ~ n - j  (5.1.6) 

The regression puameters #, = (p l  ,4). therefore, can be simulated h m  this observeddata 

posterior distribution. 

Alter i simulated value has k e n  dram h m  this distribution. the i" missing value of Y, 
- - - 

is imputed h m  the univariate n o m l  distribution N(BOj + f l l jyi l  - t e - .  + Bj-,. yi. j-i , Z j ) .  
The multiple imputations of Yi are created by drawing m sets of the regression parameten 

independently from the obseweddata posterior distribution, for each simulated parameters 

($",8ir'). the missing values of Yj  are irnputed single tim. Once the misring values of 

Y2,-.-,Y,-, have been imputed sequentially, the missing values of Y, can be imputed given the 

imputed complete data of Y, ,Y, - .-,Y,-, . Conânuing this process until the missing d u e s  of Yp 

are imputed. This is the predictive mode1 based imputation. 

5.2 Imputation for S i  Population With Unstructureci Covariance 

T Let Y = ( y 1 , y 2 , . - . , y n )  bea nxp datarnatrix,andweassumethat y1 ,y2 , - - - , yn  are 

iid samples h m  N p  @,x) , where p = ( p l  , - - - ,pp  ) is the ~l~em vector and 2 = (aii ) is an 



unstrucnired covariance rnatrix. The dimension of the unknown parameters 8 = (p,Z) is 

p + p ( p + L ) / 2 .  

When incornplete data have a monotone missing pattern, the observeddata likelihood function 

of the alternative piuameters Q  = (A,--- ,#,)  is 

The alternative parameter Pi = (8;- 6j ) r  cm be independentiy estimated fiom the linear 

regression mode1 of Yi on Y, , - S . ,  Y,-, bas& on ni observed values of Y, ,-•., Y,-, and Yi. Let 

the estimated alternative parameters be 4, = (fi: ( j  = 1,l:--, p ) .  where 

and 

6, = ( z ,  - ~ , B , ) ' l n ,  (5.2.2) 

Then the estimated n o d  parameters 6 = (p,Z) can be obtained by the reverse transformation 

6 = g-l (6). Note that the denominuor of 8, is n, Uistead of n ,  - j . so these estimators an 

biased. When data are complete, the estimations by this approach are the same as by (4.1.6)- 

(4.1.7). 

To impute the missing data. we need to simuiate the pnrarneters from their observed-data 

posterior distribution rather than eshate  them h m  the regession rnodels. If we assume the 

same pnor as (5.1.3). the joint observeddata posterior distribution of # = (4,- - - -  ,@,, ) is the 

product of the observeddata posterior distributions of individuai cornponent 4,. That is, 

independently simulating individual ej from its own observed-datri posterior distribution which 

is a n o r d  scaled inverted-chisquare dismiution given by (5.15)-(5.1.6). A simulated value 
- - 9, = (p, ,6, ) can be obtained by lecting 8, = ÊFÊ, 16; . where 6; is a random dnw €rom 

- 
x:,-, , and 3, is a random sarnple h m  (5.15) given 6,. 



Afier the values of @ = (4, ,-..,#,) have been simulated €rom the observeddata posterior 

distribution of 4. say 0 = (& ,- --,Jp) . the simulated n o d  p-eten 8 = (p,L) cm be 

obtained From the reverse transformation 8 = g-'($). This reverse transformation can be 

accomplished by applying the sweep operator on the 8 -matrix as described in section 4.3. 

tIaving obtained the simulated values 8 .  a single set of imputed values of Y,,,,, is obtained by 

îaiÜng random drawr hom the conditional predictive disuibuion P(Ymk 1 Yobl ,8). Since the 

- 
rows of Y ,  y,, y2,.*-, y,, are conditionally independent given 0 , the imputation is carried out 

T 7 independently on each individual observation yi = (yi(obs,, Yi(mir))T . The yilmu, are imputed 

- 
by taking a random dnw from the conditionai predictive distribution P(yi(mu) 1 ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ) , 0 ) .  

which is either a multiviuiate normal distribution or an univariate normal distribution. In order 

to generate m sets of pmper multiple imputations. nt simulated values #(') (t = l .++-,m) are 

obtained thmugh the reverse transformation 8"' = g-'($"'). w h m  &(" are independent 

samples h m  the obsemddata posterior distriiution of @. For each of 8"). a single set of 

imputed values of Y,, is obtained from the corresponding conditional postenor predictive 

distriiution /'(Ymu 1 Yobs ,8(')). Let Y$ be the imputed values of Ymir fmm 

P(Y* 1 yObs , 8 ( " )  then k~i ,-- -.Yz)} consiru of a pmpr multiple imputation of Y, 

Nice each set of Y:: is indepndently dram h m  the appmximte posterior predMive 

dismbution P(Ymir ( Yobs ) - 

5 3  imputation for Single Population Wlth Structured Covariance 

In this section, the assumptioos about the response variables m the same as those in section 

52, i.e- Y = (yl,y2,---,y,)  ' is a n x p  data matrix. and y1,y~:--,yn are assumed to be iid 

samples from a multivariate normd distribution Np(p,Z). except here the covariance ma& 

Z = ( ~ i i )  is assumed to have an ante-dependence structure of order g . Under this assumption, 

the dimension of the unhown parameters 8 = (p,C) is p + (g + 1)(2p - g) 12-  



The antedependence strricture was introduced by Gabriel (1961,1962) to describe the 

conditional independence among the multiple variables. Since then a number of authors have 

applied this covariance structure into the analysis of muttivariate data and longitudinal data. 

Kenward (1987) assumed an antedependence structure while comparing repeated measurement 

profiles for monotone sampIes. PateI (1991) proposed a IikeIihood-based methoci to analyze 

repeated measurement data with antedependence covariance SCrtICNCe and monotone missing 

pattern. 

A multivariate Y = (Y, ,Y,, --.Y,)' is sdd to have an antedependence structure of order g 

if Y, 1 Y,-, , Y,-:, - - -, Y,-, and Y, , Y:, - --, Y ,-,-, are uncorrelated (Gabriel, 1962). 

When Y = (Y,, Y,, -. - .Y, )' has an antedependence structure of oder g, the elemenu of the 

covariance rnatrix Ç = (a,,) satisfy the following condition (SASfSTAT Software: Changes and 

Enhancements Through Release 6.12. p629) 

p = 4  and g =L.thecovariancematrix E=(u,) is 

This covariance structure is a flexible mode1 which contains the autoregressive modet, 

complete independence mode1 and unsmctured cov;uiance model as special cases. In the ante- 

dependence model the variances of the variables and the distances between the variables are not 

required to be equal. When aii variances 6, and ail lag-k autocorrelation parameters p, are 

equal, this model becomes a first order autoregressive model. When the order of ante- 

dependence is O, we have complete independence of Yi, Y?, - - - . Yp . When the order of ante- 

dependence is p - 1, we have unstrucnired covariance. Therefore. the antedependence 

structure is a very geoeral covariance structure. This covariance suucture is naturaiiy applicable 

to the repeated measurement data in clliical mais, in which the measurements are ordered in 

time and the present measurement depends only on the immediate antecedent measurements. 



Under the assumption of antedependence structure of order g , the conditional distribution of 

Yi given Y[ ;-*, Y,-[ depends on the g immediate previous variables only, 

R a t  is, the regression of Yi on Yi has zero regression coefficients corresponding to the 

predictor variables Y, ,---,YJ-,-, and non-zero regression coefficients corresponding to 

*--*y,-l - 

When incomplete data follow a monotone missing pattern, the observeddata likelihood 

function of the alternative parameters 4 =(@,,+-.,fi,) is the product of the observeddata 

likelihood functions of individual alternative parameter @, ( j  = 1;-*, p) , 

w here 

is the observeddata Iikelihood function of #, . This is a linear regression of Y, on Y,-, ;--,Y,-, , 

where g is the given order of the antedependence structure, based on ni observations in which 

the values of Yi and Y,-, ,-.-,Y,-, are ail observed. 

The maximum likeliood estimates of the aIternaÜve parameters 9 cm be obtained by 

maxiMing L O j  1 Y, ) independentiy for j = 17.+-, p. The hemPximization of L(Pj 1 Yds) in 

accomplished by the ordinary least square regression of Yj on Y,-, ,+-.,Y,-, based on the fust 

variable Yj. X denote a nJ x (g + 1) submatrix of Y comsponding to YI-* ,- - -, YI-,, and 

augmented by a colurnn of ones. 

XI = 



The conditional distribution of z given X and gj is 

where #, = (&,&,). 8, is a vector of regression cûéfficients and is the conditionai 

variance of Yi given Y,-, .--.,Y1-, . Using the properties of Iinear regression model. the 

maximum l ikelihd estimators of O, = (BI ,JI ) is given by 

a 

estimatu of the intercept and the slopes of Yi on Y,-, ,.--.Y,, . k t  Pt,, denote an augmented 

,. 
jelement vector consisting of B, . and augrnented by zeros in the middte positions 

the sweep operator on the 4-maaix. we can obwùi the maximum likelihoad estimates of the 

normai parameters 8 = (p,Z) under the assumption of the antedependence structure of order 

g . When data are compIete, the maximum likelihood estimates of p , but not of Z ,  are the 

same regardless if the covariance ~~liltrix Z is assumed to be unstructured or antedependence 

suuctured. When data are incornplete. the estimtes of p and C different under the 

different assumptions about Z . 

When the same non-informative prior distribution of @ = (4, ,- - - ,@,) is assunied as in (5.1.3), 

the observeddata posterior distribution of # is the product of the observeddata posterior 

distributions of individuai panmeter @j ( j = 1, - - -, p )  , and the observeddata posterior 

dismbution of @, has the same form as those in (5.15) and (5.1.6). Thai is, the joint density 

firnction of the observed-data posterior distribution of ei is the product of a (g + 1) - 



dimensional normal density given and a d e d  invertedihisquare dismbution density with 

the degrees of freedom n, - g - 1. Therefore, the marginal observeddata postenor dismbution 

of Jj  and the conditionai observeddata postenor dismbution of 4 are given by 

where B, and 8, are obtained horn (5.3.3) and (5.3.4). 

The simulated values of the alternative parameters @ = (4, ,---,), ) are obtained by 

independently simulating the individual parameters ), = (/?,,8, ) from their own observeddrita 

posterior distributions (5.3.5)-(5.3.6). A simulated value of 6, is obtained by hwing 

=n,J1 16;. where 6; is a random dnw from &,, . and a mndom simple 

jzlcmeat vector consisting of pl and augmented by rems in the middle positions 

- 
= (p( ,,,$,). then & =(&,,,.--.fi,,) is the simulated values h m  the obbwrveddata 

posterior distribution of the alternative parameters 4 = (& ,--,), ) under the assumption of the 

antedependence smcaire of order g . By applying the sweep operator on tbe ~ t r i x .  wc cm 

obtain the simulated values of the n o d  parameters 6 = (p,2) under the assumption of the 

antedependence rmrnm of order g . Say é = (ji,z) . 

After the simulated values of 6 = (plZ)  have been obtained under the assumption of ante- 

dependence structure of order g . the imputation procedures for filling in the missing data Y,, 

are the same as those when the covariance matrix is unstmctured. The missing data Y,, are 

imputed observation by observation, the y,,,, (i = 1;-,n) are imptited by tandom dmws from 

the conditional predictive disaibution P(yi(,) 1 Y ~ ( ~ , , B ) .  The covariance mauix of rhis 

distrïïution is the conditional covariance rnairk given that the unconditional covariance matrix 

bas lui antedependence structure of order g ,  so the imputed vaIues of y,,,, preserve the 



seructured correlations between y,,,, and yi,,,, . In order to have m sets of proper multiple 

the observeddata posterior distribution under the assumption of antedependence structure of 

order g . For each of 8'". Y,, are imputed h m  each comsponding conditional posteriw 

predictive distribution P(Yd 1 yObs ,8(')) . Let Y$ be the imputed values of Y,, from 

P(Y,, 1 Y& , ~ " ) ) .  then ~$L;..,YZ)} consirts of a pmper multiple imputations of Y,, 

rince each Y;: are indepmdently dnwn h m  the appmximate posterior prcdictive dismbution 

P(Yrn, I yobs - 

5.4 Imputation for Multiple Populations With Stmctured Covariance 

In sections 5.2 and 5.3. we discussed the situations where d l  multivariate nndom samples 

are kom a single probability population. in this section we consider a probability mode1 where 

the multivariate random samples are h m  more han one probability populations. Suppose that 

we have j design factors with levels 4,- ,---,bf respectively, the totai number of probabiIity 

populations forrned by the f factors is b = bl xb2 X - - . x b / .  The design factors are usudly 

treated as fixed. such as the matment groups and clinicd sites in a ctinical mal. so they are not 

rubject to a pmbability distribution. Let Y = (yl.  y2,--.. y,,)' be n nx p da@ nutrix for the 

response variables, D = (d,,dz,---,d, ) be a nxb  matrix with d ,  king the durnrny variabte 

pertinent to the k" population. Then the probability mode1 for the response variables is 

assumed to be a conditional multivanate normaI distribution given the design factors, 

~i Idk =1 - N p  (PL 9 x 1  
(5.4. L) 

The mean vectors pk (k = 1,2,.--,b) are allowed to vary h m  population to population. but the 

covariance matrix Z is assumed to be the s a m ~  across the populations with an antedependence 

structure of orderg . Let 8 = (81,82,-.-,Bb) be the unknown parmeters, where = (pk .z) 

are the normal parameters of the k" population. Then mder this mode1 assumption, the 

dimension of the unknown pariuneters is k x p + (g + 1)(2p - g )  / 2. 



The matrix D is assumed to be complete and the data matrix Y is assumed to be 

incomplete. When incomplete data follow a monotone missing pattern. the observeddata 

Likelihood function of @ = (fi, - - -, ep ) . w h e ~  # j  =(# i ( i )**- - .# jU))  are the alternative 

parameters of Yi given across the populations. can be factored into a series of 

independent observeddata likelihood functions of individual alternative parameters, 

#,(t, ( j  = 1;-..p ; k = 1;--,b). i.e. 

where 

where is the number of observed values of variable Yi in the k" population, and 

nj = n j ( l )  +..-+ n j(b) is the nurnber of observed values of variable Y, amss  al1 populations. 

Therefore, (5.4.3) is a Lineac tegression of Yi on based on ail observed data amss  

the populations. 

The maximum likelihood estimates of 0 are obtained using h e  ordinary least squares. Let 

Xj be the data rnatrix containhg the k t  ni rows of the values for the dummy variables 

dl ,dl , - - - ,db and the interaction t e m  of dl .d2 . - - - ,db  and - The n iah  Xi  

bas the dimension of n x (6 t b x g) . The conditional dism%ution of z given X and @ is 

Z j  1 x ,,fij - N ( X j B j , 6 j l )  (5.4-4) 

this model. bjck, a~ the intercept and srlopes of Y j  on Y,-, ,---.Y,, in the k* population. i h y  



vary h m  population to population. while 6, is i constant midual variance across the 

populations. 

The maximum likelihood estimates of f i j  and 6, are given by 

T Note that Bj = (8i1)*-*--Bib)) . w h e ~  =(8j(i),~vBj(tl,j-g . . . - * b j ( k ) , j - l )  a 

(g + 1)xl vector. We augment this vector by zeros in the middle positions corresponding to 

Y,,---,Y,-g-I as described in section 5.3. To keep the simplicity. we use the sarne notation to 

. A 

denote the augment& j x  1 vector. i.e. /3xkl = ( f l j ~ k , , o . ~ , - - - , O . ~ , c k ) ,  ,, .--- .~,u,. , - l )  . The 

estimated population means Bk and covariance rnatrix 2. then cm be obtained from the reverse 

transformation 8, = p-'(~,,,,.~t(ii.--~,~p,,,). w h e ~  J j ( k )  = (@j<k>v8j) j = 1.2,.-- ,~. Note 

that 8, is a constant acmss d l  populations. whereas varies across the populations. When 

populations. Denoting the estimated covariance maüix of k' population by P t .  a CO-n 

l b  
covariance ma& can be estimated by f =-z f k  . Therefore, ii has k e n  shown thit 

k=l 

8 = (dl .ê2,---,&). where êk = (llk ,a. m the maximum likelihood estimates of 

8 = (8, >O2 >--• ,Ob) under the assumption of the antedependence stnicture of order g for the 

cornmon covariance matrix X . 

For imputation purposes, the values of pk and Z need to be simulated kom their observed- 

data posterior distributions nther than estimateci h m  the observeddata iikelihood functions. 

The observed-data posterior distributions of pi and C, therefore, need to be investigated. The 

observeddata 1ikeIihood fwiction of @ j  = (#j(i) ,+--,#j(b)) is 



Since the missing pattern is monotone. the oberveddata likelihood function of # = (6 .- - -  . g p )  

is the product of the observeddata Iikelihd function of 4, . 

in the absence of smng pieference on the panmeters 4 = (6 ,-.-T@p ), a non-informative pnor 

is assumed. This prior dismbution is the p d u c t  of a rnuItiv~ate unifonn distribution for 

(&.,&;~-.,8,). where pj = (~~i,,.--T,8r(si)r. over the b x p ( p + 1 ) / 2  dimensionai real 

space and a non-informative prior distribution for (4,4,--.Jp). Thus the observeddata 

postenor distribution of # is given by 

This observeddata posterior distribution of #, can be expressed in a closed form as 

This joint observed-dain posterior distribution of pi and Ji is the pmduct of n b(g + 1) - 

dimensional multivariate normal distribution and a scaled invenedthisquare distribution with 

the degees of freedom n - b(g + 1). The muginai observeddata posterior distribution of 

and the conditimai observeddw pouerior distribution of pi given 6j are 



-1- -2 
Sj 1 Yobs - &j Ejxn,-b(g+l) (5 -4.6) 

The simulated values of # = (#,;*-,#,) cm be obtained by independently drawing rhe vaiues 

of qji = (# j(i, ,- - -,# j(b) ) h m  their own observeddata posterior distribution (5.4.5)-(5.4.6). A 

simulated value of 6, is obtained by having 8, = ÊTL?, 18;. whem 6; is a nndom h w  h m  

'T T 
~:,-b(~+i> and then a mdom sample pi = @ i i ) ; * * , ~ j r b ) )  , where 

- 
(g + 1) 4emeni vector Bjo, by zems in the middle positions correspnding ro YI;+-.Yjl-, 

as described in section 5.3. To keep the simplicity, we use the siime notation to denote the - - - - 
augmnted j &ment vector. i.e. = (pj i  ,O,. --.O, /? j (R ) ,  jiS , - - -, pi( kr, ,-, ) - Let 

- - -, - - - - 
# j  = (#j[l)T***,#j(b)) . *here @,cr) =(8j(k),6j). lhen # =(&:--,#,) are the rimulnted 

values h m  the observeddata posterior distribution of the alternative panmeten 

# =(#,,.--.#,) under the a s s q t i o n  of the antedependence structure of order g - The 

simdated vaIues of the population means and covariance matrix ek = (pk ,x) cm be obtained 

simulated h m  (5.4.5) given Z j .  flj(t, varies h m  population to populaùon. When the 

vary acmss the populacians. Denoting the sirnuisied cowiance matir< of k* population by . 
a simulated common covariance matrix can be obtained h m  

- - - 
nius ithas k e n  showthat 8 =(8i.f?2.---,i$,). wbac Bk =&,B. thesirnukd values 

h m  the observed-dam posterior distniution of 8 = (8, ,O2.---,Ob) under the asumption of the 

antedependence structure of order g for the common covariiuice maûix z. 



After the simulated values of O = (6, ,B2;.-,eb) are obtained under the assumption of ante- 

dependence structure of order g , the imputation of the missing data of Y, are conducted as 

fo1Iows. The missing data Y,, are imputed observation by observation within each population. 

the yi(,,, 1 dk = 1 are imputed by random dnws €rom the conditional predictive distribution 

P ( Y ~ ( , , , ~ ,  1 yi(obr) ,jik $) . The covariance ma& of this distribution is the simulaied common 

covariance mamx given in (5.4.7). In this way. the imputed values of Y,, preserve the 

structured comtations between Y,,,, and Yobs acmss the populations, and the missing values of 

y,,,,, are drawn €rom their pertinent populations. In order to have m sets of pmper multiple 

imputations, m independently simulated values 6'') (t = 1,--,m) are obcained [rom the reverse 

the observeddata posterior dismbution (5.4.5)-(5.4.6). For each sirnulated value 8"). Y,, are 

imputed from the correspondmg conditional posterior predictive distribution 

( Y  1 Y O r  ) kt Y:: be the impurod values of Y' hom l'(Ymi, 1 ~ ~ ~ , 6 ( ~ ' ) ,  then 

( f  k'? mu ,.-..Y::'} consirts of a pmper multiple imputation of Ymi, rince each Ymi, are 

independently drawn fiom the approxirnate posterior predictive distribution l'(Y,,,, 1 Yobs) - 

5.5 Summary 

Multiple imputation includes building m imputation rnodel, imputing the missing data h m  

this imputation model and making c o m b i i  muItiple imputation inference. in this chapter, we 

discussed how to build the imputation mode[ and generate propet multiple imputation fiom the 

imputation model. In section 5.1 we discussed how to generate proper multiple imputation €rom 

the conditionai predictive distribution. We also reviewed the predictive mode1 method. When 

incornpiete data have a monotone missing pattern, the observeddata posterior distribution of the 

regression panmeters of Yi on Y, ;- -,Y,-, is derived by Rubin (1987). The rnissing values of 

Y are imputed by an univariate approach. in section 5.2, a mdtivariate approach of multipie 

imputation is proposed. When incompleie data are h m  the muItivariate normal distribution 

with a generai covariance stmcnrre, the n o r d  parameters are estimted or sirnulated by the 

reverse transformation after the alternative panmetcn are independently estimated or simulated. 



The rnissing data Y,, are imputed h m  the conditional predictive dismbution given Yabs and 

the simulated no& parameters, which is either a multivariate normal or univariate normai 

distribution. In section 5.3, method for imputing Y,, is proposed when the covariance rnatrix 

has an antedependence stnrcnire. Antedependence structure is a n a m l  interpretation of 

ordered response variables through successive regession model. This rnodel reduces the number 

of covariance parameters from p ( p  + 1)/ 2 to (g -t 1)(2p - g)/ 2,  so it results in a more 

efficient estimation since the smaller the number of unbown parameters. the smaller the 

variance of the estimation (Aitham 1984). In section 5.3, method for imputing Y,, is proposed 

when incomplete data are from muItipIe multivariate normal distributions with varied mean 

vectors and a common svuctuted covariance mamx. Different mean vectors and common 

covariance matrix are sirnutateci from the observeddata posterior distribution, the missing data 

are imputed for given simulated mean vectors and covariance rnatrix within each population. 



Cbapter 6. Non-Monotone Incomplete Data 

In chapter 5 we proposed methods for imputing the missing data when the incomplete data 

have n monotone rnissing pattern. in such a case, the observeddata posterior dismbution of the 

unknown parameters can be analytically derived in a closed form. However, when the 

incomplete data have a non-monotone missing pattern, the observeddata posterior distribution 

may not be easily derived in a closed fonn. Subsequently, simulating the unknown panmeters 

h m  theù observeddata posterior distribution will face a lot challenge. ui this chapter we work 

on methods of imputing the missing data when incomplete data have a non-monotone missing 

pattern. in section 6.1. we review the irnplernentation of the EM algorithm When incomplete 

data are fiom the multivariate normal distribution. the mean vector and the covariance matrix cm 

be quite easiiy estimated by the EM algorithm In section 6.2, we discuss the imputation when 

incomplete data are from a single rnultivariate normal distribution with an unstructured 

covariance matrix. in section 6.3, we discuss the same procedures as in section 6.2 except the 

covariance matrix is assumed to have a special structure, the antedependence structure. tn 

section 6.4. the incomplete data are assumed to be from more than one rnultivariate n o d  

distributions. The procedures for imputing the missing data are discussed. In section 6.5. a brief 

summary is presented. 

6.1 ünplemenîation of the EM Algoriîhm 

The EM algorithm is a likelihood-based iterative technique for estimating the normal 

parametes 8 when data are incomplete. When data are incomplete, the maximum likelihood 

estimates of 8 are the maximizer of the observeci-data loglikelihood function f(6 1 Yobs ) . This 

function itself, however, rnay be very cornplicated due to the incompleteness of the data. Thus 

the maximization of this function miiy become very difftcult. The EM idgorithm does not 

maximize the observeddata loglikeiiid duectly, it fills in the functions of missing data 

appearing in the complete data loglikelihood by their expected values, and then maximizes the 

tilled in completedata loglikelihood- Specificaiiy, the hinctions of missing data appearing in the 

completedata Ioglikelihood iire filled in by (Dempster, Laird and Rubin. 1987) 

~ ( e  1 8") = It(e 1 Y P(Y, I Y,, P) IIIY,, (6.1.1) 

where ((0 ( Y) is the completedata loglikelihoad and P(Y, 1 Y,, ,O"' ) is tbe conditional 

predictive ditribution of Y,, given Yobs and cunent estimates 6"). The hc t ion  Q(O 1 6")) 



is equivalent to the completedata logiiketihood once the functions of rnissing data have k e n  

fiIIed in. The maximization with respect to B then cm be perîomd on this function. in this 

section, we review the application of the EM aigorithm to estimate the mean vector and the 

covariance matrix from incomplete multivan'ate n o d  data with an ditrary missing pattern. 

These works are due to Orcharci and Woodbury (1972) and Beale and Littie (1975). 

Let Y =(y,, y,,---.y,)r be the data ma&. where yi = (yii:--,yip ' is the ith 

observation. We assume y, - N p  (p.Z) . where p = ( p I . - - , P p ) T  is the man vector and 

Z = (Cg) is an unstnictured covariance matrix. To impiement the EM algorithm. we need to 

assume that the missingness mechanism is ignonble. 

The E step of the EM algorithm is to fil1 in the functions of missing data appearing in the 

completedata loglikelihood by their expected values. In rnultivariate 

functions are the suficient statistics 

.- 
y9 and ~ ~ y *  . 

The expected values of these suff?cient statistics, given current estimates 

normal situation. these 

8"). 

if y, is observed 

Y, - if y, is missing 

and 

if y, or yik are observed 
'jki - 0) 

C~(Y, ,  Y, I ~ i ( & s > 7 0  1 ") -I" if yii and y ik are missing 

The missing values yil,, are replaceci by the conditiond means of yi(,) given the current 

estimates 6"' and yi(obr). The eepected suff?cient statistics are filed in by these conditiond 

means and nonzero conditional covariance of the missing values. The conditional m s  of 

yi(,) are the multivariate iinear regression of yi(,, on ~ ~ ( ~ 6 ~ ) .  The regrwsion parameters 



are obtained from the given normal parameters O") .  not obtained h m  the estimation based on 

the data. They can be obtained by performing the sweep opemtor on the 8") -mamx. 

The M step of the EM aigorithm is straightfonvard. The new estimates 0'"" are cdculated 

from the filled-in complete data sufficient statistics. 

The convergence of the sequence (8'" ) is discussed by Dempster. Laird and Rubin (1977). 

and Wu (1983). Under general conditions, the estimates (8"') will converge reliably to ifs 

stationary point 6. which is the maximum likelihwd estimates of 0 h m  the obserwddata 

IogIikelihood function [ (O ( Y,, ) . This convergence can be easily evaluated by the values of the 

observeddata loglikelihood function {!(O"' 1 Y,, ) ) . 

The remaining issue to implement the EM algorithm is to choose the initial values of 8 for the 

f i t  itention. Several choices of initiai values are described by Little and Rubin (1987). Unless 

the fractions of missing information for some components of 0 are very high, the choice of 

initial values is usuaily not crucial. For simplicity, we use the sample means and variances as the 

initial values for the means and variances and set ail correlations equal to zero. 

6.2 Imputation for Sigle Population With Unstnictured Covariance 

Suppose that we have a random sample of size n from a multivariate normal distribution 

Np (p.2) with the mean vector p and the covariance ma& Z assumed to be the same for al1 

samples. That is, ail samples are h m  a single multivariate normal distribution. Furthemore, the 

covariance rnatrur Z = (bV) is assumed to be unstnictured. When the data are incomplete, and 

the missing pattern is non-monotone, we use and n, to denote the obsewed values and 

the number of obsewed values of variable Y, ( j = 1,2,---, p )  respectively. and use Yi(,bS, and 

yi(,, to denote the obsewed portion and missing portion of the i* observation rcrpectively. 

if the missingness mechanism is ignorable, any inference on 8 based on the obseweddata 

likelihood function is valid. Due to its simplicity and stability, we use the EM aigorithm 



reviewed in section 6.1 to estimate the normal parameters 9 = (p,C). Denoting the maximum 

likelihood estimates of 8 by 8 = ($,g). By the panmeter transformation, we obtain the 

maximum likelihmd estimates of the alternative parameten 4 = g(6). where 

6 = (& ,&, -.- -4,) and 8, = (B,  ,6, ) . Note that the EM estirnates 8 = (P.%) are based on d l  

observed data. that is. 8 = (P.%) are obtained from the joint observeddata likelihwd function 

n 

where 

is the observeddata likelihood function for the i" observation. The p, and Ç, are the mginal 

mean vector and marginal covariance matrix corresponding to yi(obs) respectively. 

When incornpiete data have a non-monotone missing pattern, the successive regression method 

described in section 5.1 can not be applied dict ly  since the conditional distribution of Yi given 

Y,, - - - , Yi-[ can not be determined due to the missing values of Y,, e b -  ,Yj-, . Therefore, we 

impute the missing data sequentially. First, impute the missing data of variable Y,. and then 

impute the missing data of Y? conditioned on the irnputed complete data of Y,. Contiouing this 

process until the missing data of Y, are imputed conditioned on the imputed complete data of 

Y,, Y,, 9- , Y,, . To do this, we fust look at the marginal observeddata likelihood function and 

the observed-data postenor distribution of the alternative parameters @i = (p, ,4). Far 

simplicity, we assume that the fint n, values of Y, are observed and the remaining of 

ml = n - n, values are missing. The marginal observed-data likelihood function is 

The roaximum iiikelihood estimate of p, based on this marginal observeddata iiielihood is 



If a non-iifomtive prior nw) =6;'41--6;' ir assumed for the aitemative panmeters 

# = (#!, - - - ) . the Bayesian inference on #l is independent of the inferences on @, , - - - , 9, . 

Hence the marginal observeddata posterior distribution of #1 = (p,, 6,) cm be expressed as 

This marginai observed-data posterior distribution density function cm be decomposed ris 

necessarily equal to zero. However, if hlo is the m*rnurn likelihood estimate of p, based on 

In this case, the marginal observed-data posterior dismiution (6.2.4) becomes 

whïch is the product of a conditional n o r d  density and a marginal scaled inverted-chisquare 

density with the degrees of Freedom nt - 1, Le. 

Thus the exact observed-data posterior dimiution of #i = (pl ,a,) is a normal scaied inverted- 

chisquare distribution. Note chat & is the maximizer of the marginal obsenied-data Iikelihood 

(6.2.3), it utiiizes the observed values of Y, ody. The correlations between Y, and Y,; --,Y, 



does not influence the estimation of p, and 61, the observed values of Y,;.-,Yp do not make 

any contribution to this estimation. 

in order to incorponte the influence of the correlations between Y, and Y,,---,Yp on the 

estimation of p, and SI. we look for some estimators which can utilize the observed values of 

Y, as well as the correlations between Y,  and Y,;-.,YP. Suppose that BI is the maximum 

likelihood estimate of p, by the EM aigorithm based on the joint observeddata l ikelihd 

function (6.2. l), then this estimation of p, utilizes al1 observed values through the correlations 

between Y, and Y,,-.-, Y,. These two estimates A and /r; are both unbiased. and if there is no 

missing value for Y, .  they will be identicai. Thus e(y,, -,d, ) = O. and the observed-data 
r=l  

Note that the distributions (6.2.5)-(6.2.6) and (6.2.7)-(6.2.8) have the same shape. they only 

Since ~(/r;) = E(fi, ) = pl, these two distributions approximately center at the rame location. 

But s i m  2 (y,, -4;)' < t(y,, -A)' . the appmximace observed-data postecior 
1-1 ,=I 

distribution (6.2.7)-(6.2.8) aIways has a Iarger variation than the exact observed-data posterior 

distribution. This is the penalty we will pay by simuiating 4, = (pl ,SI) from the approximate 

observeddata posterior distribution rather than sirnulating it from the exact postecior 

distribution. 



The missing values of Y, are imputed in the following way. A simulated value gI is obtained 

by Ieiting & = I)(y, -b1)' /6* . where 6* is a random draw from + and then a 
i=l 

simulated value p, is tandomly dnm irom (6.2.7) given 8,. After simulated values (ji, .z1) 
have been obtained from their approximate observeddata posterior distribution. a singIe set of 

ml missing values of Y, is imputed by mt iid nndom dnws fiom the conditional predictive 

distribution P(Y,, 1 Y,, fi, .  z1 ) . which is Nt (&. 6, ) . in order to obtain nt sets of proper 

multiple imputations. rn similated vaiues ($', 8;") r = 1. - - - . m are indepndently d m  

4 1 )  -(Il from (6.2.7)-(6.2.8). Corresponding to each simulated values (p,  ,SI ) . ml iid random dnws 

- ( I l  - ( t )  "' Y ' ~ '  - -  -, ) consists of z pmper are genented fiom .JI 1, hence (Ym,., , ,,,,, 

multiple imputations of Y,,,, . 

Once the m sets of imputed values of Y, have been genented. imputing the missing values of 

Yi ( j  = 23, ---, p) can be coaducted conditioned on the imputed complete data of Y, , S .  -, 

Suppose chat the missing values of YI .-- -. Y,-[ have been imputed m t b .  let Xy be the data 

rmtrV: consisting of the obamed and r* imputed values of Yl,---,Yj-l. The mws of XI' are 

corresponding to the observed values of Y,, and the first column is a u p n t e d  by I to 

incorporate the intercept t e m  Therefo~. x:' is a n j  x j data ma&. The conditional 

observeddata Wrelihoal hinction of Yj given q.---,Yj-l. in t e m  of qj =(@,,6j), where 

pi = (/?jo, Bj.[ ,---,bj.j-i). cui be expmsed 

and the conditional observed-data posterior disuibution of ej = ( 4 . 8  j )  is given by 

Nos suppose we have obtained the maximum likelihwd estimates 6 = (kt) by appîyhg Ihe 

EM algorithm to the joint observeddata liielihood function (6.21). By perfonning the sweep 



operator on these estimates, we obtain the maximum iii l ibood estimates of the aitemative 

pararneters Or = (8,. 6, ) Then the observeddata posterior distribution (6.2.lO) m be 

approximated by 

where 8, = /?,,, ;- -, B,.,-l) and nd, = Y,, - X Y ~ ,  . Thus the observeddata posterior 

distribution of @j = (4 ,aj ) is an approximate normal scated invertedchisquare distribution. 

B, 1 Y,.&, = N ~ ( ~ ~ , , J , ( X ~ ' ~ X > ' ) - ' )  (6.21 1) 

d, Ir ,  = CI,,-X>'~,)~(Y,, - x Y b, >ni:-, (6.2.12) 

The values of the paraineters = (Bj,&,) CU be simulated from this approximate 

observeddata posterior distribution. Let 8, = (Y,,, - x :<'BI )T (Y,,, - X;I'S, )/6' . where 

9 
6' is r randcm draw fmm Xi,-, , then /?, can be siwlated from N,  (B,  .8, (X;" x:')-' ) 

- 
given 8,. Since the observations of Y, are conditionally independent of each other given 

bj = (Pj.bj)  and YI,-.-.Yj-l. once the parameten #, = (/3j,6j) have been simulateci, the 

rnissing values of Y, are then impurad observation by observation. Let x!; be the data mamn 

consisthg of the observed and the 1' imputeci vaiues of Y,, - - -, Yj-, and augmentcd by L in the 

fmt column. the rows of XI:! m aim~pooding to the mirring vaiues of Y,. Thai the missing 

values Ym*i are imputed by a single random draw from theù conditional predictive distribution 

P(Y,., I X I ) , B , , ~ , ) = N ~ , ( X ! ; B ,  . 8,1m,). where ni, = n - n ,  and Im, is a r n j x m ,  

unity ma&. The m sets of proper multiple imputations are generated by taking a single 

random draw h m  the approximate observed-data posterior distribution (6.2.1 1)-(6.2.12) 

comsponding to each X:>' and b, . say (fi:",e') t = 1.---.m. and then for each random 

- - 
draw (f l ' ,6iC'),  impute Y , ,  by takmg a single randorn draw h m  each corresponding 

conditional predictive distribution of Y,, . Le. Mm, (x!:B~' , r?;')~,, ) . R e p t  lhis pmcedm 



consist of a proper multiple imputation of Y, . 

Note Chat if (B, .if, ) is the maximum likelihood estirnater of (pl, 6, ) hom the conditionni 

observeddata Iikelihood hnction (6.29) rather than €rom the joint observeddata likelihood 

function (6.2.1). the observeddaa posterior dismbution (6.2.1 L)-(6.2.12) will become an exact 

normal scnled inverted-chisquare dismbution. In this case. the postenor distribution dws nat 

utilize the observed values of Y,+, ,-.*,Yp. M e n  the missing is non-monotone. these observed 

values wili influence the estimation of (4.6, ) through the correlations between Y,, .--, Y, and 

YI+, ,a.+, Y,. If the missing is monotone, these observed values of Y,,, , - - -, Y,, wili not make any 

contribution to the estimation of (8, ,6,) even though Y,,, ,...,yp are c ~ m h e d  to 6 

because the EM aigorithm ftlls in the missing sufficient statistics by their expected vdues given 

the observed ones. Therefore, in the case of monotone missing, the estimates of (8, .6,) using 

the EM algorithm from the joint observeddata likelihood function (6.2.1) and the estimates using 

the ordinary lest  squares from the conditional observeddata likelihood hnction (6.2.9) are 

identical. The observeddata posterior distriiution is an exact nomial scded invertecichisquare 

distribution rentmd a and the =aie of (Y,, - x J"Bl lT (Y,,, -XY's , ) .  niiu the 

method proposed in this section can be viewed as a genedi t ion  of the rnethod proposed in the 

section 5.1. 

63 Imputation for Singte Population With Structured Covariance 

in this section we have the same rissumptions about the data as those in section 6.2. That is, 

the non-monotone incomplete muItivariate data are assumed to be iid h m  a multivariate normal 

distribution N, (p, X) with a cornmon mean vector p and covariance matrix Z . Except in this 

section we hrther assunie that the covariance ma& Z has an antedependence structure of 

order g. Under this assumption. the dimension of the unknown puameters 5 = (p,L) is 

p + ( g + l ) ( 2 p - g ) / 2 *  

The EM aIgorithm reviewed in section 6.1 is used to estimate 8 = (p,X) under the general 

covariance structure. in order to obtaïn the estimateci aitemative parameters 9 = (fi, $ , - - - , @ p  ) 

under the antedependence stnicnrre, we use the transformation formula derived by Macchiavelli 



and Arnold (1994). Let 8=(,i.i). where P=(Bt , f i2 , - - - ,Pp)  and r=(ov). k the EM 

estimates based on the joint observeddata Iikelihood function (6.2.L) without assumption of the 

antedependence structure. Then the maximum likelihood estimates of the aiternative parmeters 

# = ( A  ,& , - . - ,#p ) under the assumption of antedependence stnicture of order g can be 

obtained from the foltowing transformation: 

=<fi1.81>. where 8, (6.3.2) 

and 

6 j  =( (Bjr?Bj , j -g  * - . * v B j . j - ~ ) ~ J j ) .  j = II--** p 

where 

-1 4 = % - 2 , . t , - ~ ~ : t , - ~ ~ i o - ~ ~ ~ , - ~ ~ . ~  I - * ~ ~ ~ - I ~ ~ ~ I - ~ I : ~ , - I ~ . ,  (6.3.3) 

-1 (~l.I-I-BJ.~-~) = ~ , , - r ~ r , ~ . , t , , - E f i , - t ~ , , - c I : , I - ~ ~  (6.3.4) 

B j.o = Pi - (Bi. j-g P j-s 
* - + . - - + B .  ,.,-iPj-i . ) (6.3.5) 

Once the rnaximum likelihood estirnates of these aiternative parameters have been obtained. 

the observed-data posterior disuibution of the alternative parameters can be approximated. The 

observeddata posterior distribution of #l = (pl, 6, ) cm be approximated by 

A single r-lated value 4 = (A, 4 )  ir m d o d y  dram h m  (6.3.6) and (63 .3 ,  and the 

m, missing vaiues of Y, are imputed by m, iid random draws h m  the conditional predictive 

d i m i i o n  P(Ym, 1 Y,, ,pl, 4). which ir NI (pt, 6 ) . The rn xn of pmper multiple 

imputations of Y,,,,,I are generated by independentiy drawing m simulated values 

($) ,$' ) r = 1;- - ,m hom the appximate observeddata porterior dimiution (6.3.6) and 



Suppose that the mjssing values of Y,-, ,*..,Y,_, have k e n  imputed m times. the rnissing 

values of Yi ( j  = 23,---: p) are then imputed conditioned on the imputed complete data of 

Y,-, .---.Y,, . Let X:<' be the data matrix consisting of the observed and the rd irnputed values 

of Y,-, ; - - .Y,, . the rows of X are comsponding to the observed values of Yi. and the Fust 

column is augmented by L to incorporate the intercept tenn. The dimension of the data mamx 

X y' is n, x (g + 1). The conditionai observeddata likelihood function of Yi given 

and ode conditional observeddata posterior distribution of @, = (flj,6j) given the non- 

infomtive pnor n(@) = S;'&' -- -6;' . is given by 

This observeddata posterior distribution can be approximated by 

W ~ R  Bj = (B,a,Bj,j-g ;--. Bi.,-,) is ihe maximum likelihmd estimates of 

pj =(~j.o,~j.j-g,---.~j.j-l) obtained hom (6.3.4)-(6.3.5), and i?, =Y,., - x Y ' ~ , .  The 

distribution (6.3.10) is a normai scded inverted-chisquare distribution. 

S, 1 y,.~,  = N,,, d , .~ , (x~"~:> ' ) - ' )  (6-3.11) 

6,I Y, = c(,, - x:<'B, )'(Y,, - X : " ~ , ) X & ~  (63.13) 

After the values of gj = (#? ,Ji) have ben  simulated h m  this appmximate observeddata 

posterior distribution, the missing values of Y, cm be imputed from the conditionai predictive 

distribution of Y,, given the iimpured complete dua of Y,-, ;-,Y,, and Oj = ( B j , Z j ) .  Let 

x!; be the data mtrix consisting of the observed and the r* imputed values of Y,-, ,---,Y,, 



and aupented by 1 in the first colurmi. the mws of x!; are comsponding to the missing 

values of Yi .  Then the missing values Ym., are imputed by a single random dnw from 

- - ( I l  - - P(Ymjssj 1 x ! ; * p j , a j )  = Nm,(X- j /? j  . 6 j 1 m , ) .  where ml = n-nl  and II, ,  is a ml x m ,  

unity matrix. The m sets of proper multiple imputations are generated by taking a single 

random dnw of fi, and 6, €tom the a p p r o h t e  observeddata posterior dismbution (6.3.1 1)- 

(6.3.12) comsponding to each X . Say ((Bi" .b,!'') t = 1.---.m. and then for each randorn 

- - 
draw (B:",6it'). impute Ymu., by taking a single mdom draw from each corresponding 

I !  - I )  R conditional predictive distribution of Ymu,, ,,. Le. N,, ( X - , p j  . j - epeat this 

procedure until al1 the missing values of ;-., are imputed. 

{Y::., , Y ~ . , . - - - , Y ~ , }  r = 1,2,-..,rn consist of i proper multiple imputation of Y,, . 

6.4 imputation for Multiple Popuiatîons With Shctareà Covariance 

In sections 6.2 and 6.3, we discussed the situations where incomplete multivariate data are 

fiom a single probability population. In this section we consider a probability mode1 where 

incomplete multivaciate data are h m  muitiple probability populations which are indexed by the 

design factors. Suppose we have J design factors with levels bl , b?, ---, b j  respectively, then 

the total number of prubabiIicy popuhtions fomied by the f design factors is 

b = bl xb3 x - - - x b / .  The design factors are usurilly aeated as fured, such as the treamnt 

groups and the clinical sites in a clinical trial, so they are not subject to a probability distribution. 

***... T 
hi y = ( Y ~ ~ , - - - , Y ~ N , , Y ~ ~ .  ---,Yz-. , y b l i " . , ~ ~ , )  be a N x p  data matrix of the 

lh response variables. where y, = (y,, . y,,,---. yb) is the i random sîmple h m  the k* 

population, Nk is the number of samples from the k" population, and N = NI + --. + Nb is 

the total number of samples We denote the nirmber of obsaved values of Yi in the kd 

population by nkj . It is assumed that these samples are from muitivariate normai distributions 

Y, - Np(&7a (6.4.1) 



The mean vectors ~ r ,  (k = 1.2,-*-,b) are allowed to Vary h m  population to population, but 

the covariance mamx E is assuined to be the same across the populations. Furthemore, the 

common covariance mtnx Z is assumed to have an antedependence structure of order g . Let 

8 = (4 ,O2, . S.,  Ob ) be the unknown pariuneters, where ek = (pk ,E) are the normal parameters 

pertinent to the k f h  popuIation. Then under this mode1 assumption. the dimension of the 

unknown panmeters is k x p + (g  + 1)(2p - g )  1 2 .  

When incomplete data have a non-monotone missing pauem, the observeddata likelihood 

function of $ = (fi , - - - , # p ) .  where Q)j  = (fi jT---.Qbj) are the alternative parameters of Yi 

given ,+--Yj-I across the populations, can not be factored into a senes of independent 

observeddata likelihood functions of each individual ahernative parameter. #b.  in this case. we 

get the estimates of the alternative pmmters Q = (fi , - - . , #p)  by the parameter transformation. 

The joint obseweddata likelihood function of 0 = (O1 ,O2 , - - - ,Bb ) is given by 

where 

is the observeddata Likelihd function of the i* observation in the k* population, p, and 

Z, are the marginal mean vector and marginal covariance matrix correspondhg to y,,,, 

respectively. 

The EM algorithm is applied to the joint observeddata likelihood function (6.4.2) to estimate 

the mean vecton and the common covariance mhix. The E-step of the Eh4 algorithm is applied 

to fil1 in the missing sufficient statistics without my alteration. The missing values y,,,, and 

the non-zero conditional covariance of the missing values are replaced by the conditionai means 

of y,,,, and the conditional covuiancs given the c-nt estimates 0"' and y,,,, . However, 

the M-step needs to be dtered to estimate the different mm vectors p, = (p, ,  ,Pt, ,- - - ,Pb ) 



for the kIh population. The new estimates p:'+" are calculated h m  the filkd-in complete data 

suficient statistics. 

The common covariance ma& C = (a,) is estimated without assumption of antedependence 

structure as descriid in section 6.1, i.e. the elements a,, of C are caIculated by 

where y k; . y:: and are given in (6.1.3) and (6.1.4) respectiveiy. 

After the maximum likelihood estimates of the normal parameters 8, = (p, ,Z) k = 1,2;-*,b 

have k e n  obtained under the general covariance structure. the maximum likelihood estimates of 

the dtemative parameters 4 = (@I , -S . ,# , ) ,  under the assumption of antedependence structure 

of order g. can be obtained by the following parameter transfomtion formula which is 

modified h m  the one given by Macchiavelli and Arnold( 1994). 

ikl =(A,,,$>. whne 4 =al1 (6.4.6) 

and 

ôkj =((~kj.o;~ij,j-g.---~~kj,j-i),8j)~ j=23:-.~ a d  k = 1 J r - * . v b  
A 

where 
- A . g-1 i; 4 = - s ~ . ( ~ - e ~ : ( , - ~ ~  ( J - E W - I M I - ~ W - I ~  ( J - ~ ~ - I L J  (6.4.7) - . 2-1 

(@k,.j-r 9--*9f lb .~- l  = '( J-g MI-I)., o-gM ,-II., j -g  xtj-11 (6.4.8) 

a 

bkj.0 = Bkj - (Bkj. j-g bk. j-g + * * - +  @kj,j-#k.j-t) (6.4.9) 

Note that $, = (&,, ---& ) . The repssion coefficients = $.j-g , - - - Y  $. j-l ) 
vary across the popdations and the residual variance 6, is a constant across al1 the populations. 

If the non-informative prior distribution I(@) = 6;'K1 --cf;' is usumd for Ihe alternative 

parameters $ = (@l, - - . ,@p ) . then the observeddata posterior distribution of @kt (k = 1; - - , 6) . 
where GkI = (pk-, .Si) , can be approximated by 



where nl = ni, + nzl + .--+ nb, is the total nmber of observed values of Y, across al1 the 

populations. 
5 - -  - 

A single simulated value fi = (&, ,fizl ,-S.,&,) is randomly drawn h m  (6.4.10) and (4.4. L 1). 

and the rnissing values of Y, are irnputed by nndom draws from the conditional predictive 
- 

distributions P(YDN,, 1 Yobs.l,&l.81). which are Nl(jik,l.q) k = 1.2.-.-,b. That is. Ynusi 

are irnputed h m  the different populations. For given k" population, which is indexed by 
- &, = (jik.l.6,). 1 single set of imputed values of y,,,u, is obtained by taking iid mdomdravs 

h m  the corresponding conditional predictive dismbution. that is N I  (&, -8, ) . The m sets of 

proper multiple imputations of are genented by independently dnwing rn sets of 

simulated values (fi:; ,8,(") k = 1.--.b. t = 1:--,m h m  the appmximate observeddata 

posterior distribution (6.4.10) and (6.4.11). Then for each set of simulated values 

(DL: ,b,(") k = 1.2,---, b . a single set of imputed values of y,,,, is obtained by trking iid 

raodom dnwr h m  the corresponding conditional pdictive diriributions N I  (#:: ,8,("). 
Suppose that the rnissing values of Y,-,,---,Y,-, have been imputed m times, the imputed 

vaiues of Ym, ( j  = 2 3 ; - , p )  iue genented conditioned on the imputed complete data of 

Y,-,,--.,Y,-,. k t  x;.) be the data rnatrix consining of the observed and the 1" imputeci 

vaiues of Y,-,;**.Y,, in the kb population, the mwr of ~1;) are comspondiig to the 

observed values of Y, in the kth population. the rint col- of XE' is augmented by L to 

incorporate the intercepi tmn Therefore, x:: is a ny x (g + L) data mtrk The conditiond 

observed-data Iikelihood function of Yi given Y,-, ,.+.,Y,-, , in terms of 4, = f&, ,-S.,#,,-), 

when q9kj = (Pkj .Ji ) , and &, = (#?4.0 ,f ikj+ j-g :-- . fikj. j-.j-i) . CM be exp~ssed us 



and the conditional observeddata posterior distribution of @i = (el, ,- - - .q& ) is given by 

The observed4zta posterior distribution P(Okj 1 Yobs ) of Okj = (Pkj '6, ) Ca" approximated 

by 

whem B k j  =(bkja~$.j-g..-**@kj.j-i) is the maximum likelihood estimates of & obtained 

b 
h m  (6.4.8)-(6-4.9) and PTE = <u,. - xi;'&)' (yobs. - . This distribution 

k=l 

is an approximate normal scaled invertedchisquare distribution, 

(r)T ( 1 1  -1 
flkjlYObs.6j ' ~ ~ + [ ( B k ~ v ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~  X k j )  ) (6.4.15) 

where ni = nt j  + n s j  + m . - +  nbj is the total number of observed values of Y, across d l  the 

populations. 

After the vaiues of = ( p k j ,  6 j )  k = 1,2,-. - , b have ben simulated fkom the appmximak 

observeddata posterior distributions (6.4.15)-(6.4.16), the missing values of Y, can be imputed 

from the independent conditional predictive dismiution of Ym., given the imputed complete 

A - A 

(f) data of Y ,-,, ---,Y,, and #kj = ( f l k j , 6 j ) .  Let X-kj be the data matrïx consisting of the 

obswed and the r* imputai values of Y,-, .---,Y,, in the k" population and augmentcd by 1 

in the f i t  column, the mwr of XI& comspmd to the missiog values of Yi in the k* 



population. Then the rnissing values Y,, in the kkL population are irnputed by a sinsle d o m  

('1 - - 
draw h m  the conditional predictive distribution Nm4 (X-kjflkj , aj 1% ) . where 

mkj = Nk - nkj and 1% is a mki xmkj unity matrix. The m sets of proper multiple 

imputations are generated by taking a single nndom draw of Bkj and 6, from the approximate 

observeddata posterior distribution (6.4.15)-(6.4.16) corresponding to each xi;', say 

' ( 0  -0) - - 
(Bkj ,aj ) 1 = 1.---.m. and then for each random draw ($? ,6j(')). impute Ymu*, by 

independentIy taking a single random draw from each comsponding conditional predictive 

I r )  - O )  distribution of Y,., . i.e. N,,,, (X-kj*iBÿ ,6j L, ).  Repeat this procedure until dl the 

missing values Ym., ;.-,Y,, are irnputed. {Y:., ,YZ~,---. Y,,} t = 1.2.---,m consist of a 

propet multipie imputation of Y,, . 

6 5  Summary 

When incomplete data have a non-monotone missing pattern. the observeddata posterior 

dismbution of the alternative parameters can not be decived in a ciosed form. A non-andytical 

methoci, the MCMC method, can be used to simulate the unknown panmeters as well as to 

impute the missing data. in this chapter, we proposed analytical methods for simulating the 

parmeters and imputing the missing data. By these methods, non-monotone missing data are 

imputed sequentially. in section 6.1, the EM algorithm for estimating the normal parameters 

under the geneml covariance smcture was reviewed. The EM algorithm utilizes ai1 obsewed 

data, the correlations between the respone variables are incorporated into the estimation. in 

section 6.2, a new method is proposed to impute the missing data. Afier the n o d  parameten 

have been estimated using the EM dgorithm, the alternative parameters are estimted by 

appIying the sweep operator on the estimated normai parameters, then the alternative parameters 

are simuiated h m  the approximate observed-data posterior dism%ution given the estimated 

values. Missing values of Yi are imputed after the missing d u e s  of Y[, - - -, Yi-[ have been 

imputed. In section 63, non-monotone mcomplete data are assumed from the multivariate 

n o d  dismbution with an antedependence covariance structure. The n o r d  parameters are 

still estirnated using the EM algorithm under the generd covariance structure, but the alternative 

parameters are estimated under the antedependence structure by transforming the esùniitied 



normal parameters. The altemative parameters, under the antedependence scnrcnire. ;ire 

simulated From the approximate observecldata postenor dismbution given the estimated values. 

The imputing procedures are the same as for the incornpiete data with unstnictured covariance. 

In section 6.4, method for imputing the missing data is proposed when incomplete data iue €mm 

multiple multivariate nom1 dismbutions with varied mean vectors and a common covariance 

matrix. Varied man vectors and common covariance mauix are estimated using the modified 

EM algorithm. the aitemative parameten are estimated under the antedependence structure by 

transforming the estimated normal parameters. After the aitemative panmeters are simulated 

frorn the approximated observedata postenor distribution. rnissing data are imputed €'rom each 

individual population. 



Chapter 7. Simulation Studies 

In chapter 5 and chapter 6. we proposai methods for imputing the missing data when 

incomplete data follow a monotone and non-monotone missing pattern respectively. The purpose 

of imputing misshg data is to retrieve îhe missing information fiom an appropriate imputation 

model. The mrieved information idealIy should be a m e  reflection of the underlying probability 

model for the response variables. in this chapter, we conduct some simulation studies to 

investigate the properties of proposed methods. As a cornparison, two other established methods 

are also investigated, the predictive d e l  method and the MCMC method. Ail simulations are 

done by Splus functions. The Splus functions for proposed methods and for the predictive model 

method are written by author. The Splus functions for the predictive model method are verified 

with SOLAS v3.0. All these SpIus functions are listed in the Appendix 2. The Splus functions 

for the EM algorithm and the MCMC method are written by Schafer (fke at 

www.stat.psu.edul-jls/). 

tn section 7.1. simulated cornpiete data are generated h m  a multivariate normai 

distribution with a stnictured covm*itnce matrix and an unstnictured covariance maaix 

separateiy, then proposed estimation methods in sections 5.2 and 5.3 are applied to these 

simulated complete data to estimate the normai parameters. in section 7.2, the monotone 

incomplete data are created in the sense rhat the missing data are rnissing at random (MAR). The 

missing data are imputed by proposed imputation meihods, the predictive model method and the 

MCMC method. Based on the imputeci camplete da& the n o r d  parameters are estimated, the 

m a n  square emrs of these estimates are dso calculated. In section 7.3, monotone incomplete 

data h m  multiple normal populations are created and then proposed method is applied to impute 

the missing data. The mean vectm of cûe multiple populations are estimated, the standard 

emrs of these estimates and the mean square errors are estimated fiom the imputed coqlete 

data. in section 7.4, non-monotone mcomptete data are created from a single n o d  population 

with stnictured and unstntctured covariance ma& The EM aigorithm is apptied to estimate the 

n o d  parameters and the missing data are imputed by pmposed imputation methods of chapter 

6. The predictive mode1 method and tbe MCMC method are also applied to mipute the missing 

data Seved properties are compareri based on the imputeci complete data. in section 75. non- 

monotone incomplete data are created h m  muitiple normai populations with different lwan 

vectors and a common stnictuted covariance matrix- The proposed method is appiied to impute 



the missing data and the population means and their standard errors are estimated h m  the 

imputed complete data. A brief sununary is given in section 7.6. 

7.1 Complete Data From a Si@e Normal Population 

in sections 5.2 and 5.3, the jouit observed-data likelihood function is factorized by the 

independent observed-data iiieiihood function of individuai aitemative parameter. The 

alternative parameters are estimated through iiiear regression and the estimated normal 

panmeters are obtained by reverse parameter transformation. In this section, we study the 

propenies of these methods when data are complete. 

The complete data are generated by randomiy dnwing samples yi = (yi,, y,,, y,) fiom a 3- 

diinsionai multivariate normal distribution N3 (p,X), where 

1.0000 0.1930 0.0109 

pT = (0,0?0) and Z = 0.1930 2.0000 0.1130 1 (7.1.1) 

0.0109 0.1130 3.0000 

are the mean vector and the covariance rnatrix. The covarîance mamx Ç has an ante- 

dependence structure of order 1. For each simulateci complete data, the methods described in 

section 5.2 luid section 5.3 are applied to estimate the alternative parameters #, and then the 

-1 " estimated normai parameters are obcaiued by the reverse paismter transformation 8 = g (O) .  
Repeating this procedure 1 0 0  times, we obtain a sampling distribution of the estimated nomai 

parameters. Table 7.1.1 presenis the mean, standard deviation (SD) and the rnean squiue emr 

(MSE) of the sampling distriiution for each of the normal parameters. 

Table 7.1.1. Summary Statistics of Estimateci Mean Parameters and Covariance Parameters: 

Complete Data With Strucîured Covariance ( n =30) 



The whole process is p e r f o d  again with the complete data being simulated from an 

unstrucnned 3dimensional multivariate no& distribution N3 (p,Z) , where 

1.0 0.5 0.9 

pT = (0,0,0) and C = (7.1.2) 

0.9 0.3 3.0 

The simulation results (based on 1Oûû t i n s  of simulations) are presented in Table 7.1.2. 

Table 7.1.2. Surnniary Statistics of Estimated Mean Parameters and Covariance Panmeten: 

Complete Data With Uostnict 
I I 

Unstniciurrd Mean 0.0029 

Method SD 0.1805 

MSE 0.0325 

S a u d  Meyi 0.0029 

Method SD 0.1805 

MSE 0.0325 

i d  Covariance ( n =30) 

When data are complete with the unstnrctured covariance, the estimated n o d  paramiers by 

unstructured regression method proposeci in section 5.2 are identical to those estimated by non- 

iterative maximum likelihood method (4.1.3) and (4.1.4). When data are three diinsional, the 

impact of the antedependence of order 1 and unstructured covariance on the estimation of the 

no& parameters is reflected b r n  the estimation of a,, . From Tables 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, it can 

be seen that the mean vector is welI estimated by b t h  stnicntred and unstructured regression 

methods. The smctured method has much better estirnition of a,, than that of unsmicnued 

method when data have a structured covariance, But when data have an unstructured covariance. 

the uasûuctured method has much better estimation of O,, than that of structured rnethod- 

73 Monotone Iacomplete Data From a S i  Normal Population 

When data are incomplete, as long as the missingness mechanism is ignorable, any 

kiihood-based mference is valid. The inferences based on the multiple imputation are aIso 

valid (Linle and Rubii, 1987, Rubin, 1987). in tLs section we investigate some aspects of non- 

imputation vs imputation by conducting some simulations. Fmt, we s i d a t e  a complete data 



fiom a 3dïniensional multivariate normal distnïution with stmctured and unstnictured 

covariance matrix given in (7.1.1) and (7.1.2) respectively. Then the mnotone incomptete data 

are created fiom the simulated complete data in the following way: The values of Y2 and Y3 are 

set to be missing if the corresponding values of Yl are less than 4 . i .  and the values of Y3 are 

set to be missing if the values of Y? are less than 4.1, i.e. 

yiz = y,, = missing if y,, < 4 . L  (7.2.1) 

y,, = missing if y,, < 4.1 

In this way. the missing dan are created such that the missingness depends on the observed 

data, but does not depend on the missing data. That is, the missingness rnechanism is missing at 

random (MAR). The missing pattern of this incomplete data is monotone. Since 

P(ylc-0.1 [t$=1)=0.4601 and P(Y2<4.1  lc$=2)=0.4718. the average 

proportion of missing data of Y2 is about 46% and the average proportion of missing data of Y3 

is about 70% for stnictured covariance. The corresponding proportions for unsenictured 

covariance are 46% and 66% respectively. 

The simulations are conducted by a split-plot design. For each of the covariance stnictures. 

1000 simuiated monotone incomplete datasets are created, the simulated dataset (blodr) are 

nested within the covariance structure. For each of the blocks, 4 methods of handling incomplete 

data are applied to estimate the normai parameters 8 = (p.2) and the mean square errors of 

theseestimates MSE=(~-8) ' .  Forthemeanvector p=(pi,&,&).the t vaiul. where 

t j = f i  j / se@ j ) .  are calculated. The mean square errors of these t values are aiso caiculated 

The first method, the estimation method described in section 5.2, is used to estirnate the 

n o r d  parameters without imputation. The standard emrs of the estimated rnean parameters me 

se(bj) = ,/m. where n is the aumkr of observed values of Yi. The other t h e  

methods, the proposai rnethod, the predictive mode1 mthod and the MCMC methad. are appiied 

to generace Urrputed datasets. The proposed method and the predictive mode1 mthod assume the 

non-informative prior (5-1.3) and the MCMC method assumes the non-idormative prior (4.1.5) 

for the multivariate normai distribution. Each simdated incomplete dauset is imputed multiple 

fimes (m = 5) by each of these methods. The normal parameters are then estimated based on 



each imputed complete dataset. the standard emrs of the estimated mean parameters are 

se@,) = dv, rhere n ir the sample si*. The combined estimates of the normal 

parameters are the average of estimated values based on the five imputed comptete data. The 

combined standard emrs of the estimated mean parameters are obtained by applying Rubin's 

rule ( 1.5.3)-( 1.5.4). These results are presented in Table 7.2.1 and Table 7.2.2. 

Table 7.2.1. Estimated Normal Parameters and Calculated t Values: Monotone Incompkte Data 

With Stnictured Covariance ( n =30) 

Table 7.2.2. Estimated Nomial Parameters and Calcdated t Value.: Monotone incomptete Data 

With Unstructurecl Covariance ( n =30) 

- 
4 1  

USE - 
O,, bl3 MSE MSE 

- 
813 

MSE s3, MSE 
022 

No ImpWim 0-958 0.061 0.492 0355 0.922 1.100 2-110 1.122 0.410 1 2.782 4.267 13.70 



From the above tables. it is noticed that the mean square emrs of the estimated n o d  

parameters are srnalier for non-imputation method than for those with multiple imputations. But 

the rnean square errors of the calculated t values are lacger for non-imputation method than for 

those with multiple imputations. 

For the rnean parameters p = (p, ,pz, p3) ,  the inference can be made based on the calculated 

t values. where t = f i  l se(& j ) .  These t values have the Student-t dismbution as their 

approximate reference distribution. When missing data are not imputed, the degrees of Freedom 

of these dismbutions are n - 1, where ni is the number of observed values of Yi. When 

2.782 

2.825 

2.821 

Pmpoxd Mcihod 

Rcdictive Mocicl 

missing data are imputed multiple times, the degrees of freedom of these dismbutions are given 

by (1.5.6) (Rubin, 1987). We caicuIate 95% confidence interval for each mean parameter in each 

simulation m, and then the empiricai coverage rates of these intervais are computed as  the 

proportion of the intervals wbich include the m e  values of the parameters. These results are 

ptesented in Table 7.2.3 and TabIe 7.24. 

0.991 

0.991 

Table 7.2.3. Confidence Inierval and Coverage Rate of Mean Parameters: Monotone Incomplete 

Daia With Structured Covariance (n =30) 

2.762 

3.1 13 

3-33 1 

0.064 

0.064 

MCMC 

0.514 

0516 

Table 7.24. Confidence intervai and Coverage Rate of Mean Parameters: Monotone incoqlete 

1.533 

2261 

0.351 

0.389 

0.455 

0.443 

0.460 

No Imputation 

Pmposed Method 

M c t i v e  Mode1 

Data With Unstnicturied Covariance ( n =30) 

1.552 

0.936 

0.996 

0.482 0517 0.959 0.991 

679.9 

1ES 

57.76 

7.018 

7.611 

6.135 0.064 

MCMC -03485.0357S 94.6% -15703 , 1.6018 95.0% 

&=O 

No Imputation 

Raposcd Mcihod 

1098 

U.91 

6.931 

95% CI 

-0.3577.0.3666 

-03485.0.3575 

-03485 ,03575 

Rate 

94.9% 

!k6% 

94.6% 

&=O 

-3.6973 ,3.6531 

95% Ci 

-0.7547.0.7821 

-1.5526.1.5838 

-1.5990 . 1.6042 

92.6% 

&=O 

&=O 

Rius 

84.9% 

943% 

%6% 

95% CI 

-1.5366.13841 

-3.9532.3.7774 

-7'1525 .7.5183 --- 

95% CI 

-03659 .O3593 

-03568.03501 

Rart 

84.6% 

%.6% 

95.6% 

- - 

&=O 

Rae 

94-446 

93.6% 

95% CI 

-0.7760 .0.7543 

-1.4838.1.4522 

P3=0 

Rair 

83.1% 

93.9% 

95% CI 

-1.5625 ,13458 

4.338 1 .42 IO4 

Raie 

78.8% 

94-946 



Since the calculated t vaiues have srnaIles man t(smaller bis) and smaller mean square 

erron for the multiple imputation methods chan those without multiple imputation. the multiple 

95.8% 

91.9% 

Rcdietivt M d 1  

MCMC 

imputation provides better approximation to the Student-t distribution. Therefore, the inference 

based on the Student-t dismbution can be improved by multiple imputation. Tables 72.3 and 

7.2.4 showed that the empiricd coverage rates of the multiple imputation are close to the 

nominai levef while the empiricai coverage rates of the non-imputation are far less than the 

nominal level. 

When missing data are imputed multiple tirnes, the combined standard errors of the 

estimations will be increased compared to those without multiple imputation. This is because the 

combined standard erron incorporate the within and the between the imputation variation. in 

-0.3568.0.3501 

4.3568 ,03501 

order to compare the performance of different multiple imputation rnethods, two diagnostic 

indexes, relative increase in variance due tu missing data. denoted by r in (1.5-7). and fraction 

93.6% 

93.6% 

of missing infodon about 8 ,  denoted by A in (1.58)- are caiculated for each muItipIe 

imputation method. The methad with the srnalier vaiues of these two indexes is preferred. 

-L.5559.1-5188 1 94.4% 1 4.8409.4.5178 

-15382.1.4980 [ 94.3% 1 -3.1 181 ,28823 

Table 72.5. Relative Increase in Variance and Fraction of Missing information: Monotone 

Table 7.2.6. Relative Increase in Variance and Fraction of Missing information: Monotone 

Incomplete Data With Structured Covariance ( n =30) 

Incomplete Data WÏth Unstructured Covariance ( n =30) 

h p o d  Meifid 

Redictive Mode1 

MCMC 

C c 3 4  

Ropoxd Meihod 

Redicnve Modet 

MCMC 
b 

&=Q 

r 

85529 

10.696 

7.8629 

r 

3.9978 

4.1314 

4.0129 

A 
0.8389 

0.8680 

0.8446 

Pl=o 

A 
0.7433 

0.7585 

0.7498 

r 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0 . m  

1 

A 
0.0000 

0.0000 

o.oo00 

r 

9.1225 

9.4328 

7.1868 

A 
0.8455 

0.8440 

0.8170 

r 

0.ooOo 

0.0000 

0.0000 

r 

3.7059 

4.0373 

3-989 1 

A 
0.0000 

0.a000 

0 . W  

R 
0.72S1 

0.7429 

0.7353 



When incoqlete data are monotone, the proposed method and the MCMC method are 

indistinguishable, ihey both perform better than the predictive mode1 method in terms of the 

relative increase in variance and the fraction of missing information. 

Figure 7.2.1. Relative increase in Variance and Fraction of Missing information - Monotone 

Incornplete Data 

Increase in variance Fraction 

Smiaured arvariam 

lncrease in variance Fraction 

These simulation results are also anaiyzed by an ANOVA rnodel. The mean square errors of 

the mean pafameters, mean square emrs of the calculated t values and the relative increase in 

variance and tbe fraction of missing information are anaiyzed- The SAS procedure PROC 

MIXED is empioyed to analyze the spiit-pIot design data in which tbe simulated dataset (block) 

are treated as random effets nested within the covariance structure. The SAS codes are 

PROC MIXED-, 

CLASS STRUCïüR METHOD BLOCK; 



MODEL Y = STRUCTUR METHOD STRUCUTR*MEïHOD I DDFM=SATTERTH-. 

RANDOM BLOCK(STRUCIZTR); 

LSMEANS STRUCTURE*METHOD / SLICE=!3TRUCTIiRE DIFF=ALL; 

RUN; 

Since the proposed methods and the predictive mode1 method take different approaches under 

the different covariance structure, and one of the primary interest is to compare the performance 

of different multiple imputation methods within each covariance structure, we report the 

ANOVA results under each covarimce structure. For detailed SAS output. see Appendix 3. 

TabIe 7.2.7. Least Square Means and Overail Comparison of Mean Parameters 

MSEr3 Smcw 77247 1.0478 1.0602 1.6402 p=O.O(W11 

Unsmctured 3.5900 1.2103 1.2180 1 .a365 pc0.0001 
1 

The mean square emrs of caiculated t values, whem t = ,dl s e G  ) , can be used to evaiuate 

diffetent niethods since it incorpontes the estimated values and their standard m r s .  Frorn this 

table, it is noticed that the mean square emrs of the multiple imputation methods are 

significantiy smaller than that of the non-imputation method, 

Table 7.28. Least Square Means and Pairwise Comparison of Relative hcrease in Variance and 



The performance of the different multiple imputation methods depends on the proportion of 

missing data. When missing data are moderate, the proportion of 40%-50% the proposed 

rnethod is significaritly better than the predictive model method in terms of r and A.  but it is not 

significantly different fiom the MCMC rnethod. When missing data are severe, the proportion of 

60%-70%. the proposed method is significantly better than the predictive model method when 

data have the antedependence covariance structure. When data have unstnictured covariance. 

the MCMC methd has the best performance while the proposed rnethod and the predictive 

model method are not significantiy different. 

73 Monotone Incomplete Data From Multiple N o d  Popuhtiaas 

in section 5.4, a rnethod for imputing the missing data when incomptete data are h m  

rnultivariate n o d  disiributions with a cornnion covariance matrix and ciiffierence mean vectors 

is proposed. In this section, simulations are conducted to investigate the pruperties of this 

methoci. Multivariate samples yi = (yil, yi2, y,,) are generated from three rnultivariate nortnai 

distributions N, ( ~ c ,  ,XI k = 1,2,3, where 

and 

are the m vectors and the common cova"ance matrix. The common covariance matrix Z has 

an antedependence sauctute of order 1. A mndom sample of size 20 is randomly drawn h m  

each distribution and incomptete data are created in the foiiowing way. The values of Y2 and 

Y3 are set to be mksing if the corresponding values of Y, are less than p,, -0.5. and the values 

of Y3 are set to be missing if the values of Y2 are less than pk, -05, Le. 



yti3 = missing i f y , , < ~ ~ , - 0 5 ,  k=123 

In ihis way the incomplete data €rom each population bas a monotone missing pattern and the 

overali missing pattern of al1 sample is also monotone. Since P(Ykl < pk, -0.5) = 0.30, the 

average proportion of missing data of Y, is about 30% and the average proportion of missing 

daîa of Y, is about 4%. 

For each simulated incomplete data. the estimation method of section 5.4 is applied to estimate 

the ,Ûc and MSE=(& -pl )2 .  î l e  srandard ermr of the ertimated value 4. 
se(& ) = dûj 1 mu where mk, is the number of non-missing data of Y, in the k * ssmple. is 

calculated and 95% confidence interval of & is derived based on the approxirnate Student-r 

3 
distribution. The degrees of hedom of this distribution is z k - l m k j  - 1. Then the mhsing - 
data y are irnputed m =5 cimes €rom the conditional predictive distribution 

-1 - 8 = g (@ ) and are the randorn drawr h m  the observecidata posterior distribution (5.43- 

se(&) = ,/= and nu is the umple s i n  of Y, in the k" sample. Then the combined 

estimations and the standard enors are computed by Rubms d e .  The confidence interval is 

computed h m  the approximated Shident-r dismbution with the degrees of freedom given by 

(7.24). Table 7.3.1 presents these estimations and the eqirical coverage rate based on lûûû 

simulations. 

Table 73.1. Summary Statistics of Estimated Mean Parameters and Their Standard Errors: 

Monotone Incomplete Data With Stmctured Covariance ( n =20 for each subsample) 

Pll=o 

Pt2=0 

P i 3 3  

- 
P 

-0.0042 

-0.0802 

0.0293 

- 
P 

-0.0042 

-0.0769 

0.0176 

MSE 

0.0459 

0.2228 

0-7063 

MSE 

0.0459 

0.3712 

1.2288 

9546 CI 

-0.J401 . 0.4317 

k 

935% 

95% CI 

-0.4423 .O4339 

-1.4945.1.3405 

-3.8234.3.8588 

Rate 

93.596 

98-646 

98.4% 

-0.8739 -0-7133 

-12336 . 1.2922 

95.0% 

84.1% 



Similar to the resuIts observed in section 7.2. multiple imputation yields targer mean square 

enor compared to no imputation, but improves the confidence interval covenge. 

7A Non-monotone Incomplete Data F m  A Single Normal Population 

When incomptete data have a non-monotone missing pattern, the normal parameters cm not 

be estimated by the tegression method. They can be e s h t e d  by the EM algorithm under the 

assumption of unsmctured covariance ma&. The aitemative parameters under the assumption 

of antedependence can be estimated by the parameter transformation described in (6.3.2)-(6.3.5) 

and can be simulateci h m  the approximate observed-data posterior distrïïutions (6.3.11)- 

(6.3.12). Then the missing data are imputed sequentially. The missing values of Y, are imputed 

first, then the missing values of Y? are imputed given ehe observed and imputed values of Y ; .  

This pcocess is continued untii the missing vaiues of Y, are imputed. 

In this section we simulate non-monotone multivariate incomptete data. Fmt, complete data 

are simulated h m  a 34ïmensionai multivariate normal diitniution with structureci and 

unstnictured covariance matrix given in (7.1.1) and (7.1.2) respecavely. Second, the non- 

monotone incomptete data are created h m  the simulated complete data in the following way. 

The vaiues of Y3 are set tu te missmg if the vaIues of Y2 are less han 4.1, the values of Y2 are 

set to be missiog if the coteesponding values of Yi are les than 4.1, and one third of values of 

Y[ are randomly set to be missing. That is, 

ya = missing if yi2 < -0.1 

yz = missang if y,l c -0-1 



In this way, the missing data are created such that the missingness depends on the observed 

data but does not depend on the misshg data. That is, the missingness mechanism is missing at 

random (MAR). The missingness pattern of this incomplete data is non-monotone. The average 

proportions of rnissing data of Y? and Y3 are about 46% and 47% respectively, and the 

proportion of missing data of Y, is about 33%. 

The simulations are conducted by a sptit-plot design. For each of the covariance structures, 

1OOO simuIated non-monotone incomplete datasets are mated. Four methods of handling 

incomplete data are then appiied to each simulated incomplete data CO estimate the normal 

parameters and the mean square emrs of the estimations MSE = (6 - 8)'. For mean vector 

p = ( p l ,  p2 ,h). the t values. where t = hi 1 se@ j ) ,  are cdculated. The mean square 

errors of these t values are also caiculated as MSE = (t -O) '. 

The first methoci, the EM algorithm is used to estimate 8 = (pJ) without imputation. The 

EM algorithm reviewed in section 6.1 is applicable for unstructured covariance. The standard 

emn of the estimated man vector are se@ j )  = Jn. where n is the number of 

observed values of Yi. The proposeci method, the predictive mode1 method and the MCMC 

method are appIied to impute the missing data m = 5 ames, the normal parameters are then 

estimated based on each imputed complete data. The standard errors of the estimated mean 

v e t m  are se(b,) = dw. where n is the smple sire. The combined estimates of the 

normal parameters are the average of the estimated values based on five imputed complete data. 

The combined standard emrs of the estimated meaa vector are obtained by applying Rubin's 

d e  (15.3)-(1.5.4). The pcoposed method and the predictive d e l  methui assume the non- 

informative pnor (5.1.3) and the MCMC methoci assumes the non-informative pnor (4.1.5). 

These results are presented in Table 7.4.1 and Table 7.4.2. 

Table 7.4.1. Estimated Normal Parameters and Calcuiated t Values: Non-monotone incomptete 

Data With Structureci Covariance ( n =30) 



0.972 

MCMC 

M S E  - MSE - 
4 3  

MSE MSE - 
*?3 

MSE 
4 2  ff22 

Table 7.4.2. Estimated Normal Parameters and Calculated t Values: Non-monotone Incomplete 

Data With Unstructured Covariance (n =30) 

Pt =O P2 =O I P34 

MSE - 
4 2  

I I 

MCMC 1 LOS9 1 0.137 1 0.347 

MSE, 

- 
1.226 - 
1.159 - 
1.151 - 
1.174 - 
4.5 
- 

MSE 

- 
0.359 - 
0.3 t3 - 
0.253 - 
0.432 

MSE 7 MSE - 
8, 

MSE - 
4 3  

MSE 
022 

S i e  the proportion of missing values of Yi is smaller thm that of section 7.2, the mean 

square error of &,, is much smaller than that m Tables 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. The mean square emrs 

of the calculateci t vdues are srnailet. for the multiple imputation methods than for those without 

muItiple imputation. 

The 95% confidence intervais of the mean parameters p = (& ,pz, p3) are calcuiated based 

on the appmximate Student-t distributions. When missing data are not impute4 the degrew of 

lreedom of these disrriutions are n - 1, where n is the number of observeci values of Yi. 



When missing data are multiply imputed, the degrees of freedom of these distributions are given 

by (1.5.6) (Rubi, 1987). These results are presented in Table 7.4.3 and Table 7.4.4. 

Table 7.4.3. Confidence Interval and Coverage Rate of Meau Parameters: Non-monotone 

Table 7.4.4. Confidence interval and Coverage Rate of Mean Parameters: Non-monotone 

incompiete Data With th3tmctured Covariance ( n =30) 

incomplete Data With Structureci Covariance ( n =30) 

EM 

Proposed Mcthod 

M c t i v e  Model 

MCMC 
L 

When the proportion of missing is around 3396, the empirica1 coverage rates of the EM 

EM 

Pmp~sed Mehd 

algorithm are simiIar to those of multiple imputation. When the missing proportion is amund 

4696, the empîrïcal coverage rates of the EM a1gorith.m are similar to those of Tables 7.2.3 and 

P,=o 

7.2.4 which are generated by the proposed regression method. These non-imputation coverage 

95% CI 

-0.4492.0.5608 

-0.4685 .0.4705 

-a4696 .0.4677 

-0.4492.0.4913 

Y,=o 

rates are smalter than those of multiple imputation. It is noticed that the EM coverage rates for 
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95.4% 

95.6% 

94.9% 
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-0.4423 ,0.4666 
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p3 are higher chan those by the regmision me- Overall, the muitiple iimpuntion improves 

95% Cf 

-0.65830.0.8429 
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-1.0268 . 1.2543 
-0.9955 ,12521 
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the coverage rates. 

Rate 

86.4% 

92.0% 

95.7% 

92.1% 

95% CI 

-0.8900.I.0282 

- t  29 10 . 1.4330 
-1 3078 . 1.4690 
-1.2348.1.3859 

P3=O 

495% CI 

-0.5572.0.8935 

-0.8928 .12269 

-0.8142.13577 

-0.9029.1.2986 

4.4742.0.4674 

4.4216.0.4829 

The relative increase in variance due ro misshg &ta and the fiction of missing informcmrmCmon 

Rate 

90.1% 

94.3% 

96.6% 
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95% CI 
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-15393 .1.5193 

-13095 . 1.3630 
-1.1729.1.1663 

Rate 

84.2% 

92.3% 

92.4% 

91.7% 

about the parameter are computed and presented in Table 7.45 and Table 7.4.6. These two 

Mc 

91.6% 

95.9% 

95.6% 

92.9% 

indexes are used to evaluate the performance of different muItipIe imputation methods. 



Table 7.45. Relative Inmase in Variance and Fraction of Missing Information: Non-monotone 

hcomplete Daia With Stnictured Covariance (n =30) 

Table 7.4.6. Relative Increase in Variance and Fraction of Missing Information: Non-monotone 

hcomplete Data With Unstnictured Covariance ( n =30) 

Compareci with the results in section 7.2, it is noticed that the proposed method and the 

MCMC method are indistinguishable when mcomplete data are non-monotone, they both 

perfonn better tfian the predictive mode1 method in terms of the relative increase in variance and 

the fraction of missing information. 

These simulation results are dso andyzed by the same ANOVA mode[ as for the monotone 

simulation results. The mean square errors of the mean parameters, mean square errors of the 

calculated t values and the relative ïncrease in variance and the fraction of missing information 

andyztd 

Since ttie proposed methads and the predictive mode1 method take different appmaches under 

the different assurnptions about the covariance rnatrix, and one of the primary interest is to 

compare the performance of different multiple imputation methods within each covarÏace 

structure, we report the ANOVA results mder each covariance structure in Tables 7.4.7 and 

7.4.8. For detailed SAS output, please see Appendii 3. 
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Figure 7.4.1. Relative in Variance and Fraction of Missing information - Non-monotone 

Incomplete Data 

Increase in variance Fraction 

Sbudured covariance 

lncrease in variance Fraction 

Table 7.4.7. Least Square Meaas and Overaii Comparison of Mean Parameten 



Table 7.4.8. h a s t  Square Means and Pairwise Comparison of Relative increase in Variance and 

Fraction of Missing Information 

9 Stntctured 15732 1.8458 1.6182 

Unsmctmd 1-61 19 1.6925 13 1 10 

4 stni~nrred 05592 05961 05594 

Unstactured 0.5619 0.571 1 05m4 

û ~ r a ! l  Pairwise Cornparison 1 

The mean square errors of t.2 and t3 of the multiple imputation methods are significrintly 

smaller than those of the EM methods. When data have unstructured cov~ame,  the mean 

square enor of tl of the EM methoci is smaller han those of multiple imputation, but not 

signifiat Among the multiple imputation meihods, overall the proposed method and the 

MCMC rneihod are indistïnguishabie in t e m  of the relative increase in variance and the fraction 

of missing idormation. They both have better performance than the predictive mode1 rnethod. 



75 Non-Monotone Inromplete Data From Multiple Normal Populations 

In this section, we simulate non-monotone incomplete data from three muitivariate normal 

dismbutions N, (p, ,I;) k = 1,2,3. wlsere 

and [ 
1.0000 0.1930 0.0109 

Z = 0.1930 2.0000 0.1130 

0.0109 0-1130 3.0000 1 
are the rnean vectors and the common covariance matnx. The common covariance rnatrix 2 has 

an antedependence stnicture of order 1. A random sample of size 20 is randomly drawn fiom 

each distribution and the incornplete data are created in the following way. The values of Y3 are 

set to be missing if the correspondhg values of Y? are less than pk2 - 0.5. the values of Y2 are 

set to be missing if the values of Y, are Iess than pk, -0.5. and one third of values of Y, are 

randody set to be missing, i.e. 

y,, = missing ify,lcptz-05, k=1,2.3 

Yh2 = missing if y,, c pk, -05, k = 1,2,3 

113 of y,, = missing randomly 

In this way the incomplete data h m  each population has a non-monotone missingness pattern 

and the overall missingness pattern of a11 sample is aIso non-monotone. Siace 

P(Yk, < pkl - 0.5) = 0-30 and P(Yk2 C pkt -0.5) = 0.30,  the average proportion of missing 

data of Yz and Y, is about 30% and the proportion of missing data of Y, is about 33%. 

For each simulated incompIete data, the EM algorithm is applied to estimate the Bk, and 

MSE = (Aj - pkj 1'. The standard umr se&, ) = ,/- . whne q j  is the nownbrr of 

non-missing data of Y, in the k* s q l e ,  is dcuiated and 95% confidence internai of fig is 

deriveci bas& on the approximate Student-t dismbution with the degrees of freedom 

3 , m - 1. kcond. the missing data y,(,, are imputed m =S times by the methad 

described in section 6.4. For exit imputed complete data, bu and se(&) are calculateci, 

where se(&) = ,/6d'nr, and nu is the rample size of Y, in the k' sample. Then the 

combined estimations and the c o m b i  standard errors are computed by Rubin's rule. The 



confidence intervai of pÿ is computed from the approximated Student- t disû-iiution with the 

degrees of fi-eedom given by (7.2.4). Table 7.5.1 presents these estimations and the empiricd 

coverage rate based on 1ûûû simulations. 

Table 7.5.1. Surnmary Statistics of Estimated Mean Parameters and Their Standard Errors: Non- 

It is noted that ail mean square emrs of the estimated mean parameters are smaller for the 

proposeci method than for the no imputation. The ernpincai coverage rates are also improved by 

the multiple imputation. 

monotone incomplete Data With Structured Covariance ( n =20 for each subsample) 

7.6 Summary 

in chapter 5 and chapter 6, we proposed meihods for estimating and simulating the n o r d  

parameters, we dso proposed the methads for imputing incomplete data. in section 7.1. the 

simulation resuits showed that when data are complete, the covariance savctures are weii 

preserved by the proposed estimation methods. In section 7.2, the simulation results showed that 

when incomplete data are monotone, the multiple imputation metbods yield larger man square 

ermr for the estimateci normai parameters than those without imputation, but the mean square 

emrs of the derived t vaiues are d e r  tban those without imputation. Since the inferences are 

based on the denved t values which have an approxirnate Student-t dism%ution, the simulation 
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resuits showed that the empirical coverage rates are significantly improved by the multiple 

imputation. The similar resuIts are observed in section 7.4 for non-monotone incomplete data 

Sections 7 3  and 7 5  presented the simulation results when monotone and non-monotone 

incomplete data are from multiple multivariate normal distributions. In these situations, the 

proposed method improves the empirical coverage rates for the mean parameters. Ovedl. the 

approximate Student-t distribution derived From the multiple imputation has better properties 

than that derived without imputation, so the inferences based on the approximate Student-t 

distribution are improved by the multiple imputation. 

Among the three multiple imputation methods, the proposed method and the predictive 

mode1 tnethod impute the missing data k m  the conditional predictive distribution analytically. 

The MCMC rnethod imputes the rnissing data h m  the postetïor predictive distribution by the 

Monte CarIo approach. The simulation results have shown that, in terms of the relative increase 

in variance and the fiaction of missing infonnution, the predictive mode1 methad has largest 

values of these two indexes and the proposed method has values indistinguishable h m  those of 

the MCMC method. Therefore, the proposed method and the MCMC method c m  be substitutes 

for each other. Since the proposeci method employs an anaiytical approach, it has a 

computationd advantage over the MCMC method. in order to have nt independent imputations, 

the proposed method needs to draw m times From the postenor distribution and the conditional 

predictive distribution, while the MCMC method needs to dnw m x  k times h m  the postenor 

dismbution and the posterior predictive distribution, where k is the number of iterations for the 

burn-in period. 



Cbapter 8. Application 

New imputation methods for monotone and non-monotone incomplete data are proposed 

in chapter 5 and chapter 6. in chapter 7, simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance 

of these proposed methods and to compare with wo other imputation methods. The simulation 

results confinned chat these multiple imputation rriethods improve the performance of statisticd 

inference, and the proposed methods preserve the covariance structure between the observed data 

and the imputed data- The ultimate goal of the multiple imputation is to make valid inferences 

about the unknown parameters white preserving the inherent data structure when data are 

incomplete. in this chapter. we appty the proposed rnethod and the predictive model method and 

the MCMC method to a real data arising h m  a clinical trial. Section 8.1 presents a brief 

description of the clinical triai and the observed data, in section 8.3, the missingness rnechanisrn 

is discussed and the covariance structure of the data is explored. The order of the ante- 

dependence structure is identified. in section 8.3, An ANCOCA model is used to analyze the 

data with and without imputing the missing data. When missing data are imputed multiple cimes. 

Rubin's rule for repeated imputation inference is applied to make an inference on the treatment 

effect. A summary is included in section 8.4, As a conctusion of this research. some issues and 

future research directions are discussed in section 8.5. 

8.1 A Clinical Trial of Treatment on PMDD 

Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD) is a cIinical diagnosis characterized by 

debilitating mood and behaviod changes and somatic cornplaints during the luteal phase of a 

mensnual cycle. The Iuteai phase of a mensauai cycle is conventionaily defined as the 7days 

prior to the menstruation. PMDD is chanctetized by its cyclical nature, symptoms occur in the 

luteai phase of the menstruai cycle and disappear after the onset of the menstruation. 

Physiologically, PMDD is thought to be a consequence of complex interactions between ovarïan 

steroid production, endogenous opioid peptides, centrai neuromnsmitten, prostagiandins, and 

peripherai autonomie and endocrine systems, However, no specific deficiency or a b n o d i t y  has 

k e n  identified to explain the cause of PMDD. 

A clinid mal was conducted to investigate the efficacy of a combination of progestogen 

and esaogen in the treament of PMDD- This was a double-blmd. placebocontrolled. panltel 

design study. Subjects were screened against the entry criteria. the eiigible subjects were then 

entered into a nm-in pend  which consists of two mensmiid cycles. At the end of the nm-in 



priod, subjects were checked again for inclusion/exclusion criteria, eligible subjects were 

randomized into a 3cycle matment period. D u ~ g  the mn-in and treatment period. subjects 

were required to cal1 a toli-free number to report their daily PMDD symptoms using an 

automated voice system The PMDD symptoms were assessed by a questionnaire cdled COPE 

(Calendar of Premenstruai Event), which consists of 22 items that range fiom O (absent) to 3 

(severe). The luteal total COPE score was calculated for each cm-in cycles and the treatment 

cycles as the sum of the daily total COPE score during the luteal phase. This score ranges from 

qbest) to 462(wont). The average of the two run-in cycles scores was used as the baseline. 

Table 8.1.1 presents 83 subjects' Luteai total scores, treaunent groups were P=PIaceh and 

T=Active treamient. 

Table 8.1.1. Lutea l  To ta l  COPE Scores 

OBS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
10 
f 9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

Sub j ec t  
3620058 
3623002 
36121 10 
3602025 
3620074 
3623041 
3607026 
361 2075 
361 9038 
36 13024 
361 2044 
361 4002 
3607 1 15 
3613008 
361 1005 
3607046 
3619021 
360501 5 
3602024 
3608020 
361 4025 
361 9058 
361 9041 
361 9048 
361 2043 
3625004 
3623036 
3602015 
3607062 
361 9094 
36071 01 
3621007 
3604055 
3623020 
3604044 
3613002 



It is noticed that this incomptete riata have a non-monotone missing pattern. 30% of placebo 

subjects have at Ieast one missing vaiue, 52% of active mtment subjects have rit Ieast one 

missing value. The overall missing rate 4is 41%- 



8 3  PrcLiminary Analysis 

In order to correctly anaiyze incomplete data, we need to investigate the missingness 

mechanism so appropriate methods can be applied. The missing data in this uial are caused by 

multiple reasons. som are pertinent to the design and some are pertinent to the disease itself. ( 1) 

Subjects lost to follow-up due to rnoving away. In this case, the rnissing is MCAR. (2) Subjects 

did not record their daify symptoms due to bored of using automated voice system By the 

design. subjects were asked to catl a voice system every day to answer more thrin 25 questions. in 

the Iate stage of the trial, subjects got tired and did not actively record their daily symptams as 

they did in the early stage of the trial. This kind of missing is MC& (3) Subjects withdrew due 

to the side effects. If safety is not considered in the imputation model. the missing is MCAR. 

otherwise it is MAR. (4) Subjects did not record the first menses &y information due to the 

cyclic characteristic of the disease (most of symptoms are disappeared on the first day of 

menses). in this case. the missing is MAR. (5) Subjects stopped recording their symptoms when 

they felt better because of the matment. This missing is informative (non-ignorable). The 

majority reasons of rnissing data were (2) and (4). Although some missing data were caused by 

non-ignorable reason. the bias caused by ignoring the missingness mechanism is negligible if (i) 

the non-ignorable missing portion is small and (ii) the subjects who had non-ignonble missing 

values are aiso included in the imputation model. Therefore, it is reasonabte to assume the 

missingness mechanism is ignorable. in this case, the likelihood-based methods and the multiple 

imputation methods discussed in this research cm be applied to make a vaiid inference on the 

treatment effect. 

Next, the covariance structure conveyed by the data is explored. The order of the ante- 

dependence structure is estirnated by using penalized Iikelihood criteria, such as Akaike's 

information Criterion (AIC) and Schwan's Bayesian Monnation Criterion (BK). For a detailed 

descrîption of how to estimate the order of the antedependence structure. please see Appendix 1. 

To estimate the order of the ante-dependence structure, the AIC and B K  are calculated for each 

admissible value of the order g . For this given dataset, the admissible values of g are 0, 1.2, 

and 3, and the number of unlaiown parameters under the assumption of antedependence of order 

g is 4 + (g + 1)(2 * 4 - 1)/ 2 .  After the MC and BIC are caIcuiated, the value of g with the 

lowest AIC or B K  is the estimated order of the antedependence structure. Table 8.2.1 gives the 

results of ai i  vdues of MC and BK. 



Table 82.1. The AIC and BIC under the assumption of antedependence 

Both AIC and BIC results suggest that these non-monotone incomplete data have an order 1 of 

Order of ante-dependence 

O 

1 

1 

3 

the antedependence covariance structure- 

Before we do any modeling, we calculate the raw summary statistics based on the observed 

data. The mean vectow of each treatrraent group are caiculated based on the scores at each cycle 

and the comrnon covariance rnatrix is cdculated based al1 observed data. 

fiii, = (173,98,81.36,96.90,82.96) j& = (181.13,83.75,81.26,87.64) 

AIC 

2436.199 

328.420 

753 1.793 

2435.131 

The raw rnean vector of each treaiment group are graphicdly presented in figure 8.2.1. 

BIC 

2455.550 

3555.027 

1463.237 

2468.999 

Figure 8.2.1. Repeated Mesurernent Daia Profdes By Treaunent Gmup 



It is noticed h m  the p p h  that once the subjects were randomized to take the 

treatment, the PMDD syrnptoms were immediately improved for both active treatment 

goup and placebo group subjects. This is because the psychologicai syrnptoms of the 

PMDD are dominating the physicai symptoms. 

8.3 Analysis of Data 

The effect of active marnent on the PMDD versus the placebo is evaluated by an ANCOVA 

model. First, a weighted ANCOVA is used to analyze the data without imputing the missing 

data. The average of the pst-baseiine data is the response variable. the baseline score is the 

covariate and the treatment group is a factor. The number of non-missing post-baseline score is 

used as the weight in the model. Table 8.3.1 gives the estimated treatment difference (Placebo - 
Active treatment), the standard error of this estimate. the cdculated t value. the degrees of 

freedom ( v of the approximate Student-t distribution and the p value. 

Table 8.3.1. Weighted Analysis of Covariance of the Average of Post-baseline Scores 

Next, the missing data are imputed by three different methods, the proposed method of section 

6.4, the MCMC method and the predictive mode1 method. The ptoposed method is applicable for 

non-monotone incoqlete data wiih the antedependence covariance structure. The MCMC 

merhod and the predictive mode1 method are applicabie for non-monotone incomplete data with 

unstructured covariance rnatrix. 

When the proposed method is applied, the EM algorithm describeci in section 6.4 is first used 

to estimate the mean vectors and the common covariance tnatnx, 

ji, = (173.98,84.30,99.45,83.57) iL, = (180.74,82.88,80.87 ,85.26) 



The missing data are then imputed sequentiaily from the approximate conditional predictive 

dismbution, 

For the predictive model method, the missing data are imputed fiom a linear regression model 

which includes the treatment as a factor and the previous variables as covariates. For the MCMC 

method, the missing data are irnputed tiorn the posterior predictive distribution within each 

munent separately. 

The missing data are imputed m = 5 times by each method. For each imputed cornplete data, 

a simple ANCOVA model is applied to obtain the estirnate of the treatment difference, the 

standard errors of these estimates, the calculated t value and the p value. The degrees of 

fteedom of the approximate Student-t distributions are al1 the sarne for the imputed complete 

data, v =80. Table 8.3.2 presents these results. 

Table 8.3.2. Analysis Results At Each imputation. 

The combined estimate of the treatment difference and the combined inference is obtained by 

applying Rubin's d e  for repeated imputation inference. The combined estimate of the treatrnent 

difference is the average of the estimates at each imputation, Le. 

The standard error of the combined e s h t e  is given by 

se(h) = ((l+ 1 1 5 ) ~  +LI)"' 

w kre 

is the between imputation variance and 



is the within imputation variance. 

The hypothesis of Ho : A = O versus H, : A # O is tested based on the test statistics 

which Follows an approximate Student-r distribution with the degrees of fieedom 

Table 8.3.3 presents the final inference results after applying Rubin's rule and the inference 

result without any imputation. 

Table 8.3.3. Final inference resdts 

From this example, it can be seen that multiple imputations improved the power of the 

inference. The improvement cornes h m  two sources, the size of the treamient effect is enlarged 

and the standard error of the estimation of the treatment effect is lowered. 

8.4 Summary 

Due to mcontrolIable reasons. incomplete data aimost aiways appear in every clinicai trial. 

When data are incomplete, there are two issues that need to be considered when making a 

statistical inference. One is the vaiidity of the inference and another is the pecformance of the 

inference. When the missingness mechanism is ignonble. ail likelihood-based methods and the 

multiple imputation mettiods mentioned in this research wiH genente vaiid inferences. Due to 

the incompteteness of the data, we definitely lose sorne information. The Lkeühood-based 

methock do not intend to recover the lo s  information. ail inferences are made based on obsewed 

information. By the contrast, the multiple imputation methods uy to recover the lost information 

and then rnake inferences based on the obsetved and recovered niformation. Due IO the 



uncertainties associated with the recovering pmess, muItipIe imputation has a Iarger variability 

than no-imputation. But since the repeated imputation inferences are made based on the 

approxirnate Student-t distribution, and the approximate Student-f distributions of the multiple 

imputation has better properties than those of no imputation, the statistical inferences are 

improved by the multiple imputation. in chapter 7, the simulation results showed chat the 

empirical coverage rates are significantiy improved to close to or above the nominal level by the 

multiple imputation, and in this chapter, a numerical example has shown that the power of the 

hypothesis test is impmved by the multipie imputation. 

Proper multiple imputation requires an appropriate imputation model and independent dnws 

fiom this model. in this research. new anaiyticd imputation methods are proposed. When 

incomplete data are monotone, the proposed methods are based on a mdtivariate approach. 

When incomplete dam are non-monotone. the proposed rnethods are based on an univariate 

approach, in which the missing &ta are imputed sequentialIy, Another analytical imputation 

method. the predictive mode[ method, is based on the univariate approach. One good thing of the 

anaiytical methods is that the missing data can be easily imputed fiom the conditional predictive 

distribution independently. The MCMC mefiod is based on the Monte Carlo method. In order to 

have independent imputations, a Markov chah of k xrn iterations or m independent chahs 

with k iterations of -ch need to be generated, where k is the number of iterations of the bum- 

in period. Fmm the simulation results, the proposed method and the MCMC method have better 

performance than the predictive mode1 mcthod in terms of the inmase variance due to the 

multiple imputation and the hction of missing information, and the proposed method and the 

MCMC method have indistinguishable performance. But in terms of the empiricd coverage rate, 

the proposeci method bas a sIightly better performance than the MCMC method. 

One purpose of the multiple imputation is to retrieve the missing information whiie preserving 

the covariance stnrcnire between the observed data and the imputed data. Therefore. how to 

preserve the covariance stntcture is an important consideration in this research. in chapter 7, 

when the covariance structure is the antedependence of order 1, the impacts of the proposed 

method for the stnictured data are reflected h m  the estimations of p3 and alî . From Table 

7.21 and Table 7.4.1, it is observeci that the proposed methcd either has a smaller bis. reflected 

by K .  or srnalier man sq- enors than those of the predictive mode1 mthod and the MCMC 

method. So the antedependence covariance structure is weli preserved by the proposed method. 



8.1 Discussion 

This research discussed the methods of multiple imputation when incomplete data have an 

antedependence covariance structure. Under this assumption, when the order of the ante- 

dependence is given, the proposed method is applied to generate the imputed complete data. In a 

reai situation, however, the order of the antedependence structure is tmlaiown and needs to be 

estimated. We proposed in the appendk 1 that the penalized likelihood methods, AIC or BK, be 

used to estimate the order of the antedependence. Kenward (1987) proposed a Iikeiihood ratio 

test of the antedependence order Ho : order =g, versus H, : order = g2 > g, . For large data 

sets these Iikelihood rnethods are quite reliable. But for small sample sizes these likelihood 

methods may not perform well. in this case it is recommended that the proposed unstructured 

method be used. 

Rubin (1987) derived the degrees of fieedom (1.5.6) for the repeated imputation 

infetence. This formula is based on the assumption that the degrees of freedom are infinite when 

data are complete and the nurnber of imputations is finite. When the degrees of Freedorn of the 

complete data is small and the proportion of missing data is m o d e  the degrees of Creedom 

defined by formula (1.56) can be rnuch Iarger than the degrees of freedom for the complete data. 

In this case, equation (1.5.6) is inappropriate. Barnard and Rubin (1999) proposed a modified 

formula for calculating the degrees of freedom. The modified degrees of keedom hm the 

following properties for fmed m and an estirnated fraction of missing information, (1) modified 

degrees of &dom monotonically mcrease to cornplete data degrees of freedorn. (2) modified 

degrees of &dom are always less than or equal to compIete data degrees of freedom and (3) 

modified degrees of fieedom equal complete &ta degrees of fieedorn when the latter is infinite. 

To describe the modified degrees of fieedom, we denote the origuiai degrees of fieedom by 

the modified degrees of freedorn Cm then can be expressed by 



is the observeddata degrees of keedom and v,,, is the completedata degrees of fieedom. This 

formula for the modified degrees of fieedom will result in a larger percentile t -vaIue that will 

resuIt in a wider confidence interval and a larger p -value. 

In longitudinal studies, random effects modeIs are often utilized. More generally, the mixed 

effects model is defmed by Y = XP -t Zy +e where XP is the fixed effect component, Zy is 

the random efféct cornponent and e is the error twm. It is wuaIly assumed that y - N(0,G).  

e - N(0,  R) and y and e are independent. Under this model, the response variable 

Y - N(.YP,ZGZ'+R). Little (1995) discussed the dependence of the missingness on the 

random effects, he referred this dependence on the random effect as the dependence of the Future 

values of the response variable. if the missingness depends on the random effects, the 

missingness mechanism is non-ignorable. in this case, al1 muItiple imputation methods based on 

the ignorabiliîy are not appropriate. if the missingness is independent of the mdom effects, the 

missingness mechanism is ignorable. In this case, either Iikelihood-based methods or multiple 

imputation methads can be applied to make valid inferences. The proposed multiple imputation 

method with an antedependence covariance structure cm be apphed as Iong as the within 

subject covariance matix C = ZGZ'+R has an antedependence structure. If Z = ZGZ1+R does 

not have an antedependence structure, as a M e r  research topic, the Eh4 a1gorith.m rnay be 

modified to estimate the nonna1 parameters p = XP and Z = ZGS'+R , and then msfonned to 

the alternative parameters. The alternative parameten are then simulated from the approximate 

observed-data posterior distribution given the estimated ones. The missing values are imputed 

fiom the conditional predictive distnlwtion given îhe observed vaiues and simufated parameters. 

Throughout the whole research, the response variables are a s d  to be multivariate normal 

and no specific assumptions were applied to the covariates. When continuous covariates X 

have no missing values the response variables are assumed to follow the conditional multivariate 

oormai given X. if conihuous covariates have rnissing values it is reasonable to assume that 



(X,Y) are jointly multivariate normal. In either case the proposed method can be appiied 

directly. When covariates are categoncal variables, the multiple imputation of response 

variables can be divided into two categories. (1) if the covariates have no missing values, the 

proposed rnethod for multiple populations can be applied directly where each population is 

indexed by the combination of the covariates. (2) if the covariates have missing values, we still 

can assume that (X, Y) has a joint multivariate normal as long as these covariates are unimodal 

and syrnmettic, See Schafer (1997. section 63) for a discussion of this topic and the simulation 

results of Rubin and Schenker (1986). In some situations data Wpulations are required in order 

to have these categorical variables unirnodal and symrnetric. In thÏs case, we still can apply the 

proposed rnethod. Note that when categoncal covanates are approximated by the multivariate 

normal in the imputation mode]. they are still treated as the categoncal variables in the analysis 

model. 

If it is not plausible to assume a joint muitivariate normal for (X, Y),  the general location 

model (Olkin and Tate, 1961) can be used as the imputation rnodel. Schafer (1997, chapter 9) 

described the MCMC imputation for the general location model. The general location model 

can be descnbed by 

p(y,(nl,-+-,n,)l p , L ( q , - - - , q ) )  = P( (n , , -v , )  I (q,-.,q))P(YI (n,,..-,n,),p,V 

where P((nI ,-.-,n, ) 1 (nt ,B . - ,  lt, )) is a marginal multinomid dimiution for the number of 

observations ni in ceil i. the cells are constituted by the combination of the covariates. 

P(Y 1 (n,,---,n,),p,L) is the conditional muitivariate normal distribution for the response. As a 

further research topic, if we could find a prior distrïïution such that the rnultinomial parameter 

(IC, , - - - ,x , )  can be simulateci h m  its posterior distribution, then the proposed rnethod can be 

extended to this situation. 

This research assumes the missnigness rnechanism is ignorable. In real situations. there 

may be many causes for misshg data and the rnissingness pattern couid be a mixture of ignorable 

and non-ignorable missing vdues. As Iong as  a large portion of misshg data are ignorable and 

the non-ignorable portion of missing data are aIso mcluded in the imputation model, the bias 

caused by treating al1 missing data as ignorable is negIigible. Diggle and Kenward (1994) 

proposed a rnethod for identifLmg the single reason of missingness. Denote 



P (yr,. --.Y,-~, ; p) be the probability of missing at visit j given the previous bistory 

if yj is observed 
Y, = 

if yj  is missing 

then the missingness is modeled by a Logistic regsession 

Iogit{~j(~~>...~~~-~,~j;B)) = 4 +&YI +-*-+Bj-i.Yj-i +pjy; 

(1) if p, =pz =-.-= pj-, = = O, then the missingness mechanism is MCAR. 

(2) if ,8, = O, then the missingness mechanism is MAR. 

(3) if p, # O ,  then the missingness mechanism is non-ignorable. 

Rubin (1987) and Schafer (1997) have shown that a mal1 number of muItiple 

imputations can provide estimates of standard enors that are ahos t  hIly efficient. 

Schafer (1999) suggested that no more than 10 imputations are usually required. 

However, in the situations where the proportion of missing data is large, the inference 

based on the observed-data likeliood may be unstable and the inference based on the 

multiple imputation may have quite large variation. In this case, Horton and Lipsitz 

(2001) suggested a close investigation should be conducted. An increase in the number 

of imputations may stabilize the variation. 
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Appendix 1: Estimate the Oder of the Ante-dependence Structure 

In real situations, the order of an antedependence structure is unknown and needs to be 

estimated From the data. When a p 4iensional  multivariate sample is assurneci to have an 

antedependence structure of order g (g = OJ,---, p - 1). the total number of unknown 

parameters is p + (g + i)(2p - g) / 2 - Order O indicates a complete independence covariance 

structure and order p - 1 indicates an unstructured covariance. When the model under the nul1 

hypothesis is nested within the model under the alternative hypothesis. the likelihood ratio test 

can be applied to test the plausibility of the model under the nul1 hypothesis. However. the 

rnodels with different orders of antedependence structure are not nested within each other. The 

penalized likelihood criteria. like Akaike's Information Critenon (AIC) and Schwarz's Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BICI, are used to make the model selection. These pendized likelihoods 

are essentially the log likelihood values penaiized for the nurnber of panmeters estimted. The 

BIC imposes heavier penalty than chat by AIC. The penaiized likelihood is given by 

PL(k) = -2 log L ( Y ; ~ ,  ) + dkc(n) (A. 1) 

where k indexes the models under the considerntion(k = Ol---, p - 1). L ( Y ; & ~ )  is the 

maximized likelihaad for the k" model. dk is the number of unknom parmeters in the kth 

model. The quantity c(n) is a penalty index, c(n) = 2 for AIC and c(n) = Iog(n) for B K .  

The penalized likeühood criterion is to minimize (A.1). That is, the mode! with the Iowest 

value of PL(k) is most desirable and the conesponding k is the rnost desirabfe order of the 

antedependence structure supported by the data. 

Under the multivariate nomai assumption, the unknown parameters are 8 = (p,Z). When 

data are complete or incomplete with a monotone missing pattern, these paranieters can be 

estimated diredy by the successive cegression method described m section 5.3 under the 

assumption of an antedependence structure. When data are incomplete with ri non-monotone 

missing pattern, 8 = (p,Z) are estimated by the EM algorithm under the assumption of an 

unstructured covariance ma&. Then by using the parameter transformation d&bed in either 

secaon 6.3 or section 6.4. we obtain the maximum IikeIihood estimates of the atternative 

parameters under the assumption of antedependence. Taking the reverse parameter 

transformation. we obtaïn the estimates of the n o m l  parameter B = (@) under the ante- 

dependence assumption. 



Once the maximum likelihood estimates of 8 = (p.2) are obtained. the maximized observed- 

data likelihood is 

where 

ir the maxirnired observeddata likelihood for the i' obsewation. and hi and ff  are the 

estimated marginal mean vector and estimatecl marginal covariance matrix corresponding to 

yi(obs) respectively. Hence the penalized likelihood becomes 

For each admissible value of k (k = 0J;--, p - 1). the corresponding penalized likelihood 

values are calculated and the order g of the antedependence is selected if its penaiized 

likelihood value is the towest, Le. 

PL(g) 5 PL(k) k =OJ;.-,p -1 



Appendix l: Splus Functioas for Simulations 

There are 6 primary Splus functions wcitten by anthor to perfonn the simulations. 

MSiMül - Monotone incomplete data with smcmred covariance. 

M S W 2  - Monotone incomplete data with unstmctured covariance. 

MSiMü3 - Monotone incoqlete data with mctured covariance h m  3 mitivariate normal. 

NSiMül - Non-monotone incomplete data with smtcmred covariance. 

NSiMü2 - Non-monotone incomplete &ta with unszruccured covariance. 

NSiMü3 - Monotone incomplete data with unstrucmred covariance h m  3 muitivarïate normal. 

There are serveral sub-hinctions to be called by the above prirnary functions. These sub 

functions are available upon requted. 

MONOFïîl - Estimate & simulate the normal parameters for monotone incompiete data 

(structured covariance). 

MONOFiï2 - Estimaie & simulate the n o d  parametes for monotone incomplete data 

(unstnictured covariance). 

MONOFIT3 - Estimate & simulate the normal parameters for monotone incomplete data from 3 

multivaïate normal populations (stnichued covariance). 

MONOM - Uopute the missing data for monotone incomplete data. 

PREDl - Predictive mode1 method of imputation (monotone). 

PRED2 - Predictive mode1 methad of impntafion (non-monotone). 

SEQUI - Sequentially impute the non-monotone data with structured covariance. 

SEQU2 - SequentialIy impute the non-monotone data with uastnictured covariance. 



MSrMu1: 

function(m) { 

# Monotane Simuhtion I (single population with antedependence of order 1) 

# 1. Genente complete &ta frorn 3-d mutlviuiate n o r d  dismbution with smctured covariance 

# 2. Cd1 MK1 to genente monotone incomplete 

# 3. Cd1 MONOET1 to get estimated & simulated normal panmeters (smctured covariance) 

# 4. Call MONOM to simulate the missing data 

# 5. Cdl f RED1 to get simulate the missing dam by predictive model method 

# 6. Call DkNORM and IMP.NORM to get MCMC simulated data 

# 7. Cd1 MI-INFERENCE to get combined estimates. std.err and contidence interval 

n e- 30 # sampie size of muitiviuiate normal 

libnry(norm) # in order to use SchaferS prognm 

rngseed( 1234567) 

R1 e- mamx(0, m. L3) # Estimted man. covariance and t (no impuîation) 

MSE 1 <- mtrix(0. m. 12) # Mean square e m r  of estimates and t 

R2 c- matrix(0. m. 18) # Proposeci method (struchuedl 

MSE2 c- matrix(0. m. 13) 

R3 c- m h ( 0 .  m. 18) # Redictive mode1 method 

MSE3 c- mamx(0, m 12) 

R4 e- rnamx(0. m. 18) # MCMC method 

MSE4 c- mamx(0, m. 12) 

SRI <- mtru(0. rn 9) # 95% confidence limits and indicator (no imputation) 

SR2 c- mmx(0. m. 9 )  

SR3 c- maaix(0, m. 9) 

SR4 c- maaix(0. m, 9 )  

covl c- rbind(c(l.O.L93,0.0109), c(O.193.2,0.113), c(0.0109.0.113.3)) 

XXC-~(0.0.0,0,0.0. 1,0.193.0.0109,2,0.113.3) 

for(i in 1 :m) ( 

y c- rmvnorrn(n. mean = rep(0.3). cov = cov 1) 

#-- Create monotone incomptete &ta (at lest 3 obs with al1 data observed) --- 
y1 C- mkl(y) # genente monotone immplete data 

n2 c- mw(y t[!is.na(yl[. 21), 1) # number of non-missing of Y [21 

n3 <- nrow(y l[!is.na(y l[, 3 1). 1) 
y1.p e- prelimnorm(y 1) 

L Estimate mean and its standard e m r  by proposed method (no imputation) - 
para c- monofitl(yl)%Est # estimted normal panmeter muix 

ser c- c(sqrt(pan[2, 2jIn). sqrt(pm[3,3lln2). sqrt(p=W. Wn3)  



Rl[i, c( 1.3.5.7.8.9, 10.11. 12)J <- exextrrict(pzua) #est  mean & covariance 

Rl[i, c(2,4.6)1 c- c(pan[l. 2jlser[l], pan[l, 3]/ser[2j, paraIl. 4]/ser[3]) # t values 

MSEl[i. 1 C- (Rl[i, 1 - xxY2 # mean square error 

SRI[i, dl. 2,311 c- CI(RI[i. 11, ser[ll, n - 1. O) 

SRl[i, ~(4.5.611 c- CI(Rl[i. 31, ser(21, n2 - 1.0) 

SRlli. c(7,8,9)1 c- CI(Rl[i. 51, ser[3]. n3 - 1.0) 

#-- Proposed method (multiple imputation. m=5) 

temple- matrïx(0.5.9) # estimated mean of each imputation 

temp2 e- mamx(0.5.3) # standard ermr of each imputation 

for(k in 15) ( 

pan c- monofit l(y 1)SSim # simuiated normal panmeters 

yt e- monomi(y1, para) # imputed complete data 

temp l[k c( l:3)1 c- c(mean(yt[,ll,na.m=T),mean( y1[7l,n~nri=T).ma(yt[.3~,na.~T)) 

v t  c- vartyt, mmethod = "available") 

templ[k. c(4.5.6)] c- vt[l, c(1.2,3)] 

temp I [k. c(7. 8)] c- vt[3 c(2.3)] 

templ[k 91 c- vt[3.31 

temp2Ik. 1 e- c(sqn(vt[l. IlIn), sqn(vt[3,2]/n), sqrt(vt[3,31/n)) 

t 
est <- Iist(Cemp l[ 1 ,c( 1:3)].temp 1 [2c( 1:3)l,temp1[3.c( 1 :3)],temp1[4.c( 1:3)l,temp l[S.c( l:3) 1) 

stdm c- !ist(temp2[1, 1. temp2[2, 1, temp2[3. 1, temp2[4. 1, temp2[5. 1) 
mult c- mi.inference(est stderr. confidence = 0.95) 

R2[L d l ,  3 .91  c- resd6est # combincd estimation of mean 

R2[iv c(2,4,6)] <- resull%esUmlt%std.em # cornputeci t vatues 

R2[i. c(7: 1211 c- apply(temp 1 [, c(4:9)], 2, mean) # estimateci of covariance 

=[if c(13,14,15)I <- muii%r # relative increase in variance due to missing &ta 

R2[L c(16, 17, la)] c- nsul6fminf # fraction of missing information about panmeter 

MSE?[i, ] <- (R2[i. c(1:12)] - xx)"2 

SRS[I, ci 1,4,7)] c- rrcsult$lower 

SR2ti. c(Z 5,8)1 c- resuit%upper 

if(W[i, 11 c: O & O <= SR2[i. 21) (SR2[i. 31 <- 1 } 

if(SR2[i. 41 e O h O <= SR2[i, 5)) (SR2[i, 61 <- 11 

if(SR2li. 7j <=O & O c= SFC[i. 81) (SR2[i. 91 <- 1 } 

6 Predictive d e 1  method (multiple imputation, m=s) 

kmpl c- matrix(0.5.9) # estimated mean of each imputation 

temp2 c- mhix(0.5.3) # smdard enor of each imputation 

fortkin 15) { 



yt c- pred l(y 1) # imputed complete data 

cempl [k. c( l:3N c- c(mean(yt[,lf~.mi=T)mean(yt[71,~-rm=T).mean(yt[3I.m.m=~) 

vt <- var(yt, na-method = "available") 

templ[k, c(4.5.611 c- vt[l, c(I, t . 3 ) J  

templ[k, c(7.8)j c- vt[2, c(2,3)] 

templtk. 91 c- 143.31 

tempWc. 1 c- c(sqrt(vt[l. Ilin), sqn(vt[2,21/n). sqrt(vt[3,31/n)} 

1 
est c- list(ternp L[l.c( 1:3)I,temp1[2,c( 1:3)l.temp 1[3d L:3)].temp L[J,c(l:3)l.temp 1[5.c( t:3)]) 

std.en c- list(ternpl[l. 1, templ[2, 1, temp213. 1, temp2[4, 1, temp2[5, 1) 
result c- mi.inference(est, std.err. confidence = 0.95) 

R3[i. c( 1.3. S)] c- resuitSest # combined estimation of m a n  

R31i. ct2.4.6)I <- result%est~result%std.e~r ftcomputed t values 

R3[i. c(7:Il)l c- apply(tempL[, c(4:9)1.2, m m )  # estimated of covariance 

R3[i. c( 13.14. 15)j <- result%r # relative increase in variance due to missing data 

R3(i. c( l6.17.18)] c- resul6fminf # hction of missing information about parameter 

MSE3[i. 1 <- (R3[i, c( l:12)] - .=)Y 

SR3[i. c( 1.4 7)l c- resul6lower 

SR3[i, c(2.5. B)] c- resulthpper 

if(STU[i. II c= O & O <= SR3[i, 2)) [STU[i. 31 c- 1 } 

if(SR3[i. 41 <= O & O <= m[i. 5l) [SR3[i, 67 c- 1 } 

if(SR3[i, il <= O & O c= SR3[i. 81) (!W[i, 91 c- I ) 

#--- MCMC method (multipie imputation, m=5) 

templ c- mamx(0.5.9) # estimateri mean of =ch imputation 

temp2 c- mûix(0,5,3) # standard m r  of each imputation 

pan c- ern.norm(y1.p. showits = F)# initiai values of n o m l  pumeters 

for(k in 15) { 

para c- da.nonn(y l.p, pan, steps = 50, showits = F) # sirnulated pumeters 

yt c- imp.norm(y 1.p. para, y 1) # imputed complete data 

templfk, c( 1 3 1  c- c(mean(yt[,lls~rm=T)mean(yt[2l,n;lrm=T)mean(yt[$I~i;~nn=T)) 

vt c- var(yt. namethoci = "avaiIablen) 

temp [[k. c(4.5.6)l c- vtI 1, c( 1 . 3  311 

templ[k. ~(7.8)) c- vt[2, c (7  3)l 

templ[k. 91 c- vt[3,3] 

ternp2[k. I <- c(sqrt(vt[ 1. IlIn), sqrt(N2 211n). sqrt(vt[3,31/n)) 

t 
est c- lList(templ[ I d  1:3)l,temp1[2s( f 3)~,tcmp1[3,~(1:3)],templ[4,c(l:3)j,remp I[S.c(1:3)]) 



std.err <- list(temp2[1, J, temp2[2, 1, iernp2[3, 1, temp2[4. 1, temp2[5, 1) 
result c- mi.inferencdesl std-err, confidence = 0.95) 

R4(i. c(L.3.5)i)l c- resuIt%est # combined estimation of mean 

R4[i, c(2.4.6)j <- resulWtlresuit$std.err # cornputed t values 

R4[i, c(7: 12)l c- apply(templ[. c(4:9)], 2. mean) # estimateci of covariance 

R4[i, c( 13. 14. 131 c- rresuIt$r 8 relative increase in variance due to missing dam 

R4[i, c(L6. 17. 1811 c- result$lminf # fraction of missing information about panmeter 

MSEJEi, c- (R4[i, c( 1: 12)] - xxP2 

SR4[i. c(l. 4.7)j <- rtsult$lower 

SR4[i, c(2.5.8)] c- result$upper 

if(SRI[i, LI <= O & O c= SR4[i. 21) [SR4[i. 31 c- 1) 

if(SR4fi. 41 <= O & O c= SR4[i. 51) (SR4[i. 63 c- 1 } 

if(SR4[i. 71 <= O & O <= SR4[i. 81) {SR4fi, 91 c- i } 

1 
RI c- ccbind(R1, MSEI) 

R2 c- cbind(R2. MSE2) 

R3 c- cbind(R3. M m )  

R4 c- cbind(R4. MSE4) 

return(ml=apply(R12snean),mS=;ipply~2~11i~itn)~=pply(~2~)~pply(R42.~n)) 

1 



MSIMUZ 

functionb) ( 

# Monotone Simulation 1 (singie population with u n s b u c W  covariance) 

# 1- Genente complete data h m  3 d  mutlwiate n o d  distribution with unstructured covariance 

# 2. Cd1 MKI to genente monotone incomplete 

# 3. Cdl MONOETï2 to get estimated & sirnulated noml parmeters (unstructured covariance) 

# 3, Cd1 MONOMI to sirnulate the missing &ta 

# 5. Cd1 PREDI to get simulate the missing &ta by predictive mode1 rnethod 

# 6. Cail DANORM and IMP.NORM to get MCMC sirnulated data 

# 7. Cal1 MIINFERENCE to get combined estimates, std.err and confidence interval 

n c- 30 # simple size of multivariate normal 

library(nom) # in order m use Schafer's prograsn 

rngseed( 1234567) 

RL <- matrix(0. m. 12) # Estimatcd mean, covariance and t (no imputation) 

MSEl c- rnatrix(0. m 12) # Mean square e m r  of estimates and t 

R2 c- mtrix(0. m 18) # Proposed method (senrcmedl 

MSE2 c- mattix(0. m. 12) 

R3 c- mamx(0. m. 18) # Predictive mode1 method 

MSE3 <- ~ ~ t r i x ( 0 .  mm, 12) 

R4 c- mauix(0. m 18) # MCMC rnethod 

MSE4 c- mtrix(0, m 12) 

SR1 c- mmx(0. m 9) # 95% confidence limits and indicator (no imputation) 

SR2 <- muix(0. m, 9) 

SR3 c- mauix(0, m 9) 

SR4 c- mauix(0, m. 9) 

covl c- rbind(c(l.05.0.9). c(05.2,03), c(0.9.0.3.3)) 

XXC-c(O,O,O.O,O.O. 1.05.09.2,0.3.3) 

for(i in lm) ( 

y c- rmvnorm(n. rnean = rep(O,3). cov = cov 1) 

#-- Create monotone incomplete data (it 1- 3 obs with d l  dam observed) - 
y i c- mkl(y) # g e m t e  monotone incomptete data 

n2 c- mow(yl[!is.na(y l[. 21). 1) # nlimber of non-missing of Y[2] 

il3 C- MOW(Y~[!~S.M(~~[, 3]), 1) 
y1.p c- prelim.norm(y 1) 

#-- Estimate mean and its standard error by pmposed method (no imputation) - 
piua c- monofit2(y l)$Est # estimated normal pmmeter mamx 

ser c- cc(sqrt(pm[2,21Inh sqrt(panl3.3IIn2). sqrt(pm[J. JlIn3)) 



Rl[L c(l,3,5,7.8,9.10.11.12)] c- exarict(pua) # estimates mean &covariance 

Rl[i, c(Z. 4.611 c- c(para(1, ZIlserf 11, pm[l.  3]/ser[2], piua[l. 4yser[3]) # t values 

MSE l[i. ] c- (Rl[i, j - xxP2 # m m  square ermr 

SRl[i, dl,  2.3)] c- CI(Rt[i, 11, ser[l], n - 1, O) 

SRl[i. c(4.5.611 c- CI(Rl[i. 31, ser[2], n2 - 1.0) 

SRl[i. ~(7.8.911 c- CI(Rl[i. q, sed31, n3 - i. 0) 

#-- Proposed method (multiple imputation, -3 

temp 1 c- m;itrix(O. 5.9) # estimted mean of each imputation 

tempî c- matrix(0.5.3) # standard error of each imputation 

for(k in 15) t 
para c- monofit2(yl)$Sirn # simuhted normal panmeters 

yt <- mnomi(y1. par4 # imputed comptete data 

temp l[k.c( L:3)] c- c(mt;ui(yt[.l ].na.rm=T). mean(yt[Sj, mm=T).mean(yt[J l,mrm=T)) 

vt c- var(yt, mmediod = "availabte") 

temp l[k c(4.5.6)] c- vtf 1, C( 1,2,3)] 

templ[k. c(7.8)] c- vt[2. c(2.3)I 

templ[k, 91 c- vtl3.31 

temp2k 1 c- c(sqrt(vt[l, lyn). sqrt(vt[2. Zlhi, sqrt(vt[3.3llnN 

1 
est c- list(iempl[L.c( 1:3)].temp 1[2,c(l:3)f,temp I [3s(I:3)I,templ[4.c( L:3)],temp 1[5.d 1:3)]) 

std.err c- list(temp2[1. 1, temp2[3 1, temp2t3. 1, temp2[4. 1, temp2[5. 1) 

result c- rni.infertnce(est. std.err, confidence = 0.95) 

R2[i. c( 1.3.31 c- result$est # combined estimation of mean 

R2[i. ~(2.4.6)) c- resuIt$est/resul&tcLerr # computed t values 

R2[i, c(7: 12)] c- appIy(temp l[, c(4:9)], 2. mean) # estimritcd of covluimce 

R2[i, ~(13.14, 191 c- result$r # relative increast in variance due to niissing data 

R2Ii, c( 16.17. 18)) c- muIt$fminf # fraction of missing information about panmeter 

MSE2[i, ] c- (Rl[i, c(1: 131 - xx)Y 

SR2[i, c( 1.4.7)1 c- resuitSIowa 

SR2[i, c(2.5,8)] c- resd6upper 

if(!X2[i, LI c= O & O c= SR2[i. 21) {SRS[i, 31 c- 1 } 

if(SR2[i, 41 <= O & O c= SR2[i, q) [!X?[i, 61 c- t } 

if(SR2[i, 7] <= O & O c= W[i, 81) {SR2[i, 91 c- 1 ) 

6 Predicrive mode1 meihod (multipie imputation, m=5) 

temp 1 c- matnx(0,5,9) # estimateci mean of eacti imputation 

temp2 c- rnatrix(0.5.3) # standmi m r  ofeach imputation 

fortk in [:SI { 



yt c- p d l t y  1) # imputeci complete data 

tempt[kc( l:3)1 c- c(mean(yt[,l~,nam=T).mean(yt[;2l,na.m=T),mean(yt[3].naarm=T)) 

vt <- var(yt. namethocl = "available") 

templ[k, c(4,5,6)1 <- vt[l. c(1.3.3)] 

templ[k, c(7,8)] <- vt[2. c(2.3)] 

temp l[k, 91 <- vt(3.31 

tempî[k, c- c(sqrt(vt[l. LIIn), sqn(vt[2.211n), sqrt(vt[3.3l/n)) 

1 
este- list(tempL[ l.c( L:3)l,temp 1[2,c(1:3)],temp 1[3,c(l:3)],temp 1[4.c( 1:3)],templ[5.c( 1:3)]) 

std.err e- list(temp2[1. 1, tempî[7, 1, temp3[3. 1, temp2[4. 1. temp7[5. 1) 

result <- mi.inference(est, std-err, confidence = 0.95) 

R3[i. c(l. 3 -31  ç- resdtkt # combineri m*mtion of m m  

R3[i, c(2. 46)i ç- resuIt$esf/result$std.err # mmputed t vdues 

R3[i. c(7:12)1 c- appiy(temp 1 [, c(4:9)], 7, mean) # estimateci of covariance 

R3[i, c( 13. 14.15)j c- resuldr #relative increase in variance due to rnissing data 

R3[i. c( 16. 17. 18)1 c- resull$€ininf # fraction of missing information about pariuneter 

MSUIi, 1 c- (R3[i, c(l: 131 - xxP2 

SIU[i. c( 1.4. i l 1  c- resuldIower 

SIU[i. c(2,5,8)1 <- resdfiupper 

if(SR3[i. 11 r- O &Oc= SR3[i, 21) (SIW[i, 31 c- 1) 

if(SR3[i, 41 <= O & O <= SR3[i, 51) {SR3[i. 61 e- i }  

if(SR3(i, 71 c= O & O <= SR3[i. 81) {SR3[i. 91 <- 1 } 

#-- MCMC method (multiple imputation. m=5) ----- 
temp 1 c- ma&ix(O,S, 9) # estimatexi m m  of each imputation 

temp2 c- mcrix(0,5. 3) # srand& error of each imputation 

pan <- em.nom(y1.p. showits = F) # initial vaiucs of nomid parameters 

for(k in 1 3  { 

pan c- da.norm(yl.p, para steps = 50. showits = F) # simulaid panmeters 

yt e- imp.norm(yl.p, para, y 1) # imputed compkte dam 

templ[kc( 1 3 1  c- c(mean(yt[,llsia.~T)meantyt[Cl~a.f1ll=13,mean(yt[3Isia.rm=T)) 

M c- vdyt. m.meihod = "available") 

tempL[k,c(4,5.6)1 c- vt[L.c(1,2,3)1 

templk c(7. 811 c- vt[2. c (3  311 

temp L[k. 91 c- vt[3,3] 

temp2[k. 1 c- c(sqrt(vt[l. llln). sqrt(vt(Z2]/n). sqrt(vt[3,3Vn)) 

1 
est c- Iist(tempI[ls(l3)],tem~l[2s(l:3)],temp1[3s( I3)].tempI[4~(1:3)],templ[5,c( 1:3)]) 



std.err C- list(temp2[1. 1, temp2[2. 1, tcmp2[3. 1, temp2[4, 1, temp2[5, 1) 

mult c- mi.inference(est. std.err, confidence = 0.95) 

R4[i. c( l,3,5)] c- result$est # combined estimation of mem 

R4[i. c(17.4.6)l c- result$est/result$stderr # computed t values 

R4[i. c(7:12)1 c- apply(temp l[, c(4:9)1, 2. mean) # estimted of covariance 

R4[i. c(13. 14. 191 c- mult%r # relative incrwse in variance due to missing data 

R4[t. c(16, 17. 18)) c- rcsult$Fminf # fraction of missing information about parameter 

MSE4[i. 1 c- (R4[i. c( l:12)] - nx)"2 
SR4[i. c( 1.4, T) ]  c- result!6lower 

SR4[i. c(2,5.8)1 c- resuldupper 

if(SR4[i, II <= O & O c= SR4Ii. 21) {SR4[i, 31 c- 1 

if(SR4[i. 41 c= O & O G- SR4[i. 5j) {SR4[i, 61 c- I l  
if(SR4ri. 71 G- O & O  <= SRJ[i 81) tSR4[i, 91 c- 1) 

1 
RI <- cbind(R1. MSEl) 

R2 <- cbind(R2. MSEÎ) 

R3 c- cbindw. MSW) 

R4 c- cbind(R4. MSE4) 

renini(ml=apply(RI2mean)Jn2=appIy(R22sie;in),m3ripp~y(R32me;~n~& =apply(R43mean)) 

1 



MSlMU3 

bnction(m){ 

#Monotone Simulation 3 (muitiple population with antedependence of order 1) 

# 1. Generate complete data h m  3 4  mutlvariate nonnai distribution with structurecl covariance 

# 2. Cal1 MK2 to genente monotone incomplete 

# 3. Ca11 MONOFR3 to get estimated & simulated normal pariuneters (süuctured covariance) 

# 4. Cali MONOMI to simulate the missing data within each population 

# 3'. Cail CI to get confidence interval for non-imputation estimates 

n c- 20 

RI <- mtrix(0, m. 9) # estirnated mean vector (no imputation) 

MSE 1 c- miaerUr(0, m, 9)  

SRI e- mmx(0. m. 27) 

R2 c- müix(0, m. 9 )  # estirnated mean vector (multiple imputation) 

MSE2 c- maaix(0. m. 9) 

SR2 c- matrix(0. m. 27) 

Al <- ~ & i ~ ( - l . 4 . 4 )  

A2 c- matrixi-1.4.3) 

A3 <- m&ix(- t ,4,4) 

.ur c- do. O. 0.2.1.2.4.4.4) # true population mean 

for(i in km) ( 

y c- rnk2(n) 

nm c-c(nmw(y[!is.na(y[, 21). 1). nrow(y[!is.na(y[, 3 1). 1). nrow(y[!is.n;t(yI, 41). 1)) 
y1 <- y[y[, 11 = 1, c(2.3.4)I 

y2 c- ylyl, Il = 2. c(2,3.4)1 

y3 <- y[y[, LI = 3, c e ,  3.411 

#-- estimate mean md coviuhnce h m  monotone incomplete data (no imputation) - 
result~-monofit3 

p a n  É- tesult$Est 

m l  c- pan[L. c[2,3.4). 1]# estimated man vcctor 1 

m2 c- para[l. c(2,3,4). 21 

m3 c- pm[l. c(2.3,4). 31 

Rl[i, 1 c-c(m1. m2, m3) # simuiated mean vectors of 3 populations 

MSEI{i. 1 <- (Rl[i, ] - X X ) ~ ~  

aev <- (paraIc(23A,c(2,3A, l ] + p m [ c ( 2 $ A , c ( 2 . 3 . 4 ) ] + p [ c 2 . 4 ~ 4 ) 1 )  # est 

common covariance 

n2 c- m w f y  If !is.na(yl[, 21). 1) # number of non-missine of Y[2] in pop 1 

n3 c- nrow(yI[!is.nû(yl[, 31). 1) 



sel <- c(sqa(aevf 1. LVn), yqrt(aevf2.21ln2). sqn(aev[Z 311113)) 

SRl[i, d l ,  2.3)1 <-CI(Rl[i. Il ,  sel[l], nm[Il- 1.0) 

SRI [i. c(4.5.6)1<- CI(RI[i, 21, se1[2], nm[2] - 1. O) 

SRl[i, c(7.8.9)) c- CI(Rl[i, 3). se1[3], nm[31- 1.0) 

n2 c- nrow(y2[!is.na(y2[. 21). 1) # number of non-missing of Y[21 in pop 2 

n3 c- ~~w(y?[!is.m(yî[. 3D. 1) 
se2 c- c(sqrt(aev[l. ilin). sqn(aev[l. 211112). sqrt(aev[3,3]ln3)) 

SRl[i. ~(10.11. 1211 c- CI(RI[i, 41, st2[1]. nrn[l] - L. 2) 

SRl[i. c( 13. 14. IS)] c- CI(Rl[i, 51, se2[2]. m[21- L. 2) 

SRl[i. c(16. 17. l8)l<- CI(RI[i. 61. se2[3]. nm[31- 1.3) 

n2 c- nrow(y3[!is.na(y3[. 21). 1) # number of non-missing of Y[2]  

n3 c- 1~0w(y3[!i~.na(y3[, 31). 1) 

se3 <- c(sqrt(aevE1, IlIn). sqn(aev[2.2Jln7), sqn(aev[3*3]in3)) 

SRl[i. c( 19.20.2 1 )1 c- CI(Rl[i, 71, &[II, nm[l l - 1.4) 

SRl[i. c(22.23.24)] c-Ci(Rl[i. 81, se3[21, nm[21- 1.4 

SRl[i, c(Z.26.27)] c- CI(Rl[i. 91, &[3], nm[3] - 1.4) 

6 estimte mean and covarianct €rom monotone incomptete chta (multiple imputation) - 

p a n  c- nsul6Sim 

m l  c- pm[L c(3.3,4). Il # sirnulatcd mean vector 1 

m2 c- pm[l. c(2,3,4), 2) 

m3 <- pan[l. ~(2~3.4) .  31 

aev c- (panlc(2.3.4). c(2.3.4). 11 + para[c(î,. 3.4). c(2.3.4). 21 + pan[c(Z 3.4). c( 

2.3.4). 31)D # simulated common coviuime 

Al[c(?. 3.4). c ( 2  3.4)] c- aev 

Al[L c(2.3,9] c- m i  

Al[c(2,3.4), 11 <-ml 

M[c(2.3,4), c(2,3,4)] c- aev 

A2[1, ~ ( 2  3.4)] C- m2 

A2[c(2,3.4), 11 c- m2 

A3[c(2.3,4), c(2,3.4)]<- aev 

A3[1. c ( 3  3,4)] c- m3 

A3[c(2,3,4), 11 c- m3 

templ c- mtrix(0.5.9) # esrimatcd mean parameters 

temp2 c- mtrix(O.5.9) #standard enors of the estimates 

for(k in 1-5) [ytl<- sequI(y1, AI) 

Yt2 c- sequL(y7 A2) 

~ t 3  <- s q u  t (y3. A31 



m l  c- c(mean(ytl[.LIrn.rrn=T)snean(yt 1[2Imm=ï')~nean(ytl [$].na.rm=ïï) 

m2 <- c(mem(yt2~,lI,na.~111=~~m(yt2[21,mm=T).mean(yt2[3],na~m=ïï) 

m3 c- c(mean(yt3[.1 ].nrtrm=T)~riean{yt3I21,narm=T)$nean(yt3[) 

aev <- (var( yt 1 .na.mehod="av~lable"~+v~yS.na.method="available")+ 

var(yt3. namechod = "availablem))13 

sel c- c(sqn(aevf 1. Llln), sqrt(aev[2,7]/n). sqrt(aev[3,3jln)) 

tempL[k. 1 c- c(m1, m3 m3) 

temp2[k. 1 <- c(se1, sel. sel) 

1 
est c- apply(tempt. 2. n#anl # combineci estimate mean 

B c- apply(templ.7. var) # behvten imputation variance 

U c- npply(ternp2q. 2. mean) # within imputation variance 

V c- 4 * (1 + UI(L.2 * B ) ) q  # dtgrres of frcedom 

se c- sqrt( 1.2 * B + Li) # combined std error of combined est imte mean 

W[i. ] c- est 

MSE2[i. ] c- (R2[i. 1 - xx)% 

V[c(l.4.7)1c-O 

for(j in 1:9) {SR~[~~(~*~-L)+I.~*~-L)+~~*~-I}+~)]C-CI(~~~]S~],V~]~~]) ) 

1 
renim(ml= ripply(R1.2, mm), mseI = appIy(MSEl.2. mean), CI1 = apply(SR1.2. mean), 

m2 = appIy(R2.7 mean), mse2 = appiy(MSE3 3 man) ,  CI2 = appty(SR2.2. mm)) 

1 



N S W l  

function(m) { 

# Non-monotone Simulation 1 (single population with antedependence of order 1) 

# 1. Generate complete data h m  3 4  mutlvariate normal disuibution wiih structured covariance 

# 2. Cd1 MK3 to genente non-monotone incomplete data 

# 3. Cd1 EMNORM to get estimrited n o m 1  parameters 

# 4. Cali SEQUl to impute the missing &ta sequentially 

# 5. Cd1 PREM to impute the missing data by predictive mode1 method 

# 6. Cd1 DANORM and IMPJiORM to get h1CivlC imputed data 

# 7. Cal[ MIINFERENCE to get combined estimates. std.err and confidence interval 

n <- 30 # sample size of multivariate nom1  

Iibnry(norm) # in order to use Schafer's progam 

rngseed( 1234567) 

RI c- mamx(0, m, 12) # Estimated mean. covariance and t (no imputation) 

MSE 1 c- matrix(0. m. 12) # Man squan e m r  of estimates and t 

R2 c- muix(0, m, 18) # Proposed method (srrucnued) 

MSE2 <- maaix(0. m. 12) 

R3 <- muix(0. m. 18) # Redictive mode1 method 

MSE3 c- matrix(0, m 12) 

R4 c- mamx(0, m. 18) # MCMC method 

MSE4 c- mmx(0, m. 12) 

SRI <- mauix(0, m, 9) # 95% contidence limits and indicator (no imputation) 

SR2 <- muix(0. m, 9) 

SR3 <- matnx(0, m. 9) 

SR4 <- mauix(0, m. 9) 

para0 <- matrix(- 1.4.4) 

covI <- rbind(c(I.0.193.0.0109). c(O.193,2,0.113), c(0.0109,0.113,3)) 

xx <- ~ ( 0 ,  O, O, O. O, O, 1,0.193,0.0L09,2,0.113.3) 

for(i in 1:m) ( 

y <- nnvnorm(n. mean = rep(0,3), cov = cov 1) 

#--- Create monotone incomplete data (at least 3 obs with ail &ta observedl - 
y c- &(y) # generare non-monotone incomplete data 

y1 <- y[!is.na(y[, 11) 1 !is.m(y[. 21) ( !is.m(y[, 31). 1 # at Ieast one Y I.Y2.Y3 observeci 

n0 <- nrow(yi) # a c d  sample size 

nl c- nrow(yl[!is.na(yl[, Il). 1) # number of non-missing of YI11 

n2 c- nrow(yl[!is.na(yl[, 2]), 1) # nwnber of non-missing of Y[q 
n3 c- nrow(yl[!is.na(yI[, 311, 1) 



y1.p <- plimnorm(y1) 

#-- Estimate mean and its standard c m r  by proposeci method (no imputation) - 
para <- ern.norm(y 1 .p. showits = F) 

pan0[l. c(2,3,41 C- getpam.norm(yl.p, para)$mu 

paraO[c(2.3.4), 11 c- ptpmrnnorm(yl.p. pan)$mu 

pan0[c(2.3,4), c(2.3.4)I c- getpanrn.nonn(yI.p, pm)$sigma 

ser c- c(sqn(paraO[2. 2llnl). sqrt(pm0[3.3]ln2). sqrt(pmO[4,4]1n3)) 

Rl[i. c( 1.3.5.7.8.9. 10. 11. 1211 c- extract(pan0) # estimates mean & covariance 

RUi. c(2,4,6)J C- c(pmO[L, 2]lser[l], pmO[l. 3]/ser[2], prin0[1,4j/ser[3]) # t values 

MSE l[i, 1 c- (RI [i, 1 - xrr)? # mean square error 

SRI[i. c(1. 2.311 e- CURlIi. 11. scr[l]. nl - 1) 

SRl[i. c(4.5.6)[ c- Ci(Rl[i. 31, ser[2], n2 - 1) 

SRI[i, c(7.8.911 c-Ci(RL[i. 51, ser[3), n3 - 1) 

#--- Proposed method (multiple imputation. m=S) 

temp 1 c- matrix(0.5.9) # estimatecl mean of each imputation 

temp2 c- mtrix(0.5.3) # s a n M  error of eiich imputation 

for(k in 15) { 

yt c- sequl(y t, parno) # imputed complete data 

temp l[k, c( l:3)] c- c(mean(yt[.l],na.m=T).mean(yt[2ljw-nn=~merin(yt(JI~rm=T)) 

vt c- va(yt. mmeihod = "avaiiable") 

tcmpl[k c(4.5,6)1 <- vt(1, c(1, 2.3)] 

tempI[k c(7.8)] c- vt[2, c(2,3)1 

templ [k, 91 c- vt[3.3] 

tempîk I c- c(sqrt(vt[l. IlInO), sqn(vt[2.21/nO), sqn(vt[3.3ynO)) 

1 
est <- list(tempI[I,c( 1:3)~,templ[2,c(l~)],templ[3~~( 1 : 3 ) l , t e m p . c (  1:3)]) 

std.err c- list(ternp2[1. 1, temp2[2, 1, temp2[3, 1, temp2[4, 1, temp2[5. 1) 
resdt c- mi.inference(est. std.err, confidence = 0.95) 

W[i, c( l.3,5)] c- resdt$est # combined estimation of  nea an 

R2[i. c(2,4.6)1 e- result$estlresult$std.err # computed t values 

R2[i, c(7:12)j c- ;ippIy(templ[, c(J:9)], Z mean) # estimed of covariance 

R2[i. c(13,14.15)] <- result$r #relative in- in viuiance due to missing data 

R2[i. c(16,17.18)] c- resuIdfmÏnf # Eraction of missing idonnation about piwuneter 

MSE2[i, 1 <- W[i. c( L:12)] - xx)Y 

W [ i ,  c(I, 4 -31  c- resuli$Iower 

W [ i .  c ( 3  5. ?3)] <- resdt$upper 

if(SR2[i. 11 <=O & O <= SR2[i. 21) {SR2[i, 31 <- 1) 



if(SRZ[i, 41 <=O & O c= SR2[i, 51) (!W[i. 61 <- 1 } 

if(SR2[i, 71 <=O & O <= SRî[i. 81) (SR2[i. 91 c- 1) 

#--- Predictive made[ method (multiple imputation. m=s) 

templ c- matrix(0,5,9) # estimated mean of each imputation 

temp2 C- matrix(0.5.3) # standard e m r  of each imputation 

for(k in 15) { 

yt <- pred2(yl) # imputed complete data 

temp l [ k  c( 1 :3)1 <- c(mean(yt[.IIm.rm=T)m~(yt[~,m.m=T).mean(yt[J~.na.rm=T)) 

vt c- vrir(yt. namethod = "available") 

templ[k. c(4.5.6)] c- vt[l. c(1.2.3)l 

templ[k. c(7.8)L c- vt[2, ~(2.3))  

templtk9j c- vt[3.3] 

temp2[k. J <- c(sqn(vt[l, 1 JlnO), sqn(vt[î, 2jln0). sqn(vtI3.3ynO)) 

1 
est c- list(ternp L[l,c( 1 :3)],temp l[2,c( 1:3)],temp 1 [3,c( 1:3)].temp l[J,c( 1 :3)],temp l[5.c( 1:3)]) 

std-err c- Iist(temp2[i, l, temp2[2. 1. temp2[3, l. temp2[4, 1. temp2[5. l) 

mult c- m.i.inference(est. std.en. confidence = 0.951 

R3[i, ct 1.3,5)] c- result$est # combined estimation of mean 

R3[i, c(2,4,6)I c- resultSestlresult%std.err # computed t values 

R3[i. c(7:12)] c- apply(templ[, c(4:9)]. 2, mean) #estirniefi of covariance 

R3[i. c(13,14,15)1 c- result!Sr # relative increase in variance due to missing dam 

R3[i, c(16,17,18)1 c- rrsuldfminf # fraction of missing information about p m e t e r  

MSW[i. j c- (R3[i. c(lA2)I - xx)- 

SWIL c( 1.4.31 c- mult%lower 

SR3[i. c(2,5,8)j <- resultlsupper 

if(SR3[i. 11 c= O & O c= SR3[i .  21) [SR3[i. 31 c- 1 1 
if(SR3[i. 41 e O & O <= SIU[i, 51) (SR3[i. 61 c- 1) 

if(SR3li. c= O & O c= SR3[i, 81) (SR3[i, 91 <- I} 

L MCMC meihod (multiple imputation. m=5) 

templ c- muix(0.5,9) # cstimted mean of each imputation 

temp2 c- matrix(0,5,3) # standard e m r  of each imputation 

fot(k in 15) { 

para <- &norm(y [.p. p a n  steps = 50, showits = F) # simulateci parmeters 

yt c- ïmp.nonn(y1.p. para yl) # imputed complete &ta 

tew l[k. c(k3)I c- cc(mean(yt~.ll,-~snean(yit2lm-~-T)~~(yt[Jl,~~~) 

vt c- vdyt, mmethod = "available") 

templ[k c(4,5.6)] <- vt[l. c(l,2,3)] 



temp IR. c(7,8)1<- vt[2. c(2,3)1 

templ[k, 91 e- vtl3.31 

tempS[k, 1 c- c(sqrt(vt[l. LIlnO). sqrt(vt[S, 21fn0). sqn(vt[3.3]ln0)) 

1 
est c- list(templ[l,c( 1:3)],temp1[2,c(l:3)],templE3x[ l:3) j,ternpl[4,c( 1:3)l,iempl[S,c( 1:3)]) 

std.err c- list(temp2[1. j. temp2[2, 1, temp2[3. 1, ternp2[4. 1, temp2[5. 1) 

result c- mi.inferencc(est, std.m. confidence = 0.95) 

R4[i. c( l,3,5)1 c- result%est # combined estimation of mean 

R4[i. c(2.4.611 c- result$est/result%std.err # computed t values 

R4[i, c(7:IZ)j c- appIy(templ[. c(4:9)1,2. mean) # estimateci of covariance 

R4[i, c( 13. 14, 15)j c- result$r # relative increase in variance due to missing data 

R4[i. c( 16, 17, 18)1 c- result$fminf # fraction of missine information about panmeter 

MSE4[i, ] c- (R4[i. c( 1: 12)j - X X ) " ~  

SR4[i, c( l.4.7)I c- result$Iower 

SR4[i. c(2.5.8)j c- resul6upper 

if(SR4[i, 11 <= O & O <= SR4ti. 21) (SR4[i, 31 c- 1 } 

if(SR4[i. 41 c= O &O <= SR4[i. 51) {SR4[i. 61 <- 1 } 

if(SR4[i, 71 <= O & O <= SR4[i, 81) (SR4[i, 91 c- 1 ) 

1 
RI c- cbind(R1. MSEI) 

R2 c- cbind(R2, MSE2) 

R3 c- cbind(R3, MSE3) 

R4 c- cbind(R4, MSE4) 

rcruni(ml=apply(R12~nean)sn2~pply(R22~aeon),m3=apply(R32~m~n),~pply(R42,mean)) 

1 



NSIMU2 

function(m) { 

# Non-monotone Simulation 2 (single popdation with unsrmctured covariance) 

# 1. Generate complete data from 3 4  mutlvariate n o m l  distribution with stnicmred coviuimce 

# 2. Cd1 MK3 to genente non-monotone incamplete data 

# 3. Cal1 EM-NORM ro get estimateci nom1  panmeten 

# 4. Call SEQU'I to impute the missing dam sequentially (unsmctured) 

# 5. Call PRED2 to impute the missing data by predictive mode1 method 

# 6. Cal1 DANORM and IMP.NORM to get MCMC imputed riata 

# 7. Cd1 MIDFERENCE to get mmbined estimates. std.en and contidence interval 

n c- 30 # sample size of multivariac normal 

library(norm) # in order to use SchaferS program 

rngseed( 1234567) 

RI <- mamx(0. m. 12) # Estimated mean. covariance and t (no imputation) 

MSEl c- mmx(0. m. 12) # Mean square e m r  of estimates and t 

R2 <- muix(0, m. 18) # hposed rnethod (senicntred) 

MSE2 c- mmx(0. m 12) 

R3 c- matrix(0. m 18) # Predicàve mode1 method 

MSE3 c- manix(0, m, 12) 

R4 c- rnamx(0, m 18) # MCMC method 

MSE4 c- mauix(0. m. 12) 

SRI c- mmanix(0. m 9)  # 95% confidence limits and indicator (no imputation) 

SR2 c- matrut(0. m, 9) 

SR3 c- mmix(0, m. 9) 

SR4 c- muix(0. m 9) 

pan0 c- maaix(- 1.4.4) 

covl c- rbind(c(l,05,0.9), c(O5.2.0.3).~(0.9.03,3)) 

xx C- ~ ( 0 ,  O. 0.0. O. O. 1,05.0.9,2,0.3,3) 

for(i in km) ( 

y <- rmvnorm(n, m m  = rep(0.3). cov = cov 1) 

L Create monotone incomplete ciab (at least 3 obs with al1 data observed) - 
y c- mk3(y) # genente don-monotone incomplete data 

y1 c- yyf !is.na(y[, ln 1 !is.na(y[, 21) 1 !is.na(y[. 31). 1 # at I a t  one Y I.YS.Y3 observed 

n0 c- ~ o w ( y l )  # actual s;imple size 

nl  c- mw(y I[!is.na(y I[. II), 1) # number of non-rnissing of Y[11 

n2 c- mw(y l[!is.na(y l[. 21). 1) # n m k o f  non-missing of Y[21 

n3 <- nrow(yl[!is.na(ylf, 3]), 1) 



y Lp c- prelim.norm(y1) 

#-- Estimate mean and its standard error by pro@ method (no imputation) - 
pan c- emnonn(yl.p, showib = F) 

panO[ 1. CC. 3.411 c- getparam.nonn(y 1 .p. para)$mu 

pimO[c(2.3.4), 11 <- getpanmnom(yl.p, pan)$mu 

p d [ c ( î .  3.4). c(2.3.4)j c- gerpanm.norm(y1.p. para)$sïgm 

set c- c(sqrt(para0[2,2Iini). sqrtIpmQ[3,3]iri-), sqrt(pan0[4. Jyn3)) 

Rl [i. c( 1.3.5.7.8.9. 10. 11. 1211 <- exxuaci(pan0) # estimates m n  & coviuiance 

Rl[i. c(2.4.6)1 C- c(pmO[ 1.2]/ser[l], pan0[l. 3l/seïf2i. pmO[ 1. 4Ilscr[3]) # t values 

MSE 1 [i. I <- (R l [i, 1 - xxY2 # mean square error 

SRl[i. d l .  2,311 c- CI(Il[i. 11, sML], nl - 1. O) 

SR1[1. c(4.5.6)) c- CI(Rl[i. 3). ser[21, n2 - 1.0) 

SRl[i. c(7.8.911 c- CI(RI[i, 5J, ser[3]. n3 - 1. O) 

6 Proposed method (muitiplt imputation. m=5) 

templ c- matrW0.5.9) # cstimated mean of ach imputation 

temp2 c- mamx(0,5,3) # standatd mor of mch imputation 

for(k in 1:5) { 

yt <- sequ2(y 1. pan0) # imputed complcte dan 

ternpl[k c( l:3)] c- c(m(yt[,t~m.m=T).mean(yt[2l.m.mT),mean(yt[3I,mrm=r)) 

vt <- vat[yt. mmethcd = "iivailabte") 

temp W. c(4.5,6)] c- vt[l. d l.2,3)1 

ternp 1Ik. c(7,8)] c- ~ ( 2 .  c(2.3)] 

temp 1 [k. 91 <- ~(3 .31  

ternpS[k, 1 c- c(sqrt{vt[l, l]lnO), sqn(vtf2.2JlnO). sqrt(vt[3,3]/n0)) 

1 
est c- iist(temp ~[l.c(L3)~,templ[Zc(13)~,remp1[3.c(I:3)].templ~4,c(l:3)~,templ[5,c( 1:3)]) 

stderr c- Iist(urnpt[l, 1, temp2[2, 1, mp2[3, 1, temp2[4, 1. temp2[5. 1) 
resuit c- mi.inference(est, std-en, conMence = 0.95) 

R2[i,c(l, 3-31  c- result$est # combinai estimation of mean 

R2[i, c(2.4.6)I C- result%est/muIî!§std.err # compiued t values 

R2[i. cCï:I2)1 c- appIy(tempI[, c(4:9)1,2, mm) #estimred of covariance 

E[i. c( 13.L4,lS)I c- tesuIi%r # dative inmase ni variance due to &ing data 

R21i c( 16. 17. 18)l C- resdt$fmifmin€ # fnction of missing infannation about paramefer 

MSE2[i, 1 c- (R21i. c( L:I2)J - X K ) ' ~  

SR2[i, c( 1.4 7)1 c- resdislower 

SR2[i. c(Z 5.8)l c- resuit%upper 

if(SR2li. LI C= O & O <= S U [ i  21) {SR2[i. 31 c- 1 ) 



if(SR2[i. 41 c= O & O c= SR2[i, 51) (SR2[i. 61 c- 1 1 
if(SR2[i. 71 <=O & O c= SR2[i. 81) (SR2[i, 91 c- 1 } 

#-- Predictive mode1 method (multiple impuîation. m=9 

templ C- mmx(0,5.9) # estimateci man of each imputation 

temp2 C- matrix(0,5,3) # standard emr of ach  imputation 

for(k in 15) { 

yt <- prefi(y1) # imputed complete data 

templ[k. c( l:3)] c- c(mean(yt[,l],na.rm=T).man(yt[7].n0.m=T)m~n(yt[3],na~m=~) 

vt <- var(yt. na.method = "available") 

templ[k. c(4.5.6)1 c- vt[l. c( 1,2,3)1 

templ[k. c(7,8)] c- vt[2, c(2,3)] 

tempL[k. 91 c- vt[3.31 

temp3[k. 1 c- c(sqrt(vt[l, I]/nO), sqrt(vt[S, 2]/nO), sqrt(vt[3,31/nO)) 

1 
est c- list(templ[l .c( i:3)],temp1[2,c(l:3)],templ[3,c( l:3)],templ[4.~(1:3)1, temp1[5.c(1:3)]) 

std.err c- list(temp2[1. 1. temp2[2. 1. temp2[3, 1, temp2[4, 1, temp2[5. 1) 
result c- mi.inference(est. std.err, confidence = 0.95) 

R3[i, c( 1.3. S)] c- resul6est # combined estimation of meiut 

W[i. c(2.4.6)l c- resuit$est/result$std.m # computed t values 

R3[i, c(7: 12)1 c- apply(templ[, c(4:9)], 2, mean) # cstimated of covariance 

R3[i. c( 13.14.15)] c- resuit$r # relative inmase in variance due to missing data 

R3[i. c( 16.17. 18)] <- resuit$fminf # friction of missing information about panmeter 

MSW[i, ] c- (R3[i, c(l:12)] - xx)"2 

SR3[i. c(l. 4.7)] c- resuldlower 

SR3[i. c(Z 5.8)] c- result$upper 

if(STU[i, II c= O &O c= W [ i .  21) (SIU[i. 31 c- 1 } 

if(SIU[i. 41 c= O & O c= SR3[i. 51) (SIU[i, 61 c- 1 } 

if(SIU[i. 71 c= O & O c= W [ i ,  81) (W[ i ,  91 c- 1 } 

#-- MCMC method (multiple imputation. 1-5) 

temp 1 c- mmx(0.5.9) # estïmated mean of each imputation 

temp2 c- matrix(0.5,3) # standard error of each imputation 

for(k in 1-5) { 

para c- danorm(y1.p. pan, steps = 50, sbowiîs = F) # simulated parmeten 

yt c- imp.norm(y1.p. prin, yl) # imputed complete data 

temp1Ik. c( l:3)1<- c(mean(yt[,lI,n~T)mean(yt[2I,n~~r)snean(yt[J1,m.m~) 

vt c- var(yt+ na-method = "avaiIabIe") 

templ[k, c(4.5.6)1<- N I ,  c(l, 3,311 



temp I [k, CU. 8)1 c- vt[2, c(2,3)] 

tempL[k 91 c- vt[3,31 

temp2[k. I c- c(sqrt(vt[I. IJM), sqrt(vt[î. 2]ln0), sqrt(vt[3,3]lnO)) 

1 
est c- list(iempl[ lx( 1:3)].temp1[2s( 1:3)l.templ[3.c( 1:3)l,iempl[4.c( 1:3)],temp1[5s( 1 :3)I) 

std.err C- Iiist(temp2[1. 1. temp?[î, 1, temp2[3. 1. temp2[4. 1. temp2[5, 1) 
wuIt c- mi.inference(est, std-err. confidence = 0.95) 

R4[i. c( 1.3.31 c- resuIt$est # combined estimation of mean 

Rl[i, c(Î, 4,6)f c- resuIr$est/resutt$sUi.en # computed t vdues 

R4Ii. c(7: 12)] c- apply(temp l[. c(4:9)], 3. mean) # estimated of covariance 

R4[i. c(13. 14. 15)) c- rcsult$r # relative inmase in variance due to missing dam 

R4[i. c( 16.17. 18)] c- resulfifininf # fiaction of missing information about piuameter 

MSEJ[i. 1 c- (R4Ii. c( I:12)1- xx)"7 

SR;I[i, c(l.3,7)] c- nsult$lower 

SR4[i. c(2.5.811 c- result$upper 

iflSR4[i, t ]  <= O & O e SR4F. 1)) {SRJ[i, 31 c- 1 } 

if(SR4li. 41 c= O & O c= SR4[i. 5J) (SR4[i. 61 c- 1 } 

if[SR4[i. 73 c= O & O c= SR4[i. 81) (SR4[i. 91 c- 1 ) 

1 
RI c- cbind(R1. MSEl) 

R2 c- ccbind(R2. MSE2) 

R3 c- cbind(R3. M W )  

R4 c- cbind(R4. MSE4) 

rrnimtml=apply(RI3~n)si2~pply(R2~ean)sn3=appIy(R37m~n)Jn4=apply(R47m~n)) 

1 



NSiMU3 

Cunction(m) ( 

# Non-Monotone Simdation 3 (multiple population with antedependence of order 1) 

# 1. Genemte complete data h m  3 4  mutlvuiate n o 4  disnibution with structurecl covariance 

# 2. Cal1 MK4 to generate non-monotone incornpletc dam 

# 3. Cal! EMJORM to get estirnated normal panmeters (unstructured covariance) 

# 4. CaIl SEQUI to impute the missing data within each population 

# 5. Cidl CI to get confidence interval 

n c- 20 

Iibrary(norrn) # in order to use SchaferS prognm 

rngseed( 1234567) 

RI c- mtrix(0, a 9) # estimateci mem vector (no impumtion) 

MSEL <- mmatrix(0. m 9) 

SR1 c- maaix(0, m. 27) #confidence interval (no imputation) 

R2 c- matrix(0, m. 9) # estimateci m n  vector (multiple imputation) 

ME2 e- mtrix(0, m 9) 

SR2 c- matrix(0, m. 27) 

AI c- maai%(- 1.4.4) 

nx c- c(0, O, 0,2.2,2,4.4,4) #mie population man  

for(i in 1:m) { 

yy c- mk4(n) 

y c- yy[!i~~na(yy[, 21) 1 !is.na(yy[. 31) 1 !is.na(yy[, 41). 1 # at least variable observed 

nm c- c(nrow(y[!is.na(y[, 21). 1). mw(y[!is.na(y[, 31). D, nrow(y[!is.n;t(y[. 41). 1)) 
y1 c- y[y[, 11 = 1. ~(2.3.411 

y2 c- y[y[, Il = 2, c(2.3.4)I 

y3 c- y[yL II = 3. c(2.3.41 

y1.p c- prelim.nonn(y1) 

y2.p c- preluanonn(y2) 

y3.p c- prelim.norm(y3) 

#--- Estimate mean and its standard error by EM aigorithm (no imputation) - 
y l .pm c- getpammnorm(yl.p, emnorm(yl.p, sbowits = F)) 

y 2 . p  c- getparm~norrn(y2.p, em.normIy2.p. showits = F)) 

y3.pm c- getpmnom(y3.p. em.normty3.p. showirs = F)) 

m l  c- yl.para%mu 

ni2 c- yî,pan$mu 

m3 c- y3.pan$mu 

aev c- (y l.prin%sipa + y2.pan$sigma + y3.p;ira$sip)/3 



RUi, 1 c- dml,  m2. m3) # estimated man vectors of 3 popdations 

MSEI[i. 1 <- (Rl[i, 1 - WA2 

nl <- ncow(yl[!is.oa(ylf, il). 1) # number of non-missing o€Y[l] in pop 1 

n2 <- ~ow(yl[!is.na(yl[, 21). 1) 

n3 c- nrow(yl[!is.na(yi[, 31). 1) 
sel c- c(sqri(aev[l. 1 ]hl),  sqrt(aev[2. 211112). sqrt(aev[3,31/n3)) 

SRl[i, c( 1.2.3)l c- CI(RL[i. II, sel[l], nm[ll- 1. O) 

SRI[i. c(4.5.6)I <- CI(RI[i, 21, se1[2]. m[2]  - 1.0) 

SRl[i. c(7.8.9)I c- CI(Rl[i. 31, se1[3], nm[3] - 1.0) 

n l  <- nrow(y2[!is.na(y2[, 11). 1) # number of non-rnissing of Y[!] in pop 2 

n2 <- nrow(y2[!is.~(y2[. 3)). 1) 

n3 <- nrow(y2[!is.n~(y2[, 31). 1) 
se2 c- c(sqn(aev[l, lllnl). sqrt(aev[2.2]/n2). sqrt(aev[3,3]/n3)) 

SRl[i. c(10. LI. 12)j c- Ci(RI[i. 41, se2[1). m [ l ]  - 1.2) 

SRl[i. c(13. M 1.511 c- CIN[i.  51, se2[2], m[2]  - 1.2) 

SRl[i. c(16. 17. 1811 c-CI(RI[i. 61. se2(3J, nm[31- 1.2) 

nl c- nrow(y3[!is.na(y3[, LI), 1) # number of non-missing of Y [Il in pop 3 

n2 <- nrow(y3l!is.na(y3[, 21). 1) 

n3 c- nrow(y3[!is,na(y3[, 31). 1) 

se3 <- c(sqrt(aev[l. l]lnl). sqrt(aev[2, 2yn2). sqrt(acv[3,3]/n3)) 

SRl[i, c(19,30,2L)] c- CI(RI[i. 71. se3[l]. m [ l ]  - 1.4) 

SRI[i. ~(22.  î3,24)1 c- CIIRl[i. 81, se3[21, nm[2] - 1.4) 

SRl[i.c(25,26.27)] c-CI(Rl[i. 91. se3[31, m[3]  - L, 4) 

+-- Estimate mean and covariance (multiple imputation) - 
Al[c(2.3.4). c(2.3.4) J c- aev 

Al[l, c(2,3,4)1 c- ml 

Al[c(2,3,4). I l  c- ml 

A2<- Al 

A2[1. ~(2.3.91 C- d 

A2[c(2*3,4). 1) <- m2 

A3 <- Al 

A3[L. ~(2.3.4)) <- m3 

A3[~(2,3.4), LI <- ra3 

temp 1 c- mtrix(C45.9) 

temp2 c- matrk(0,5,9) 

for(k in 15) [ 

y t l  C- sequl(y1, Al) 



yt2 c- ~equlCy2. A2) 

$3 C- ~equUy3, A31 

m l  c- c(mean(ytlI, ll.mrni=T)rnean(ytI[2I~~~111=T)~nean(ytl[J1~ia.~[1~T)) 

m2 c- c(mean(yt2[.l],asnn=T),mean(y4[2],m~111=T)mean(yt2[3],na-rm=~~ 

m3 c- ~(mean(yc3[.1].mmi=T)rnean(yt3[2].n;i.rm=T),mean(yt3[3].na.mi=T)) 

aev c- (var(yt1. na.method = "available") + var(@, na.rnethod = "available") t var( 

yt3, n~rnethod = "avaiIabie"))/3 

se 1 c- c(sqrt(aev[l. I]/n). sqn(aev[2,2]ln), sqrt(aev[3,3]In)) 

temp l[k, 1 c- c(m 1, m2, m3) 

temp2[k. 1 <- c(se 1. sel, sel) 

1 
est c- apply(temp 1.2. mean) # combined estimate mem 

B c- aapply(temp1,2, var) # between impuution variance 

U c- apply(temp2"2.2, mean) # within imputation variance 

V c-4 * (1 + Ul(1.2 * B))"? # degres of frcedom 

se c- sqn( 1.2 * B + CI) # combined std crror of combined &mate mean 

W[i. 1 c- est 

MSE2(i. ] c- (W[i. 1 - xx)"2 

V[c(I. 4,7)1 c- O 

ior(j in 1:9) (SR2[i.c(3*U-l)+ L$*(j-L)+23*(i-l)+3)] c- U(est[i]se~], V[i]xx[i]) 1 

nturn(ml= apply(R1 , 2  . mean), msel = apply(MSEl.2, mean), CI1 = appIy(SR1.2, mean). 

m2 = apply(R2.2, man), mse2 = apply(MSEZ2, mean), Ci2 = apply(SR2, -, 3 m a ) )  

1 
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Differences of Least Squares Means 

Ef f ect 

STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 
STRUCTUR* METHOD 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 

STRUCTUR METHOD ,STRUCTU -METHOD Difference 

Tests of Effect Slices 

STRUCTUR NDF DDF F 

Std Error 

0,01656158 
0,01656158 
0.01656158 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0,03188970 
0,01656158 
0.01656158 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0,03188970 
0.01656158 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0.03188970 
0.01656158 
0.01656158 
0.01656158 
0.01656158 
0.01656158 
0.01656158 



Effect 

Mode1 Fitting Information for USET2 
Monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates (REML) 

Cov Parm Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 4,71049066 
Residual 2.68542736 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source 

STRUCTUR 
METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 

STRUCTUR 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

METHOD 

1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 

NDF DDF Type III F Pr z F 

Least Squares Means 

LSMEAN Std Error DF t ~r > l t l  



STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR* METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR* METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 

Differences of Least Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU -METHOD Difference 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Std Error 

0.07328612 
0.07328612 
0.07328612 
0.12162169 
0.12162169 
0.12162169 
0.12162169 
0.07328612 
0.07328612 
0.12162169 
0.12162169 
0,12162169 
0,12162169 
0.07328612 
0.12162169 
0,12162169 
0.12162169 
0,12162169 
0,12162169 
0,12162169 
0.12162169 
0,12162169 
0.07328612 
0.07328612 
0,07328612 
0.07328612 
0.07328612 
0.07328612 

Ef f ect STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P r > F  
STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 3 5994 131.22 0.0001 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 2 3 5994 129.54 0.0001 



Mode1 Fitting Information for MBEU3 
Monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates (REMLJ 

Cov Parm Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 80.95396059 
Residual 155972.60700 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr z F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 1.46 0,2265 
METHOD 3 5994 1.64 0,1774 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 3 5994 1.38 0,2465 

Least Squares Means 

Ef fect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN Std Error DF 



STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR"METH0D 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 

Differences of Least Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD ,STRUCTU -METHOD Difference 

Tests of Effect Slices 
STRUCTUR NDF DDF P 

Std Error 



STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURt METHOD 
STRUCTURtMETHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 

Model Fitting Information for M8m3 
Monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimaces (REML1 

cov earm Estimate 

8LOCK(STRUCTUR) 4 . 5 4 6 8 4 2 9 0  
Residual 7 . 4 4 9 3 2 8 7 5  

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF T y p e I I I F  P r > F  

STRUCTUR 1 1 9 9 8  9 . 3 1  0.0023 
METHOD 3 5994 2 4 4 . 5 7  ~.0001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 3 5994  8.08 0,OOOi 

STRUCTUR 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

METHOD 

1 
2 
3 
4  
1 
2  
3 
4 

Least Squares Means 

LSMEAN Std Error DF t Pr z I t l  



STRUCTURtMETHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR* METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR"METH0D 
STRUCTUR"METH0D 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 

Differences of Least Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU METHOD Difference 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Ef fect STRUCTUR NDF DDF F 

Srd Error 



Mode1 Ficting Information for R2 
Monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates {REML) 

Cov ~ a r m  Est imare 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 5.60747109 
Residual 7.55707834 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr > F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 1.15 0.2841 
METHOD 2 3996 3.67 0.0255 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3996 1.28 0.2785 

Leasr Squares Means 

Ef Eect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMfSAN Std Error DF t Pr > I C I  



EE Eec t 

Differences of Lease Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU JiETHOD aifference Std Erwor DF t Pr r I t l  

Ef fect 

Tests of Effect Slices 

STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P ~ > F  
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Differences of Least Squares Means 

Ef fect STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU -METHOD Difference Std Error DF t ~ r >  (tl 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Ef fect STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P r > F  



Mode1 Fitting Information for 
Monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates [REML) 

Cov Parm Est imate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 0.01097957 
Residual 0.02114635 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type TI1 F Pr r F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 7.23 0,0072 
METHOD 2 3996 6.46 0.0016 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3996 0.08 0.9189 

Least Squares Means 

Ef fect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN StdError DF c Pr > It( 

STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 2 0.74337344 0.00566797 4859 131.15 0.0001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 3 0.75857629 0.00566797 4859 133.04  o. 0001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 4 0.74988668 0.00566797 4859 132.30 O. 0001 
STRUCTUR"METH0D 2 2 O ,  72512562 0.00566797 4859 127.93 0.0001 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 2 3 0.74297292 0.00566797 4859 131.08 O, 0001 
STRUCTUR*METHQD 2 4 0.73530407 0.00566797 4859 129.73 O, 0001 



EL fec t 

STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR"METH0D 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 
STRUCTUR* METHOP 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR"METH0D 

STRUCTUR 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 

METHOD 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
3 

Differences o f  Least Squares Means 

-STRUCTU -METHOD Difference Std Error DF 

Tests of Effect Slices 

STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P ~ > F  



Mode1 Fitting Information for LAMDA3 
Monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Escimates (REML) 

Cov Parm Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 0.00556782 
Residual O. O1494803 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr r F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 10,66 0.0011 
METHOD 2 3996 21.33 0,0001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3996 11.80 0.0001 

Least Squares Means 

Effect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN Std Error DF t Pr r (tl 



Ef Eect 

Differences of Least Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU ,METHOD Difference Std Error DF 

Effect 

Tests of Effect Slices 

STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P ~ > F  



The MIXED Procedure 

Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
STRUCTUR 2 1 2  
BLOCK 1000 1 . . . 1000 
METHOD 4 1 2 3 4  

Mode1 Fitting Information for UâIsU1 
Non-monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates (REML) 

cov earm Estimate 

BLOCK ( STRUCTUR) 0.00469544 
Residual 0.00067472 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr > F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 1.10 0 . 2 9 5 4  
METHOD 3 5994 0 .74  0.5203 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 3 5994 1.01 0.3866 

Leaat Squares Means 

E f f  ect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN Std Error 



Differences of Leasc Squares Means 

Ef fect STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU -METHOD 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Effect STRUCTUR NDF DDF 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 3 5994 
STRUCTURtMETHOD 2 3 5994 

Difference Std Error DF 



Mode1 Fitting Information for =ET1 
Non-monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates (REML) 

Cov Parm Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 2,94778129 
Res idual 0,45193552 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr > F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 1.27 0.2596 
METHOD 3 5994 6.83 0,0001 
S3RUCTURfMETHOD 3 5994 0.22 0.8853 

Effect 

STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR* METHQD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 

STRUCTUR 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Leas t 

METHOD 

1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Squares Means 

LSMEAN 

1.15464364 
1.05379155 
1.06515843 
1,08376283 
1.22603878 
1.15913481 
1.15108090 
1.17402813 

Std Error 



Differences of Least Squares Means 

Effect STRUCTUR 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

METHOD 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 

METHOD 

2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Ef fect STRUCTUR NDF DDF 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 3 5994 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3 5994 

Difference Std Error DF 



Mode1 Fitting Information for USEU2 
Non-monotone Incomplet0 Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates (REML) 

Cov Parm Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 0.12669085 
Res idual 0.06566207 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F P r  z F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 0 . 5 6  0 .4545  
METHOD 3 5994 34 .17  0 . 0 0 0 1  
STRUCTUR*METHOD 3 5994 6.53 0 .0002  

Least Squares Means 

Effect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN Std Error DF t Pr > Itl 



Ef fect 

STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURlMETHQD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR"METN0D 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 

Differences of Least Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU -METHOD Difference 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Ef fect STRUCTUR NDF DDF 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 3 5994 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3 5994 

Std Error DF 



Mode1 Fitting Information for IlsâT2 
 on-monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates {REML) 

cov ~ a r m  Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 4.33061676 
Residual 2.37160038 

Tests of Fixed EEEects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr > F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 4.85 0.0278 
METHOD 3 5994 160.63 0.0001 
STRUCTURtMETHOD 3 5994 9.34 0,0001 

Least Squares Means 

Ef fect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN Std Error DF t Pr > Itl 



Ef fect 

Differences of Least Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD ,STRUCTU -METHOD Difference 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Ef fect STRUCTUR NDF DDF 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 1 3 5994 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3 5994 

Std Errar DF t ~r > ( t [  



Mode1 Fitting Information for XSBU3 
Non-monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates IREML) 

Cov Parm Est imate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 0.23859769 
Residual 0.10947434 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type II[ F Pr > F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 6 . 0 2  0.0142 
METHOD 3 5994 60.99 0,0001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 3 5994 8.11 0,0001 

Least Squares Means 

Ef fect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN Std Error DF t ~r > Itl 



Ef fect 

Differences of Leaat Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU -METHOD Ditference 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Effect STRUCTUR NDF DDF 
STRUCTURtMETHOD 1 3 5994 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3 5994 
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Differences of Least Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU -METHOD Difference 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Effect STRUCTUR NDF DDF 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 3 5994 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3 5994 

Std Error DF 



Mode1 Fitting Information for R1 
Non-monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates (REML1 

Cov Parm Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 0.00768948 
Residual. 0.10818418 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr > F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 15.06 0.0001 
METHOD 2 3996 34.19 0.0001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3996 11.09 0.0001 

Least Squares Meens 

Effect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN Std Error DF t Pr z J t l  

STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 2 0.47993272 0.01076446 5942 44.58 0.001 
STRUCTUR *MEfi'HOD 1 3 0.47948213 0.01076446 5942 44.54 0,001 
STROCTUR*METWOD 1 4 0.44764539 0.01076446 5942 41.59 0,001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 2 0.47273496 0.01076446 5942 43.92 0.001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3 0.47063786 0.01076446 5942 43.72 0,001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 4 0.35478690 0.01076446 5942 32.96 0.001 



Ef fect 

STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METJ-iOD 
STRUCTUR* METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR"METH0D 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOR 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 

Difierences of Least Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU -METHOD Difference 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Effect STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P r > F  

Std Error DF t Pr > 



Mode1 Fitting Information for R2 
Non-monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates (REML) 

Cov Parm Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 0.72795246 
Res i dua 1 2.36774418 

Tests of Fixed EEfects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr P F 

STRUCTUR 
METHOD 

Leaat Squares Means 

Effect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN 

STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 2 1.65308265 
STRUCTUR 'METHOD 1 3 2.14299883 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 1 4 1.99879083 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 2 1,68808514 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3 2.07837988 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 4 2,04515669 

Std Error DI? c Pr > I t l  



EE Eect 

Differences of Least Squares Means 

STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU ,METHOD Difference 

Teets of Effect Slices 

Ef fect STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P r z F  

Std Error DF 
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Differences of Least Squares Means 

Ef fect 

STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR"METH0D 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTURfMETHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 
STRUCTUR'METHOD 
STRUCTUR"METH0D 

STRUCTUR 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 

METHOD 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
3 

Difference Sed Error 

0.06106797 
0.06106797 
O. 07064576 
O. 07064576 
0.07064576 
0.06106797 
0,07064576 
0.07064576 
O. 07064576 
0.07064576 
0.07064576 
0.07064576 
O. O6lO6797 
0.06106797 
O. O6lO6797 

Tests of Effect Slices 

Ef fect STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P r > F  



Mode1 Fitting Information for -1 
Non-monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estirnates (REML) 

Cov Parm Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 0.00175964 
Residual 0.02302720 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr > F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 18.07 0.0001 
METHOD 2 3996 47.21 0,0001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3996 10.71 0.0001 

Least Squares Means 

Ef fect STRUCTUR METHOD LSMEAN Std Error DF t ~r > Itl 



Differences of Least Squares Means 

Ef fect STRUCTUR METHOD -STRUCTU -METHOD Difference Std Error DF t ~r > It( 

0.00145715 
0.02185964 
0.00568285 
0.00706727 
0.06596537 
0.02040249 
0.00422570 
0.00561013 
0.06450822 

-0.01617679 
-0.01479237 
Cl. 04410573 
O.Co138443 
0,06028252 
0.05889809 

Tests of EfEect Slices 

Effect STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P r r F  



Mode1 Fitting Information for XAMDA2 
Non-monotone Incomplete Data 

Covariance Parameter Estimates (REML) 

Cov Parm Estimate 

BLOCK(STRUCTUR) 0.00879223 
Residual 0.03320431 

Tests of Fixed Effects 

Source NDF DDF Type III F Pr > F 

STRUCTUR 1 1998 0.00 0.9571 
METHOD 2 3996 47.21 0.0001 
STRUCTUR*METHOD 2 3996 1.22 0.2942 

Least Squares Means 

Ef fect STRUCTUR METHOD L S M W  Std Error DF t PI > ltl 



D i f f e r e n c e s  of L e a s t  Squares MmnS 

E f  fect STRUCTUR METHOD 3 T R U C T U  -METHOD Difference Std Error DF t Pr > I t l  

Tests of E f f e c t  Slices 

E f  fect STRUCTUR NDF DDF F P r > F  



Es w r r  
lcl m m  

H . . .  
H mmrc  
n r i m r c  



Differences of Least Squares Means 

E f  fsct STRUCTUR METHOD ,STRUCTU ,METHOD Difference Std Error DF t Pr > tt[ 

Tests of Effect Slices 

E f  f ect STRUCTUR NDF DDF F p r > F  




